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FOREWORD

The project here undertaken of isolating and studying a single, recurrently used symbol—the house—had its
inception in passages from two critics of American
literature.
The first is the statement by Howard Mumford Jones
that one purpose of the scholar in the field of American
literature shoxild be "to establish nore accurately a series
of significant unitary ideas and symbols appearing in literature and to study the history of these concepts and symbols."

Needless to say, the study of a particular symbol

in a selected group of writers can be only a small portion
of the contribution that Jones visualized; yet it may
achieve a degree of significance if it helps to define the
place of the symbol in the work of the writers and the cultxire of their time.
The second suggestion is a provocative oaragraph devoted to the house symbol in Richard Chasers Emily Dickinsoni
"Doom is the House without the Door," wrote Skiily
Dickinson. • • • A house for Thoi^eau v/os not
considerable by spiritual man if it was r.ore complex, structured, and intricate than a shack by the
pond, every nail and slab of v/hich v/as known personally by the builder. Thore was no Lcuce tirough
the v/alls of which linerson's soul mif^ht not be

1

~^^.

Howard i/aimford J o n e s , I d e a s ' i n America (Oop.bri.ir;^.
19^5), pp. 45-44.
'
ii
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expected to dilate. For though he wrote • • .
that "every spirit builds itself a house, and
beyond its house a world; and beyond its world
a heaven," the building of the house v/as less
remarkable than the speed with which its confines were transcended* But the American
writers with whom Etaily Dickinson has her
closest kinship have all made profoundly symbolic use of the house, as we recall from Foe's
"Fall of the House of Usher" and "The Black
Cat," Melville's Pierre. "I and [My] Chimney,"
and "Jimmy Rose," Hawthorne's The House of the
Seven Gables> and Henrv James's ^'^he Jolly
Corner," among several of his fietions.2
After examining house symbolism in the works of these writers
mentioned by Chase, as well as others in nineteenth century
American literature, I concluded that—for reasons which appear in the body of the thesis^—a complete and meaningful
work could be achieved through the selection of a rather
limited, though homogeneous, group. I therefore chose to
study five writers who lived in the same region and who wrote
during approximately the came years—Dickinson, Melville,
Hawthorne, Thoreau, and Emerson.
It is evident that a work of still greater value—if
necessarily a more selective and generalised one than this—
would be the fruit of an inquiry into the house symbol
throughout American literature, ilie present investi^::ation—
though complete, as I think, in itself—may prove, it is my
hope and intention, the starting point of a larger tasl:, and
an even more rewarding one.

^ Richard Chase, Jimil.y Dickinson (Nev; York, 1951), p.
150. Hereeafter cited as Chase, Emily "Dickinson.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Approach to the Symbol
In 1845, with the help of a fev/ neighbors and a
borrowed axe, Henry David Thoreau built a ten-by-fifteen
foot cabin on the edge of Walden Pond, where he could
"transact some private business with the fewest obstacles."
Common houses got in the way of the real business of living,
he thought, and might even be corrupting forces; still he
had some words of praise for neat, well-kept New England
homesteads, like that of his friend ]B^erson, who had established his family in a comfortable square house on the
Cambridge turnpike. Emerson, who was convinced that as
soon as a man owned any property it began to own him, believed with Thoreau that a substantial house might become
an obstacle to a creative spirit; yet he dwelt at length
sometimes upon the idea that the building of houses was a
tranquilizing and stabilizing influence on society.
C^ the other side of Concord villa^^e, at the c^ayweathered Old Lfanse, lived another of those New En land
writers who were not always of one mind about houses, otill
living in the picturesque old house that had been his honeymoon cottage, Ilawtiiorne was convinced thot the household
fire contained the highest of truths; yet he must h:;ve
1

2
understood Thoreau sometimes, too, when he heard the river
trees whisper "Be free I" as he crossed the threshold.
Later, when Hawthorne moved across the state to Lenox, a
village near Pittsfield, he was to meet another writer with
the same dual point of view about houses. Now just home
from the seas, and about to give to the world a series of
travel books, Herman Melville in 1850 retreated from the
world of publishers and commercial writers to the hill
town of Pittsfield, where he had spent much time in younger
days. There, once in possession of a broad-chimneyed old
farmhouse that fulfilled his instinctive desire for home,
the sea-rover could not rest until he had built a broad
piazza on the north, to bring some of the "f3?eedom of outdoors" into his abode.

Tom between indoors and out in

their own lives, both Hawthorne and Melville created fictional characters whose only salvation lay in their ability
to accept hearth and home. But, because shutting the door
on the world proved both tempting and terrifying, these
same tragic characters were often prisoners in houses representing their own hearts.
The house as a prison was perhaps more keenly sensed
by Hawthorne, who had spent his early manhood years as a
recluse in the family home at oalem, than by Ivlelville, who

^ Herman Melville, .^iazi^.a Tales (ITew York, IS-'^B),
p. 1.
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had been a sailor on the oceans of the world.

From long

dwelling introspectively among the shadows of old dwellings,
Hawthorne knew, as he wrote in "The Old Manse," that "Houses
of any antiquity in New Ftogland are so invariably possessed
with spirits that the matter seems hardly worth alluding
to."-' With this sensitivity in regard to spirits and houses,
he would have understood, had he known of her, the young girl
at Amherst who was to build a myth around herself as a white
ghost imprisoned in her father's house.
It is likely that he never did know of her, but Emily
Dickinson knew of Hawthorne. She wrote to Colonel T. W.
Higginson that "Hawthorne appalls—entices."

The year The

House of the QeYen Gables was published she told her brother
that the two of them reminded her of Hepzibah and Clifford.-^

2
Although Randall Stewart, in Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Yale, 1948), has shown that Hawthorne was not cut off entirely from society during his Salem years, he frequently
wrote of himself as a recluse, as in a letter to Longfellow
quoted in F. 0. ilatthiessen's American Renaissance (New
York, 1941), p. 227. In the letter he speaks of locking
himself into a dxmgeon and being unable to find the key.
* Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Complete Works, II
(Boston, 1914), p. 27. Hereafter cited as Hawthorne, ''orks.
4
Letters of Emily Dickinson, ed. iiabel Loomis Todd
(New York, 1931), p. 313. Hereafter cited as Letters, ed.
Todd.
-^ Millicent Todd linr^ham, Emily Dickinson's Home
(New York, 1955)» PP- 198-199.
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If brother Austin refused to stay home and be Clifford,
Iteily could still be a Hepzibah, shut up in the house as in
the dimgeon of her own heart.

And this experience, coupled

with her simultaneous sense of being shut out in the cold
from warm and happy houses, would provide the theme of
many of the verses which she began to write in the 1850*s.
A glance such as v/e have taken at the meaning of
houses in the lives and the art of our five writers suggests, then, a persistent duality in point of view—a
quality to be observed in the variant uses of the symbol
of the house in the work of Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne,
Dickinson, and Melville.
Two Cohesive Forces
The suggested duality constitutes a significant bond
among these writers who, at first view, appear to form no
coherent group.

They adhered to different philosophies;

some of them may not even hove been aware that certain of
the others were writing.

Snerson and Thoreau, as is well

known, were closely associated; both knew Hawthorne but disapproved of him; most probably they had never read anything

6
For the dates of Emily Dickinson's ^ooems, as well
as for all material quoted from her verse, this study depends upon The Poems of Emily Dickinson^ ed. Thomas 1:,
Jolinson (Cambridge, 1955)> hereafter cited as Dickinson,
Poems. The unconventional spellini^;, capitalization, and
punctuation of Emily Dickinson, as recorded by Jolinson,
are retained throughout, as for example her consistent it's
for its and her dependence upon the dash for punctuation.
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by Hawthorne's friend Melville.

As for Emily Dickinson, it

is doubtful if any of them knew her; she, on her side, was
apparently familiar v;itli the writings of only Hawthorne and
aner.on.7
There were, however, two cohesive forces which acted
upon them all: New ©agland !5ind Emerson.

These two forces,

to a very great degree, account for the fact that they all
used symbols, that they favored the house symbol, and that
they used it in surprisingly similar fashions.

For these

reasons, their work provides a corpus of material hoi:ogeneous
enough for our purposes.
Except for Hencan Melville, each of our five writers
vvas unquestionably a New In^lander.

timily Dickinson spent

her entire life in Amherst; Emerson and Thoreau lived and
died in the vicinity of Concord; Hawthorne v/as always aware
of his heritarjs during the few years that he speat in I'urope,
away from his native New England.

Even Melville, though he

was b o m in New York and died there, actually spending only
thirteen years of ids life as a resident of Massachusetts,
had strong New 'iiigland antecedents—his ^^,^andfather Thomas
Melville, for one, who was Holmes' "Lact Leaf."

As a child

Herman had often vicited an uncle rjt Pittsfiel:! and luter he

7
' oho does not mention h vinj;;; read any of the others
in any of the three main volumes of letters: Letters, ed.
Todd; The Life and Letters of Emily Dickinson, cd. - artha
Bianchi CNcw York, 192Ty;'"^ily Dickinson's Letters to Dr.
and Mrs. Josiah Gilbert Holland, ed. Theodora van Wagenen
Ward (Cambridge, 1951).
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taught school in that vieinity.

He married a Massachusetts

girl; and when, shortly after his marriage, he decided to
leave the uncongenial city it was the country around
Q

Pittsfield that he chose as his retreat.

A Calvinist back-

groimd which gave him a Puritan-like concern with evil is
evident in his two best novels—Pierre, which in part is set
in a background reflecting the Berkshire countryside he
knew, and Moby Dick> which starts in New J^gland and has a
New Englander for its hero.

Surely, then—though perhaps

less intensely than some of her contemporaries—^Melville was
among those who saw, as Emily Dickinson said, "New Englandly."
"To see New Englandly" was more than a figure of
speech for any of these Massachusetts writers.

It meant a

special feeling of isolation which was intensified by the
old houses they visited or lived in—framed with hand-hewn
timbers, the oldest of them, reaching blackened gables skyward, and sometimes, in their decay, niirturing moss or even
flowers, so closely were they allied with the climate and
soil of New England.

Set a >art by a different social her-

itage, as well as by climate and geography, from the rest of
the coimtry, the occupants of these houses developed a
prickly regional pride and a strong sense of the past.

That

the old houses—and the new ones, too, built ^just as
sturdily—not infrequently sheltered a recluse like Emily

These facts about Melville's life, available in
most biographies, have been taken from Eleanor Lelville
Metcalf's Herman Melville (Cambridge, 1955).
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Dickinson or Hepzibah Pyncheon seemed a natiiral outgrowth
of conditions which included a weighty Puritan heritage of
introspection.

Calvinism had largely yielded to Unitarianism,

and to some degree Unitarianism to Transcendentalism; but
even the Transcendentalists retained an introspective way of
looking at life*

At the same time all New Englanders were

expected to be developing their minds—the Phoebe Pyncheons
and the Sophia Peabodys were diligently attending metaphysical and philosophical lecttires—but art and the theater
were still somewhat, as in the Ptiritan days, suspect.

See-

ing New Englandly, then, meant a strong propensity toward
isolation and introspection; yet it also implied going to
lectures, which were social occasions and intellectual adventures.

It probably also implied Emerson, for although

i^erson was not the only attraction at the Lyceum in those
days, he v/as an attraction; he was heard, and his books
were read.
Eteerson had something to say to almost everybody.

He

preached self-reliance, and Thoreau took heed of the doctrine and built himself a concrete symbol of self-containment
under the pines by Y/alden Pond.

He v/rote of the oversoul,

and Emily Dickinson felt the transcendent spirit in nature's
"haunted house."

He called for a genuinely American lit-

erature, growing organically out of American soil and
American minds, and many youn^ writers sought native themes.
Melville, who rejected much of the transcendental philosophy,
liked what Emerson said about the poet and adopted the

doctrine of correspondences—nature as symbolic of spirit—
for his own use»^

Like Melville, Hawthorne sometimes made

good capital of TrMiscendentalism, if only for hximor and
satire.

Mors than once he expressed distaste for Itaerson's

"nebulous philosophy"; but his concern with the reality of
the ideal—with idea expressed through symbol—is yet
thoroughly Emersonian.
It is perhaps this tendency among them all to feel
that truth can be best sought and best expressed through
symbol that sets these five writers apart from other New
ii^ngland writers of their time.

They turned their tendency

toward withdrawal into a strong determination to let the
truth that was in them express itself, at whatever cost to
popularity.

Unlike certain of their contemporaries who were

subject to the same influences, they did not make pleasing
their public, or being easily understood, their primary aims,
consequently they were not always understood nor were they
widely popular or financially successful.
That these particular writers have, in the long run,
been included among the great figures in American literature
may be in part due to their belief, \ilth

l^merson, that "words

are signs of natural facte" and "particular natural facts
are symbols of particular spiritual facts."

It v/ould

o
^ See Llatthiessen, Ar.Grican Henaissance, p . 135.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Complete Works, 1 (Boston,
1905-1904), p . 25* Hereafter c i t e d as ii^merson, Vorks.
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hardly have occurred to a New Englander to question whether
a house was a natural fact*

(As Thoreau pointed out in

Walden. it was an outgrowth of the hollow in a rock where
primitive man took shelter*)

But if a writer needed en-

couragement, he would have found it in Emerson, who, as the
main exponent of the value of symbol, declared:

"We are

far from having exhausted the significance of the few symbols we use.

We can come to use them yet with a terrible

simplicity,"

And what were these symbols'^

"Day and night,

house and garden, a few books, a few actions serve us as
well as would all trades and spectacles."

It is in this

role of "sponsor" for the house symbol that Emerson makes
his most notable contribution; yet it must be admitted that
he himself was not often successful in the use of symbols.
Re employed symbols in general and those involving the
house in particular less frequently than did Thoreau,
xvlelville, Dickinson, or Hawthorne.

But because he seemed to

\inderstand so well the nature of the symbol, even his sometimes rather ineffectual cttempts to make the house symbolic
in his writing are significant for a study of this particular symbolic image.
Symbols and Archetypes
Although Emerson was in most respects content to declare that symbols are signs of spiritual facts, mo I e m

^^ Works, III, p. 18.
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writers have not been willing to disniss easily a subject
as complex as that of the nature of symbol. Starting with
a definition as simple as that in Webster's Collegiate
Dictionary—"that which suggests something else by reason
of relationship, association, convention, etc.; especially,
a visible sign of something invisible"—students of the
literary symbol have sought to distinguish between symbol
and various other types of images, as well as to explain the
nature of symbolic meaning and communication.
Various analysts have essayed definitions of the term
literary symbol. Wellek and Warren, for example, begin by
recognizing that any symbol is, in a sense, a sign—that is,
"something standing for, representing, sometliinc; else." They
subsequently qualify this definition by observing that "In
literary theory, it seems desirable that the word should be
used in this sense: as an object which refers to another
object but which demands attention also in its own right, as
a prosentation."12 W, H, Auden declares that "A symbol is
Xelt to be such before any possible meaning is consciously
recognised; i.e., an object or event which is felt to be
more important than the reason can immediately explain is
symbolic.

Secondly a symbolic correspondence is never one

12
Rene Wellek and Austin 'arren, Theory of Literature
(New York, 1949), p. 195.
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to one but always multiple, and different persons perceive
different meanings."^^
William York Tindall, who offers, not a succinct
definition but a whole volume on the literary symbol, disagrees to a degree with both Auden and Wellek and Warren.
He does not accept the somewhat mechanical view that a symbol is "an object which refers to another object"; neither
does he assent to Auden's explanation of symbol as referring
to multiple meanings or objects.

"Not multiplicity of

meaninn:s," he wrote, "but indefiniteness is the mark of the
symbol. . . . " 14 He disallows, too, the distinction which
Wellek and Warren make between symbol and metaphor—that an
image becomes a symbol instead of a metaphor when it "persistently recurs, both as "presentation and representation." -^
It is Tindall's view that recurrence is merely one of the
patterns which symbolism may take, and that the real quality
of the symbol is in the "degree of assignment."

Thus, for

him, a quotation, a juxtaposition of objects or ideas, recurrent themes, or structure may be symbolic, if they imply
form which suggests indefiniteness of meaning.

^5 W. H, Auden, The Enchafed Flood (New York, 1950),
p. 65*
14
'.Villiar. York T i n d a l l , I'he L i t e r a r y or/rnbol ^LIOYJ

York, 1955), p. 21.
15
^ Wellek and Warren, Theor;/ of Literature, D. 194.
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I am inclined to accept Tindall's "indefiniteness"
as the distinguishing mark of the literary symbol. Although
it may be convenient to equate one object with another, as
Wellek and Warren suggest, such an equation does not satisfactorily suggest the full nature of symbolic meaning. For
instance, although one may say that a house "symbolizes" the
human heart, it obviously does not represent the physical
organ (which is really only another symbol), but suggests a
certain quality of character or personality, or a state of
mind, which, because it is indefinite, cannot be represented
by any one object or, it follows, by any one word. Nor can
the symbol be explained by listing multiple objects, in
Auden's manner, for the very fact that the meaning is not
clear-cut is the reason for employing the literary symbol.
This "indefiniteness" seems to be what ^usanne Langer,
a philosopher considering the meaning of symbol for the
broader area of general culture and knowledge, means by saying that symbols are "vehicles for the conception of objects."
The main characteristic of the symbol, as ilrs. Langer explains it, is involved in "association"; that is, a symbol
"means" muc-: more than the object suggested by it because
16
of the manner in which the "txiird party' conceives of it.
It is this element of the third party, of course,
which makes symbolic meaning ;;;0ssible and which, it seems to

^^ Susanne K. Lanrer, -hilosophy in a ITew Key (Ncvj
York, 1943), p. 49.
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me, suggests another necessary characteristic of the literary symbol.

The manner in which the reader will conceive

the symbol—that is, the associations whicli it will awaken in
his mind—must be in some measure predictable before a symbol
can be used meaningfully.

Of course, the symbol will not sug-

gest exactly the same things to any two readers; but, either
through setting up a symbolic system in his own work or through
choosing for symbols objects which evoke generally similar
associations, the v/riter makes his symbolism understandable.
The following conclusions, drawn largely from the preceding analysis, serve as a basis for our inquiry into the
symbol of the :iouse:
1.

A symbol in literature is th-3 presentation of a

concrete object, either by naming it directly or by suggesting it through metaphor or structure.
2.

The objoct presented represents something besides

itself by suggesting the concept of either a second object
or an abstraction.
5.

The second object must be so complex or so in-

definite and suggestive that a reader's understanding of it
would be less complete if it v;ere directly presented by
means of exposition.
4.

Symbolic meaning is th: result of association of

ideas, which in the literar,} symbol must come cbout either
through universal understanding of the symbol or through
relation which it boars to other ideas or objects in the
work of the same author.

14
One further distinction marks the symbol of the house
and lends an added significance to the study.

Emerson noted

such a distinction when, by urging the use of the universal
symbol, in contrast to the "accidental and individual" one,
he suggested the concept known among modem critics and
psychologists as the archetype—that is, in the words of
Maud Bodkin, a theme "having a particular form or pattern
which persists amid variation from age to age, and which
corresponds to a pattern or configuration of emotional tend17
encies in the minds of those who are stirred by the theme." '
To Jung, the only genuine symbols are such archetypes—
18
"ambiguous, full of intimations, and inexhaustible."
It
does seem true that these symbols, from Ion :, association in
the minds of men with some of the most essential meanin^^s of
lire, are the most meaningful, the raost fruitful of all.
The archetypal symbol, therefore, wherever it appears
in art, can be expected to evoke similar responses in man,
though by the very fact that it is so essential a part of
man's concept of the universe, the associations which it
awakens can be expected to change, paralleling changes in
society or those in philosophical systems and religions.

•^'"^ Maud Bodkin, Archetypal .i-'atterns in Poetry (London,
1954), p. 4.
^^ -.indall. The Literary Cy-ihol, T)p. 129-150.
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One should probably expect to discover such modifications
of meaning in the house symbol as one follows it through
the literature of several centuries, for even among five
writers working in a single period of intellectual ferment,
there are noticeable variations in meaning.

The symbolic

house, because the concrete house is an integral part of
human relations, reflects man's changing conceptions of
himself and the universe even while it preserves its archetypal, its primal significance.
Hence one can see in the duality of the house symbol
a reflection of Tindall*s explanation of the ambivalence inherent in the house as one of various "images of enclosure."
In a discussion of the tower Tindall remarks: "More than
phallic and proud, the tower resembles castle or house.
Such images of enclosure, together with island, garden, cave,
and city, are also ambivalent.

Implying retreat, isolation,

or even trap, they are disacreeable but agreeable in implying
refuge, creation, and center."19
^ Needless to say, certain
symbolic associations of the dwelling house do not belong
to some of the other images—as the garden or the cave; but
in general Tindall's assumptions concerning the "ambivalency"
of enclosure s;^nnbols are more than borne out by the duality
of meaning in the house symbol as used by the vriters considered in this study.

^^ Tindall, The Literary Symbol, p. 194.
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The house symbol, as we shall later realize more
fully, is frequently used by a single writer in various ways.
The house can be a symbol of man himself—of his psyche, or
of his mind or soul or heart, in accordance with the writer's
conception and emphasis. Or it can represent society and its
institutions. It can signify death, or it can be a symbol
for everlasting life. Sometimes it suggests man's conception
of deity.

But if we are to accept Tindall's "indefiniteness"

as the mark of the symbol, vie must remember that such equations are really convenient oversimplifications.

It is not

possible, in other words, to say finally of a symibol that it
"symbolizes" a certain thing, even an abstraction like death.
If suggestiveness is its main characteristic, such a bald
statement is a violation of its purpose.
The House Symbol and Romanticism
In the light of this analysis, two major qualities of
the house symbol emerge clearly from its "ambivalency."

The

meaning of the symbol, as has been suggested, invariably has
man as its center.

This archetypal image of the dwelling

place of man is used by our writers to probe into man's relations to his art, his fellov/s, his ovm soul, and his God;
indeed, the compelling use of this symbol of an essential
factor in human life is an indication that, for all five
virriters, man was at the center of their thought. This emphasis upon the individual, v/hich has long been conci.^ered
one of the general characteristics of Romanticism, is thus

17
closely allied with the second quality of the symbol, which
links it even more significantly and specifically with the
Romantic movement.
The second and more important aspect of the symbol results from the duality already noted:

the house suggests both

man's tendeney toward isolation and his need for identification; the joy of social intercourse and the deadening effect
of institutions; a dread of death and a hope of heaven; the
nature of sin and the way to salvation. Indeed, almost every
function of the house symbol in the work of any of these
writers has its antithesis in the same v/riter's work, and
even in the identical symbolic house. This antithesis (suggesting by the choice of a single symbol a search for synthesis) appears as the most persistent characteristic of the
symbol as used by these five New England writers.
Such a hypothesis suggests that the house symbol as
revealed in this study bears a relation to a recently advanced theory of Romanticism.

One of the characteristics of

the "dynamic organicism" which has becoMs widely accepted as
the mark of the literary ^novemont of hor anticism is the con20
cept of life and growth as the synthesis of polar forces.
This concept, it would ai)jear, had its inception anon;.
scientists like Luigi Galvani in Italy and the Vitalists in
^^ The
Morse Peckham
_of _ the Modern
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S«ngland and spread into literatiire through the works of
GsiBian romanticists like Schlegel and Goethe.

It came to

America chiefly through Coleridge's doctrine of polarity and
exerted its influence chiefly through Emerson's essay on
"Compensation."

In an essay entitled "Theory of Life,"

Coleridge asserted that life v/as not a thing but "an act and
8 process." and that "Life • • , supposes a positive or universal principle in Nature, with a negative principle in
every particular animal, the latter, or limitative power,
constantly acting to individualize, and, as it were, figure
21
the former."
In his own essay Emerson applied this theory
of polarity, or compensation as he called it, to every possible facet of natu e.

He explained:

Polarity, or action and reaction, v/e meet in
every part of nature; in darkness and light; in
heat and cold; in the ebb and flow of waters; in
male and female; in the inspiration and expiration of plants and animals; in the equation of
quantity and quality in the fluids of the animal
body; in the systole and diastole of the heart;
in the undulations of fluids and of sound; in the
centrifugal and centripetal gravity; in electricity, galvanism, and chemical affinity.22
Emerson saw fiorther that in the realm of art it
would be good to thus synthesize form and content, limitation and inspiration; but, as HawtLorne noticed, he did not

^^ Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Tho Gomolete Works, I
(New York, 1384), p. 416.
vjorks, II, p. 96.

always bring his cloudy, transcendental theories down to
earth,

Snerson did, nevertheless, conceive of an all-

pervading force of polarity and so, in still another way,
acted as spokesman and co-ordinator for this group of
writers.
A study of this single significant symbol suggests,
then, that each of our writers characteristically tried to
interpret man's place in the universe by means of a symbol
involving the concept of polarity.

Thus the house reveals,

in the work M the five writers under consideration, a common mtructure of thought which enables us to group the five
toge'Waer" as Bomartticists.
Scope of the Study
The purpose of this study, as these introductory passages have shown, is to examine the symbolism of dwelling
houses and their appurtenances in the work of five New England
writers:

""person, -horeau, Hawthorne, Llelville, and

Dickinson,

Because the house image is imiversal, archetypal,

it is a rich symbol, with numberless ramifications; and it
is apparent that many facets of its meaning and history migtit
be profitably studied.

Its widespread use in many literatures

and its relation to different but equally basic symbols in
literature, and in other areas of human culture as well, suggest that there are no easily fixed liinitfj to its sigr.ificance.
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One would find it fruitful to compare the house symbol to other primordial images, as Vi. H. Auden in The
Enchafed Flood—essentially a study of the sea theme—compares his central image with other significant symbols:
The sea and the desert are related to the city
as its symbolic opposites. There is a third image,
in the case of the sea the happy island and in the
case of the desert the oasis or rose garden, which
stands related to both. It is like the city in that
it is an enclosed place of safety and like the seadesert in that it is a solitary or private place
from which the general public are excluded and where
the writ of the law does not run. The primary idea
with which the garden-island is associated is,
therefore, neither justice nor chastity but innocence ; it is the earthly paradise where there is
no conflict between natural desire and moral duty.25
In contrast to the analysis of the house symbol here presented, however, Auden concentrates mainly on two works
(Moby Dick and Don Quixote).

I have sought rather to ex-

amine the complete works of five writers and have therefore
confined myself to one symbol and its meaning for the writers
concerned.

Where tiere a )pear, however, obvious relations

between the house and other archetypal symbols, these v/ill
be at least briefly noted*
One Might undertake a coirg^arativc stu-y in the manner
of Tinlall in liis section on archetypes in xlic Literary
Symbol, whore he examines t::ree synboli. eve i more closely
related to the house:

the tower, v;hich traditionally refers

^^ Auden, The Ihchafed Flood, p. 21.
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to "sex, solitude, and aspiring pride"; the cave, which may
mean refuge and at the same time abnormal introversion; and
the city, which includes both the goal of the quest and "the
adjusted man's reality."*^

''IJhere comparisons with such re-

lated archetypes are feasible, they will be made in this
study, even though the study is not intended to be one comparative in method.
A historical a roroach to the house symbol would, no
doubt, prove fruitful also; and in a broader study than this
proposes to be, a comparative analysis of the place of the
house in*the thought of various periods would be necessary.
One might consider the house in classical civilization, and
its relation to the agora and the public forum in Greek and
Roman thought. "^ The study of Biblical literature shows
temple imagery to be significant, as it is also in the literature of most ancient civilizations.

The carefully built

houses of New Testament parables fall clearly into the pattern of the archetypal house.

The idea of the castle as a

fortress, is undoubtedly dominant in medieval hr^use symbolism—as in the romances of the three "matters" or the

^^ Tindall, The Literary Symbol, -p:;). 154-157.
^ Emerson remarks (Journals, V, ed. I^dward Waldo
Emerson and V/aldo Emerson Forbes LBoston, 1914], p. 257;
hereafter cited as Emerson, Journals) that "th.: common
household tasks are agreeable to the imagination; they are
the subjects of all the Creek gems."
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medieval houses of Faery Queen allegory.

One should expect,

by the time of the Renaissance and the appearance of a middle class, at least a foreshadowing of a bourgeois attitude
toward houses.

In such an historical study, one would trace

the ramifications of this attitude through the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries and on into the twentieth century.26
Sometiiing of v/hat such a general study might be expected to reveal may be seen by the cultural implications of
the house symbol in this limited period covered by the
literary production of my chosen writers—roughly the period
from 1855 to 1875,

Insofar as we are interested in the cul-

tural outlook of these writers, v/e may often define the
house as a typically middle-class center of family life,
where the cult of domesticity reigns and the value placed on
material possessions is clearly evident.

Such a house, in

the usage of the time, was often called "a home"—a distinction which implies a sentimental attachment to both place
and family which v/as especially prized during this era.
When a writer like Thoreau takes issue with this point of

26
It would scarcely be feasible to cite references
for the symbolic meaning of houses in all the periods of
history. It might prove helpful (for the general cultural
significance of houses, though not necessarily with respect
to their use in literary syiibolism) to refer to a general
v/ork like Edward lecNall -urns' Vestern Civilizations (New
York, 1949). See, for example, p. 141, for the place of
the house in Greek civilization; pp. 76 and 35 for Hccrcw;
p. 257 for the feudal era; and p. 272 for early I'enaissance.
Numerous special studies in periods or -novenents , light likewise be cited.
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view, the house comes to mean rather a protest against the
encumbrances of meaningless material possessions and excessively sentimental views of home and family.
In spite of the many advantages of such a more comprehensive and luOre historical treatment, I have chosen to
work within the boundaries of a single symbol and one
specific period, believing that small scope permits a
thoroughness which offers advantages lacking in a more expansive work.

Moreover, as my chapter titles suggest, there

are a sufficient abundance and variety of materials to make
such an intensive litudy possible.

In Chapter II, "Man and

Art," the house symbol is presented as it reveals theories
of the natxire and purpose of art and as it affects the
structure and content of written compositions.

Chapter III,

"Man and Society," concerns the house as a symbol of society
itself and of the individual in relation to society.

In

Chapter IV, "Man anu >-^elf," psycl^ological problcias of the
individual form the subject matter; and in Chapter V, "I^an
and God," concepts of deity, oi deatli and immortality, of
good and evil appear througl; houce s^/Tnbolism.

In essence,

what I have attempted is to examin • the nature and function
of a single basic symbol, in a single period of literature,
tracing the implications of such an analysis in an understanding of both the syiibol itself and its meaning.

'.«

CHAPTER II
MAN AND ART
So rich in symbolic meaning was the house for our
five writers that it served them in both the conception and
the execution of their literary work.

As an example of the

creative process in art, the building of a house was analogous to the construction of a written composition, but it
often took on significance that went beyond mere analogy.
The symbol could suggest, as it often did for Emerson and
Thoreau, the organic nature of art—"a thought with an
architecture of its own"; yet, at the same time, it could
suggest an architectural pattern which necessarily implies
the mechanistic imposing of a pattern upon the artist's
material.

Here, as is so often true when the house is in-

voked symbolically by these writers, its duality implies at
the same time both the freedom of inspiration and the restrictions of pattern.

In this respect the symbol as they

employed it sometimes suggests a deliberately architectural
structiire, and sometimes—in its synthesis of antithetical
points of view—supports a special theory of the nature and
function of art.
The Creative Impulse
Possibly the most organic of all the functions of the
house symbol among these five writers was its energizing
24
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effect upon their imaginations. Particularly for those who
found that house symbolism aided them in perceiving and
eoarrsying the truth, the house symbol became a wellspring
of creativity•

Emerson recognized that houses could some-

times perform such a function for the artist—as they did
in a negative way for Thoreau. ©merson needed a house with
quiet, spacious rooms in order to produce his own essays
and lectures; Thoreau—for whom houses had a richer
significance—found any sort of room at all a hindrance.
Uteerson thus described the naturalist's optimum working
conditions in his essay entitled "Thoreau": "The length of
his walk uniformly made the length of his writing. If shut
up in the house he did not write at all."

The rebellion

against houses and what, as institutions of society, they
suggested to him mottlded Thoreau's entire philosophy of life
and thus became one of his strongest creative impulses.
Emily Dickinson; The Family Home
That the house served as a positive creative impulse
for Emily Dickinson is evident from the variety of themes

^ Such objects or concepts, constituting an energizing
force for the artist, are called creative impulses in Albert
J. Guerard's discussion of "what prompted and impelled the
novelist," in Thomas Hardy (Cambridge, 1949), PP- 46-49.
2 ,/orks^ X, p. 462.
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which she develops through house symbolism.

Te Itoily

Diekinson art was a house; nature was a house; heaven was
a house, and home was her only heaven•^

She wrote letters

in which she made sueh pronoimcements as "Home is the definition of God" and "Home is a holy thing."^

Her concern

with "home" is evidenced in a letter to her brother Austin
which tells how one night she suddenly put on her bonnet
and left the house, only to find the force of her desperate
moment dissipated at the gate when "some invisible agent"
turned her back into the house.

In view of her frequent

use of the house to symbolize both prison and all that was
most desirable in heaven or earth, Richard Chase's explanation of this act suggests why the house—specifically, her
father's house in Amherst—became one of the most potent
impulses to Emily Dickinson's creative activity:
The very vagueness of her specific intent suggests
that the real weight and meaning of what she did
was symbolic. Her emotions were grievously pent
up by her narrow domestic life, and a dramatic
gesture such as she made was just enough of a
translation of feeling into act to release and
quiet her. Her act is surely symbolic of the strong
ambivalence she felt, at twenty-one, towards home.
She ardently wanted to be free of its limits, yet
even more ardently she wanted to seclude herself

Ii'
t'

^ House images such as those suggested here are so
numerous that it would be difficult to cite all of them;
examples of all four of these generalizations are quoted
in the course of this study.
4
Letters^ ed. Todd, pp. 552 and 88.
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once and for all within those limits. The act
of leaving the house with a blind madness upon
one's soul and then of discovering that after all
the powerful impulse was countermanded by an
opposite force even more powerful was plainly
representative of the most profound instinctive
dispositions of Emily Dickinson's character.5
If it is true that at last, having made up her mind that
she never would leave h<me, writing poetry became her substitute for escaping throiigh the gate, one can understand
the place ef the house in her work.

Some part of the sub-

stance of what she had to say might have remained to Emily
if the house had not been for her such a compelling symbol;
but she would scarcely have developed her characteristic and
most intense idiom if her imagery of house and housewifery—
so abundant and essential that it becomes intensely symbolichad been denied her.
The "Old Manse" and Other Houses
Nor was sea-going Melville's imagination incapable of
responding to the symbol of the house,

'witness such stories

as "Jimmy Kose," "I and My Chimney," and "The Lightning-Rod
Man," all of which had their inception, at least in part, in
Melville's admiration, as a householder, for substantial old

^ Chase, Emily Dickinson, p. 98•
Imogene Fortenberry, in Ima :ery in the Poetry of
Emily Dickinson (Master's Thesis, Texas leclinological College,
1950) gave the number of images from the household arts as one
hundred and forty-one, second only to the one hundred and
ninety images from the human body.
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mansions. Witness also the volime of Piazza Tales which,
with Its introductory sketch of the Pittsfield faraihouse
and Its piazza, suggests Hawthorne's similar collection.
Mosses from an Old Manse.
One shoiild not, indeed, discount the possibility that
it was the strong influence of Hawthorne at this period, as
much as the old houses themselves, which inspired Melville.
What Hawthorne suggested by his title was true for him to a
much greater degree than for Melville2

tales and sketches,

like the mosses on old timbers, seemed to grow organically
out of the historic dwelling places. One effect of houses
upon Hawthorne has been noted by Randal Stewart, who, in
editing Hawthorne's American notebooks, discovered one of
his recurrent themes to be "the baneful influence of the
past as represented by family traditions and old houses. . . ."'
Stewart points to several detailed descriptions of great
houses, which are frequently followed by comments on the folly
of building for posterity.

Apparently exultant over the fail-

ure of a man named Gardiner to fulfill his plans, Hawthorne
wrote of the mansion which he called Gardiner's Folly:

"The

old gentleman • . . will never enjoy a single thrill of
exultation within those spacious halls; on the contrary, it
must already have been a h\imiliating and hateful idea to

7
' Nathaniel Hawthorne, The American notebooks^ ed.
Randall Stewart (New Haven, 1952), p. l:acvi. Hereafter
cited as The American Notebooks.

.'11
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him. » • ."^ Although this sense of a house as a burden for
its bixilder and his progeny is of course most obvious in the
all^pervading house symbolism of such a work as The House of
the Seven Gables, it is evident even in those abortive romances which Hawthorne attempted near the end of his life.
In both Doctor Grimshawe's Secret and The Ancestral Footstep,
the malevolent effect upon an American of his nostalgia for
an ancestral British mansion is a prevailing theme.
Grimshawe distorts a young man's life by bringing him up to
pin all his hopes upon inheriting an English castle to which
he is not the true heir; in The Ancestral Footstep the bloody
print leads an American to his inheritance which includes
both castle and curse.
Such a "baneful influence of the past" as embodied in
an ancestral mansion is one of Hawthorne's major themes; yet
many other and sometimes conflicting implications of the
house symbol are suggested throughout his work. An old
house, or a picturesque house—a house in any way out of the
ordinary—could set his mind working in a dozen different
ways.

The old Province House in Boston resulted in a series

of historical tales with a variety of themes: "Hov/e's
Masquerade," "Edward Randolph's Portrait," "Lady Eleanor's
Mantle," and "Old Esther Dudley."

Hawthorne saw in old

Italian houses hidden possibilities; in i^ngland he described

The American Notebooks, p. 9.
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In detail for his notebooks the homes of famous writers;
but wherever he went, he recalled the virtues of New England
houses."
Toward the end of "The Old Manse," the opening essay
o^ Masses» the fvtll

implications of houses for Hawthorne's

\l

imagination are suggested:
Mine honored reader, it may be, will vilify the
poor author as an egotist for babbling through so
many pages about a mossgrown country parsonage,
and his life within the walls and on the river
and in the woods, and the influences that wrought
upon him from all these sources. My conscience,
however, does not reproach me with betraying
anything too sacredly individual to be revealed
by a himan spirit to a brother or sister spirit.
How narrow—how shallow and scanty too—is the
stream of thought that has been flowing from my
pen, compared with the broad tide of dim emotions,
ideas^ and associations which swell around me
from that portion of my existence.10
i)i

The Purpose of Art
The concept of purpose was much the same for all five
of the writers imder consideration, even though there was
outwardly much variance among them.

Because they were a

part of the romantic movement, they conceived of art as a
liberating force instead of a restrictive one and thus, in
connection v/ith purpose, frequently invoked the aspect of

Italian Notebooks (^orks, X), p. 255; Our Old Home
(Vorks, VIII;, pp. 120 and 2W*
10 Ibid., II, p. 45.
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the house symbol which suggests openness and expansion
rather than restriction and contraction.

I r:

Hawthorne and Emerson, for example, although they
thought of themselves as diametrically opposed to each other
in their theories of art, were more alike than they realized,
This link between them may be symbolized by a house, since
one of the associations of that "delightfiil little study"
where Hawthorne wrote during his sojourn at the Old Manse
was, as he informed his reader, that Emerson had written
"Nature" there.11 Hawthorne, however, apparently found the
idea less significant than amusing, for, as he maintained,
he sought nothing from Emerson as a philosopher and even
doubted that Emerson could read the truth inscribed in the
heart of an ordinary man.12 Emerson, on the other hand, v/as
scornful of novel writing.

"We watched sympathetically," he

wrote of an experience of novel-reading, "until at last the
point is gained, the wedding day is fixed, and v;e follow the
gala procession home to the bannered portal, when the doors
are slammed in our face and the poor reader is left outside
in the cold, not enriched by so much as an idea or a virtuous impulse."^^ And although it is entirely possible for

^•^ Works, II, p. 15.
^^ Ibid., p. 42.
^5 Ibid., VI, p. 192.

j|i
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Emerson to have seen only a happily ending love story in
Hawthorne's own House of the Seven Gables. Hawthorne's avowed
aim in writing his romance was to present the truth of the
human heart, an aim which Emerson himself recognized as part
of the poet's function.
Hawthorne;

The House as "Heart"

What Itoerson failed to see, if he ever read Hawthorne's
novels, was that here was a novelist who often followed the
couple into the bridal house, preferring meaning and motive
to external events.

The "truth in the heart of the ordinary

man" was what Hawthorne tried to present through house symbolism, so that far from slamming the door in his reader's
face, he opened up dark corridors and inner rooms in an attempt to show the hidden truth.

Quite early, in one of his

"harmless, pleasant sketches," Hawthorne had described this
aim of his fiction.

Writing in "Sights from a Steeple" of

those houses whose exteriors only can be discerned, he confessed that "the most desirable mode of existence might be
that of a spiritualized Paul Pry, hovering invisible round
man and woman, witnessing their deeds, searching into their
hearts. . • .

But none of these things are possible, and if

I would know the interior of brick walls, or the mystery of
It:

human bosoms, I can but guess nl4

14 „I'/orks, I, p. 220.
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If the house, as the Paul Pry passage suggests, was
for Hawthorne an effective means of performing the function
of art, it was the function itself which the house symbolized
for Efeerson and Thoreau.

Poets are liberating gods who bring

us out of the cellar into the open air, Person wrote in
"The Poet."

For Thoreau, as he emphasized in Jalden, art

succeeded if it freed man from the artificial structures he
has built—"for this world a family mansion, and for the
next a family tomb." '^ What the artist helps us achieve, he
thought, is a state in some ways primitive—primitive at
least in that, if we could completely achieve it, \ e should
not be, as we are now, so confined by houses that we can no
longer be sojotimers in nature.
Itelly Biektosog's House of Poetry
Emily Dickinson, too, although she would never have
dared confront nature without a door to close against it,
conceived of poetry as freedom.

For her, too, art was func-

tional, and its function was to liberate; creating poetry
was an attempt to break through walls that confined her.
Poetry might be described as a house—had to be, perhaps,
for her to apprehend it—but it was a house much like
Thoreau's ideal house in '^.alden—"a vast, rude, substantial,
primitive hall, without ceiling or plastering, with bare

^5 The Writings of Henry David Thoreau, II (Cambridge,
1894), p. 5TT Hereafter cited as Thoreau, ^ritinpis.
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rafters and purlins supporting a sort of lower heaven over
one's head. . . *"-^^ If the art that i^ly Dickinson
practised was the house her imagination dwelled in, it was
a freer house than the Dickinsons' brick mansion in Amherst:
1

I dwell in Possibility,—
A fairer House than Prose—
More numerous of Windows—
Superior—for Doors—17
What prose meant for Emily Dickinson would probably be the
law books and theological works of a Massachusetts lawyer's
library, for she experienced an exhilaration in the works of
"gigantic Ifeily Bronte" and George Eliot and the other
novelists whom she admired. At least prose would not be the
living, breathing kind of writing that she found in poetry,
but something imprisoning:
They shut me up in Prose—
As when a little Girl
They put me in the closet—
Because they liked me "still"— 18
In the fair house of poetry—something, perhaps, like the
heavenly House of Many Mansions, a form of salvation for the
earthbound—there was complete freedom.

But the only people

16 Thoreau, Writings, p. 577•
17 Poems, II, No. 657» PP. 506-507.
18 Ibid., No. 615, pp. 471-472.
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permitted entrance there were the true poets, a breed always to be distinguished "From the familiar species/ That
perished by the Door."^

||

Imily may have felt that she was

one who perhished; but even though the door in her verses is
often shut in her face, there were times when she came close
enough to the exalted "breed" to find the door ajar.
The Nature of Art
Emerson and Thoreau;

The Or,Q:anic Theory

Since all five of these New England authors believed
(whether or not they presented the idea through the symbol
of the house) that the fimction of art is to liberate
through the presentation of truth, they were attracted by
the element of freedom implied in a romantic theory about
the nature of art.

Although only Emerson and Thoreau man-

ifestly adopted the organic theory, it has been generally
accepted that they all were guided by the organic principle
20
in art.
It may nevertheless be profitable to observe how.

19 Poems, I, No. 448, ^

546-547.

on

"^^ F. 0. Matthiessen in The American Renaissance
("The Organic Principle," pp. 155-175, and elsewhere) shows
that Emerson and Thoreau patently adopted the organic
principle and that Hawthorne and ilelville assimilated it in
their best works. Emily Dickinson's original and at times
eminently successful language and structure suggest that her
art, too, was formed on this principle. In a quotation from
Coleridge, Matthiessen finds this succinct explanation of
the organic and its antithesis: "The form is mechanic,
when on any given material we impress a predetermined form.

m
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through the house as the most evident symbol to a New
Englander of what man creates, these writers made the organic principle their own and gave it, periiaps, a characteristically Yankee twist*
In their discussions of art, Emerson and Thoreau frequently expressed their views concerning architecture.

If

this interest was partly due to the fact that as New

hf
jl

1

Snglanders they took a practical interest in house building
and knew the feel of hammer and nail, it must also be remembered that they were not likely to place much emphasis

.1
if

upon an obvious, natural fact unless it also suggested a
"spiritual fact*"

Both of them, as Emerson said of Thoreau,

j
If}

"liked to throw every thought into a symbol" and believed

!,;

that "the fact you tell is of no value, but only the im21
pression."
If they wrote of houses, or the building of
them, they might very well be thinking at the same time of
the literary work or of the creative process.
Emerson wrote in his journal that "There are as many
orders of architecture as creatures, or tenants, or reasons
for erecting a building; . . . so a tree, so the shape of
every animal, is the structure, the architecture, which
Nature builds for a purpose, which rules the whole building

not necessarily arising out of the properties of the material;—
as when to a mass of wet clay we give whatever shape we wish
it to retain when hardened. The organic form, on the other
hand, is innate; it shapes, as it develops, itself from within,
and the fulness of its development is one and the same with
the perfection of its outward form" (pp. 155-154).
^^ Works, X, p. 475.

If
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and declares itself at sight."^^

Just so, he continued, a

beaver builds a dam or man makes himself a wigwam or a tent;
but "Rome, Athens, the Coliseum, the Cathedral of Strasburg,

t
.'f
• 1 1

the obelisk, are the x>oems in which he has allowed his
higher thought on the foundation of the Necessary to fulfill demands to the last hair."

Nature shows herself, then,

' .^

|1

equally through all the arts; architecture may be defined as
1

poetry, or poetry as architecture—^a poem for i^erson was

ii

f
1

"a thoiight so passionate and alive that like the spirit of
a plant or animal it has an architecture of its own, and
adorns nature with a new thing."^

The vital quality of any

art, he thought—picking up again in "The Poet" that phrase
from his recurrent house imagery—^was "the beautiful" which
24
"rests on the foimdations of the necessary."
Emerson believed that American art did not rest on
any such foundation.

It was imitative, it was moribimd;

nature had imparted to it no vigor,

vrnat he wrote in Society

and Solitude about the chapter in world history contributed
by the American dwelling house we may perhaps safely assiime
to be applicable to the work of the American writer as well:
"I am afraid that, so considered, our houses will not be
» " »'

Journals, IV, p. 101.
^' ^^orks> III, pp. 9-10.
^^ Ibid., p. 15.

•
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found to have unity and to eaqpress the best thought."^^
Thoreau, who btiilt his house to furnish both these things,
often echoed Enerson's statements on necessity.

"What of

architecttiral beauty I now see," he wrote in Walden. "I know
has gradually grown from within outward, out of the neces: ^

sities and character of the indweller, who is the only
builder. . . . "

But, he continued, there is little enough

of such beauty, in either architecture or literature, because too much attention is paid to embellishments.

"What

if . . . the architects of our Bibles spent as much time
about their cornices as the architects of our churches do?
So are made the belles-lettres and the beaux-arts and their
professors."
Such statements on art as the vital product of necessity significantly link Emerson and Thoreau with that pioneer
27
writer on functional architecture, Horatio Greenough. '
When Emerson became acquainted with Greenough's ideas, he
recognized the kinsliip with this fellow New Englander and
!'.

Harvard graduate who saw beauty in the New ^inyjland farmhouse;

^^ Works. VII, p. 110.
26

I

Writing, II, p >. 76-77.

27 Greenough*s relation to the organic art of the
transcendentalists has been presented by ..latthiessen, who
also shows how the organic principle is related to the
"fimctional" in modem art (American Renaissance, pp. 140152).

.!,
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end, although he did not ordinarily borrow other people's

I
U *.'

ideas, he nevertheless recorded in his joiimal Greenough's
own "idea of beauty":

"(l) the true prophet of function^

|

{

and, just as far as function is preparing, beauty will appear, then, (2) in action, the preserved function, the whole
is resolved, into (5) character, the record of function.
But everything for beauty's sake is embellishment, non-

[Ti

functional embellishment; that is false, childless, and
moribund."

^1

Knowing Emerson's views on symbolism, one can assume
that when he borrowed an architect's ideas on beauty, as he
did here, or even when he described the kind of house a man
ought to build, he was thinking of architecture as representing p o e t r y ~ t o him the highest of all arts—^by which he meant
29
thoughtful, imaginative written composition. ^

It is profit-

able to compare a passage on the building of a house in
Ikerson's Society and Solitude with one of his poems on the
organic composition of poetry.

In his essay P e r s o n wrote:

Let us understand that a house should bear witness
in all its economy that human culture is the end
to which it is built and garnished. It stands
there under the sun and moon to ends analogous,
and not less noble than theirs. It is not for
festivity, it is not for sleep; but the pine and

Journals, VIII, p, 520
^^ "The Poet," Works, II, pp. 7-11
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the oak shall gladly descend from tlie mountains to
uphold the roof of men as faithful and necessary
as themselves. • . .50
Although Person is here describing a real dwelling house,
he is also presenting one of the "natural facts" that
furnished him his few basic symbols—the same symbol that
he used in the poem, beginning:

il^
r|'
- i

There is no architect
Can build as the Liuse can;
She is skilful to select
Materials for her plan;
Slow and warily to choose
Rafters of immortal pine.
Or cedar incorruptible, ^T
Worthy her design, . . . ^
Emerson's Muse, seeking "immortal pine" in "dark Alpine
forests," must use materials as organic and noble as those
of the house builder whose pine and oak descend from the
mountains.

And like the house, the poem has a close af-

finity to heavenly bodies:
She lays her beams in music.
In music every one.
To the cadence of the whirling world
Which dances roimd the sun.
That so they shall not be displaced
By lapses or by wars.
But for the love of hap y souls
Outlive the newest stars.

5^ forks* VII, p / 110.
^^ Ibid., IX, pp. 128-129.

• \
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The Pattern in Art
lanerson's "Bnilriinp of Discourse"
Probably the most common of all the ways in which a
house may suggest a literary composition is in design or
structure*

Because Emerson frequently symbolized the

' 1

|j

creative process by the building of houses, and particularly
because his structural imagery seems to complement his use
of the house to symbolize organic art, his discussions of
tJie "Building of Discourse" are of more than common interest here.

They take on added significance, too, in view

of the fact that what remained theory for him became actual
practice in the hands of other writers; so that, especially
for Thoreau and Hawthorne, structure often became symbolically as well as technically architectural.
When Emerson wrote of "that species of architecture
which I study and practice, namely. Rhetoric, or the
Building of Discourse," he was not thinking of poems with
their foundations laid airily in the music of the spheres.
He recommended the laying of a solid foundation with full
understanding of the work to be done and emphasized the importance of order and proportion in literary as well as in
architectural construction.

Follow carefully these founda-

tional rules, he advised the would-be writer, "and behold I
out of the quarry you have erected a tei pie, soaring in due
gradation, turret over tower, to heaven, cheerful with

h'l

I

(I:
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thorough-lights, majestic with strength, desired of all

I

eyes*"^
The same symbolic image could suggest to him the way
in which a whole body of literature developed.

When he saw

King's College, Cambridge, he remarked in his journal "that
it is what is already done that enables the artist to ac-

^1

complish the wonderful^" going on to explain his belief in
the familiar architectural terms:

"This is my belief of
*{

written composition, that it can surpass any unwritten effusions of however profoxmd genius; for what is writ is a

^|

foundation of a new superstructure, and a guide to the eye

11
; ,1.
^ ^J||

for new foundation, so that the work rises, tower upon tower,
•55
with ever new and total strength of the builder.""^-^

'

•

•1

The Structure of "Walden"
II"III

' I III

<

"'•'

Thoreau expressed a similar idea in his journal—
that a writer must build upon the foundation of what has already been done, either by himself or another.

"In his first

essay on a given theme, he produces scarcely more than a
frame and groimd-work for his sentiment and poetry. . . .

The

writer has much to do even to create a theme for himself.
Most that is first written on any subject is a mere groping

Journals, IV, p. 556
55 Ibid., pp. 170-171.
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after it^ mere rubblestone and foundation. . . , " ^

Thoreau

•'Ir

may have learned about this process through his own writing,

*

since he did build, in his attempt to fuse nature and experience into art, on his own foxindation.

He might have

been thinking, when he made this observation, about his
Week on the Concord and Merrimac Rivers, in which he followed,

I.; ••;

in his design, the loose chronological order of his boat
trip, putting in by the way such philosophical comments as
came into his mind.

The result was a pleasant and enlighten-

ing book, if a somewhat miscellaneoiis and discursive o n e —
"mere rubblestone and foundation."

Thoreau might very well

have considered it as a groping after his real theme—-which
came to full fruition and perfection in Valden, possibly

be-

cause by this time he had found the concrete symbol—the
cabin at Walden Pond—^which would enable him to come to grips
with reality and would provide a form which would be almost
organically appropriate for what he had to say.
•^•^^31 V/alden follows this same creative process that
he described in terms of house building.

In the first and

longest chapter of the book, "Economy," Thoreau lays the
groundwork—telling in detail how he met his basic needs.

As

hi'

he said, "The necessaries of life for man in this climate
may, accurately enough, be distributed under the several heads
of Food, Shelter, Clothing, and Fuel; for not till ve have

"I
^

Wrltiai^s, VIII, p. 33^.
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secured these are we prepared to entertain the true problems
of life with freedom and a prospect of success."^'^

By begin-

ning with a description of these "necessaries," interspersing

^n

the account with whatever thoughts presented themselves on
life or art, he was able to provide the background
:grouna for
ror his

']f|

life at Walden while gradually approaching his theme. According to his own accoimt of the artist's difficulty in
creating a theme for himself, he appears to be groping, letting his work take shape slowly as he builds the foundation.
After this first chapter, Thoreau* s structure exhibits
a clear form and structure.

It is not a chronological de-

sign, although one is aware of time; nor does the entire
book follow the cycle of the seasons, although one frequently
is aware of the time of year.

Much more clearly and more ap-

propriately, the structure of Walden is architectxiral—not
only in the sense recoimnended by Emerson, but in a special
way associated with the building of the house by .Valden Pond.
The second part of the book begins with the chapter
entitled "Where I Lived, and Ifhat I Lived For," in which the
symbolic meaning of the ' slden hut for Thoreau is made clear.
"At a certain season of our life," the chapter begins, "we
are accustomed to consider every spot as the possible site
of a house."

Thoreau places himself in that season and de-

clares that, now owning a house for the first time, he has

5*^ IritingSi II, p. 22.

Bill'
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"made some progress toward settling in the world."

His

house, he says, "was a sort of crystallization around me,
and reacted on the builder."^

From that point on through

ten additional chapters—the main body of the work—the subject matter is experiences both actual and imaginary, centern'

ing in but extending out from, the house.
With the chapter on "House-Warming" the emphasis
changes, and what Matthiessen calls Thoreau's "poem of the
seasons" begins..^^

The "cyclical structure" of this por-

tion of the book, however, also represents—more significantly,
it seems to m e — a third stage in the construction of the
house, a stage which involves the builder's most aspiring
act*

For it was at this point, when he could no longer waroi

himself by the last embers of summer, that Thoreau build a
chimney.

He built it slowly, so that it rose "square and

solid by degrees" and "was calculated to endure a long timd';
for he considered the fireplace "the most vital part of the
house" and thought of a chimney as "to some extent an independent structure, standing on the ground, and rising

58 ,Writings, II, pp. 128-155'

59 Although Matthiessen makes no reference to the
symbolic role of the house in the structure of Walden, his
chapter on Thoreau's craftsmanship (American Renaissance,
pp. 166-175) has proved helpful in this study. Matthiessen
emphasizes the time element, showing how Thoreau compressed
the experiences of more than two years into a book which
moves through the four seasons.

I .J
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»i40 And now, for a
through the house to the heavens. • . .""~

Ii

«j; !

Btruetiaral block of four chapters, winter is in sway and

I 1":

the author has withdrawn "yet farther into my shell, and
endeavored to keep a bright fire both within my house and
41
within my breast."
Solitude prevails, and the soul reaches
not outwaa?d, but upward like the chimney; he entertains none

Ii
( -hi

but a poet and awaits the "Visitor who never comes" as the
Vishnu Purana instructs the householder to do.
In the last chapter but one, as spring arrives, the
work reaches its climax with one of those towers soaring to
heaven which Itaerson promised to the careful builder with
words.

With a veritable poem in praise of an earth opening

out organically aroimd him in ever-renewing promise of immortality, Thoreau brings to a close his account of life at
Walden^

The "Conclusion" simply adds the finishing touches.

In a brief, unadoMied statement of why he left the woods,
Thoreau delivers the last few economical blows of the hammer
needed to complete his symbolic structure.

He has proved,

he believes, what he set out to prove by building himself a
symbolic house and making it the center of his book:

man can live a clean and compact—and above all, a free and
ever-renewing life, provided he remain as unencumbered as
Thoreau in the hut at Walden.

40 Writings, I I , pp. 574-575

41 I b i d . , p . 586.

^ '
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Thoreau often chose house imagery as appropriate for

m

his book, since he knew that the language a writer uses is
as essential a part of his form as the order in which he arranges his thoughts. Just as the Maine woods houses, built
of still green boughs, were for him the best (because most
organic) dwelling places, so he judged best that writing

Im

which made use of fresh materials. Of such a house, ornamented only with lichens and mosses, he wrote in Maine
Woods t

"This house was designed and constructed with the

is

freedom of stroke of a forester's axe, without other compass
and square than nature uses."42 He seemed to feel that
^glish writers had once created in much the same way that
the woodsman built his house, noting in his journal that
"Evelyn and others wrote when the language was in a tender,
nascent state, when sesquipidalian words, long since cut and
apparently dried and drawn to the mill, not yet to the dictionary lumber-yard, put forth a fringe of green sprouts
ri

here and there. . . ."^^

The difficulty was, as Thoreau

explained it in Walden, that those words which served so well
when the language was still fairly new, had come to be almost meaningless. Like Emerson, he preferred "the word one
with the fact"; to build a structure that would contain the
living truth, he needed a supply of shingles that had not
been so long cut and dried.
42 writings. III, p. 169.
45 Ibid., V, p. 215.
TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE UURAR)t
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The words we use, Thoreau declared in Walden. are

evidence that we have lost touch with reality.

"It would

seem as if the very language of our parlors would lose all
the nerve and degenerate into narlaver wholly," he wrote in
connection with that ideally open and functional dream
house which he contrasted with his own Walden cabin.

In

his ideal house the kitchen would be clearly visible to all
and no guest would be separated from the family; for, he
continued, "our lives pass at such remoteness from its symbols, and its metaphors and tropes are necessarily so farfetched, through slides and dumb-waiters, as it were; in
other words, the parlor is so far from the kitchen and work»44
shop."
In an attempt to get as far away as possible from
the cut-and-dried products of the dictionary lumber yard,
Thoreau was even experimenting (as in the coinage, parlaver)
with what must seem to modem readers a rather inappropriate
word play.
There can, however, be little to complain of in the
fusion of foiTB and content, symbol and fact, which Thoreau's
account became.

Because there came naturally to him out of

his special experience a symbol that could both express
thought and mold form, he achieved a work which—involving
a synthesis of antithetical qualities—^was as nearly organic
as anything he or his fellow New Englanders ever wrote.

44 Writings. II, p. 579.
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Structure in Fiotioi^
Other works in which the house symbol functions
structurally are Hawthorne's House of the Seven Gables and
Melville's Pierre.

Hawthorne's work, because it illustrates

many of the aspects of the house symbol presented in this
study, is reserved for fuller examination in a later
45
chapter.
Pierre, loosely chronological in structure, is
less significant as an example of the relation of the house
I ••{

symbol to form; yet even Pierre is endowed with a firmer
structure by the central position in each of its two parts
of the hero's dwelling place.

The ancestral mansion at

Saddle Meadows, home of Pierre's idyllic childhood and youth,
i!

is the focal point of the first part of the novel, representing the ambiguous paradisiacal and at the same time
mother-dominated state of the young man.

After the abandon-

ment and eventual "fall" of the house, the center of action
becomes an abandoned city church building which as a now
meaningless place of worship suggests the lack of spiritual
46
values among the ambiguities that the city offers Pierre.

^ Hawthorne's novel derives both theme and structure
from the old mansion which is its central symbol; so many of
the ftmctions of the house symbol as it is used by Emerson
and Thoreau, Melville, and Dickinson appear in the work that
it provides a suitable device for reviewing the uses of the
symbol while examining the work which above all others in
this study grows out of the symbol of a single house.
^ Another function of the house in Pierre, though one
not directly related to structure, is one used rather commonly
in fiction, a sort of symbolic characterization. Here, for
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Since the house symbol as considered in this chapter
is related mainly to form, it may be thought of—in Coleridge's
terms—as somewhat more mechanic than organic.

But in the
':

larger view, the most interesting thing about the house symbol is the way it contains, as a multiple or "fluxional"
symbol, both the organic and the mechanic in a kind of
synthesis.

For, although the symbol may often suggest the

way a creative work rises organically from the foundation of
necessity, it is equally true that the nailing of these
boards together^—the composing of sentences and paragraphs—
i ii

lends to the process something of the action of the man who
imposes form upon clay.

Man imposes a pattern upon his work,

in one way or another; but if the pattern is so appropriate
that it is virtually a part of the content—as it is, say,
^

Walden—it brings the work as near to organic creation as

man can come.

Our writers, in greater or lesser degrees,

4,

conceive of house building as analogous to creative writing,
an analogy which may suggest for them either an organic soiirce
and development, or an architectural structure; and when it
takes on symbolic significance involving both meanings, as
it does at times, it approaches that synthesis of organic and
mechanic which is art.

instance, Lucy's chamber is pictured as a white and holy
place, reflecting Lucy's goodness and sweetness. Hawthorne's
fiction also abounds with this technique of revealing character through the presentation of rooms or houses which reflect
a person's tastes or his position in life. Because this function of the symbol, although related to the writer's technique,
easily merges into broader meanings more closely related to
theme than to structure, it will be examined more fully in other
connections.

w

CHAPTER III
MAN AND SOCIETY
Society presented several problems to New England

;ii

writers during the turbulent mid-nineteenth century years,
and most of them are expressed at times through house symbolism.

Since the house was the physical manifestation of

one of society's oldest institutions (the family), it could
?d.thout difficulty become a symbol of society itself, into
which one could readily enter.

ilnI

On the other hand, it could

become the sign of man's separation from his fellows, of a
social isolation—its walls, whether built deliberately by
man himself or raised inexplicably around him, serving to exclude him from participation in the common affairs of humanity.

The antithetical quality of the house symbol which has

already been stressed is apparent in our authors' use of it
to express their views of society.

In the first of these

views which we consider in this chapter, the duality is manifested in symbols used to emphasize the problem of isolation
or involvement, especially as it relates to the artist or
the thinker.
Isolation and Participation
Thoreau;

Two Kinds of Houses

Thoreau was one of those who frequently felt that the
house of society was an obstacle to a man v;ho wanted to get

55
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the most out of life.

But he was not always of one mind,

;- i

and his reputation as a rebel against society suffers somewhat mhen one considers certain of his comments about the
kind of houses he admired*
It is especially profitable to consider comments on
the subject in the journals of his travels.

Thoreau, who

boasted that he had "traveled much in Concord," was no
cosmopolitan.

In Canada, on one of his rare journeys out-

side New England, he was all Yankee, so that a fair proportion of the leaves firom his Canadian journal reflect a scorn
for foreign things generally, and especially for Canadian
houses^ which, he observed, had no front door.

The

Canadians, he complained, shut themselves up in their houses
with no regard for the outside world.

"Every New England

house, on the contrary, has a front and principal door, opening onto the great world,

. . .

for it stands on the high-

way of nations, and the road which rims by it comes from the
Old World and goes to the far West; but the Canadian's door
opens into his back yard and farm alone. . . . "
Yet this was the same young man who went off to the
woods, built himself a cabin by the lake, and exulted:
Not even a lark or an oriole, those mild plantation birds, ever visited my clearing, ilo cokerels
to crow nor hens to cackle in the yard. No yardI

ritinns, IX, p. 75.

m
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but unfenced nature reaching up to your very
sills* . . . Instead of no path to the frontyard gate in the G3?eat Snow,—no gate—^no
p
front-yard,—and no path to the civilized world.
,.fi.

This picture of glorious isolation might appeal to anybody
who ever wanted to buy a farm in the hills and "get away
from it all''~and it is partly this universal appeal that
has made a myth of Walden. The picture of life at the

r
M\t
5 •

pond Is of course not a completely accurate one, for there
was always social intercourse between Thoreau and the residents of Concord village, but the state of mind it represents was one frequently characteristic of him.

[
'
; ,*

Withdrawing was a word Thoreau used often, as apparently it was something he was always doing or thinking
about doing. Part of his reason, no doubt, v/as his acceptance of ikerson's doctrine of self-reliance—that a man
should be sufficient unto himself, without depending upon
his fellows. Thus Thoreau went to Walden and, objecting
strenuously to the division of labor which society had
produced, built—with only a little help—his own house with
his own hands. "There is some of the same fitness in a man's
building his own house that there is in a bird's building
its own nest," he wrote in V/alden. Each man ought to live
for himself and provide for his own needs. " Vho knows,"
he mused, "but if men constructed their dwellings with their

^ Writings, II, pp. 200-201.

.1
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own hands, and provided food for themselves and families
simply and honestly enough, the poetic faculty would be universally developed, as birds universally sing when they are
so engaged?"^

But man had lost touch with nature—^he be-

longed to the community, which in Thoreau's view was an unwholesome thing*
Although he built a house as his symbol of withdrawal.
It was a special kind of house—as much a part of nature,
say, as a cocoon or a turtle shell.

There was scarcely room

in It for anyone but him, and he usually entertained visitors
outdoors, under the pines.

Ordinary houses—the houses of

the community—seemed to repel him; as he said of one of them
^

Cane Cod, "I am impatient to withdraw myself from under

its roof as an unclean spot."

Or if he must have to do

with houses, then it would be the remotest parts of them.
"How shall I help myself?" he asked, and answered his own
question—"By withdrawing into the garret and associating
with spiders and mice, determining to meet myself face to
face sooner or later.

Completely silent and attentive I will

be this hour and the next and forever.

The most positive life

that history notices has been a constant retiring out of life,
a wiping one's hands of it, seeing how mean it is, and having
nothing to do witii it.t.5

^ Writings, II,
^J.,p. 74,
^ Ibid., V, p. 176,
5 Ibid., p. 554.

'Tu
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Houses and furniture were to a certain degree signs
of the \molean aspects of society.

He declared in Walden

that "Most men appear never to have considered what a house
is, and are actually though needlessly poor all their lives
because they think that they must have such a one as their
6
neighbors have."
The shame, Tho3?eau thought, is that

;t r

young people are taught that their responsibility is to
provide a great deal of superfluous furniture and "empty
chambers for empty guests."

The benefactors of the race,
^

he surmised, were not burdened by carloads of fashionable
furniture.

House and furniture are among those encumbrances

i^ich society has invented and which we must throw out the
window with our three pieces of limestone imtil we have at
least dusted the furniture of our own minds.
Thoreau's critical view of houses must have had the
approval of Person, who often made pronoimcements which
might well have served as guldeposts for the younger writer.
"Everybody we know," Saerson said, "surrounds himself with
a fine house, fine books, conservatory, gardens, equipage
and all manner of toys, as screens to interpose between
himself and his guest."^

Again, "A man builds a fine house.

and now he has a master, and a task for life. . . .

Writings, II, p. 58.
'^ "Manners," Works. Ill, p. 155*
^ "Works and Days," Ibid., VII, p. 164.
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Although Emerson built just such a house for himself.
Ironically he did not the less admire Thoreau's doctrine of
simplicity, describing his younger friend as believing that
"nothing is so vulgar as a great warehouse of rooms full of
« i

furniture and trumpery| that, in the circumstances, the best
^ft

wisdom were an auction or a fire.""

The idea, which Emerson

admired and Thoreau sought to put into practice, was something like this:

that if society was merely a network of

encumbering institutions like the house, one would be better
able to develop spiritually and intellectually by living
with the spiders in the garret, or crawling into his own
box, made to fit just oneself and his spirit and nobody else.
Then surely the Canadian house, if it turned its back
on the world and opened only into its own back yard, should
have exactly suited Thoreau.
was not foolishly consistent.

But whatever Thoreau was, he
True, he would write in his

journal, "If I hold a house and land as property, am I not
disinherited of sun, wind, rain, and all good beside?"
But he simply could not help admiring those New England
houses, when he thought of them from a distance:

"there is

a neatness, as well as evident prosperity, a certain elastic
easiness of circumstances, so to speak, when not rich, about

^ "In New England," Works, X, p. 556.
10 Writings, VIII, p. 196

!'.!'
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a New England house, as if the proprietor could at least
afford to make repairs in the spring, which the Canadian
houses do not suggest. . . ."-^-^
For some of the same reasons that he praised New
England houses, Thoreau believed that the tavern was the
house most favored by the gods.

At least he professed such

a belief in an essay entitled "The Landlord"—one which has
been written off as a "dull and perfunctory" attempt to
break into professional journalism.-^^

Dull it may be, but

the attitudes eacpressed are significantly characteristic of
Thoreau's views of society.

Of all lodging houses, Thoreau

prefers a country inn—^one very much like that house where
Hawthorne's ambitious guest told his dreams by the fireside.
"In these retired places," says Thoreau, "the tavern is
i

first of all a house,—elsewhere, last of all, or never,—
and warms and shelters its inhabitants.

It is as simple

and sincere in its essentials as the caves in which the
1'5
first men dwelt, but it is also as open and public." ^ It

^^ Writings. IX, p. 124.
•^^ Henry Seidel Canby, Thoreau (Boston, 1959), p. 144.
^^ Writings, IX, p, 190. (Cf. Samuel Johnson's view
of taverns, as described in Boswell's Life of Johnson, III
[London, 1906], pp. 290-291. Like Thoreau, Johnson admired the tavern—not, however, because it v/as "first of
all" a house but because it was not a house and therefore
had no master to whom guests must be polite.)

>
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was much like the "dream house" he described in Walden—so

4
V

^iii

open and free that one could watch the pot boil for dinner,
but so adaptable that one could still go up to the rafters

IIilf

and stay with the spiders if that was what he wanted to do.

in

The closest Thoreau ever came to reconciling these
two opposing tugs at his spirit may have been his house at
Walden*

"i t

There, on a snow^ winter day, he could bask in the

isolation he so often craved, as he withdrew into his shell
and kept the fire bright in his own breast.

Yet his house

was no taskmaster; he could be free of his shell whenever
he pleased; and if he wanted companionship, as he sometimes
did, it was an easy walk along the railroad into Concord
village.

But v^ether or not, or just how far, to involve

oneself with society were problems never satisfactorily
solved by Thoreau, who continued to express his fluctuating
attitudes, often using the house as the appropriate symbol
for any position that he might take.
Hawthornei

The House or the Woodland?

Hawthorne, whose years in the family home at ^alem
had something of the quality of Thoreau's sojourn at Valden,
was conscious of the same problem.

At Concord, on excur-

sions along the river with Ellery Channing, he foimd the two
opposing concepts made concrete.

"But the chief profit of

those wild days to him and me lay," he declared in t]\e opening essay of Mosses, "not in any definite idea, not in any

;i
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angular or roimded truth, * . • but in the freedom which we

II

thereby won from all custom and conventionalism and fetter14
ing influences of man on man."
These fettering influences

if

were the same ones that houses and furnishings symbolized

il

for Thoreau; the freedom the same that Thoreau felt art might
bring, a liberation from confining walls. At times, Hawthorne

i
r'.i

felt as strongly as Thoreau that houses were prisons, for
when he crossed the threshold, after those woodland walks
with Channing, he heard the leaves along the Assabeth whispering "Be free I"
But one could not always be a wanderer in the woodlands, for at home, at the hearthside, Sophia waited. The
campfire ashes by the river, symbolizing that wild taste of
freedom, must take a place "only less sacred in my remembrance
than the hearth of a household fire." ^ Por, after all, the
system of human society was not a dxmgeon but "a statelier
edifice, whence we could go forth at will into statelier
simplicity."

Struggle as we may against the artificial con-

fines that society sets, he believed, we are grateful always
for home:
How gently, too, did the sight of the Old .:anse,
best seen from the river, overshadowed with its
willow and all environed about with the foliage of

14 Works, II, p. 35-

15 Ibid.

11 lO
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its orchard and avenue.—how gently did its gray,
homely aspect reb\ike the speculative extravagances
of the day I It had grown sacred in connection with
the artificial life against which we inveighed; it
had been a home for many years in spite of all; it
was my home too; and, with these thoughts, it seemed
to me that all the artifice and conventionalism of
life was but an impalpable thinness upon its surface, and that the depth below was none the v/orse
for it.16
Hawthorne's reverence for the household fire as a
sign of that sympathy linking all mankind was akin to
Thoreau's idea of the tavern as the house most favored of
the gods, because it sheltered most humanity.

When the

house symbol suggested this great communion, it was
natural to feel that the hearthside was the core of its
meaning.

Pollowing the same concept that made Thoreau con-

sider the fireplace "the most vital part of the house,"
Hawthorne wrote a whole essay in praise of it.
hearth I" he exclaimed in "Pire Vorship."

"The holy

"If any earthly

and material thing, or rather a divine idea embodied in
brick and mortar, might be supposed to possess the perma17
nence of moral truth, it was this." '^
Without the warmth of this holy fire, in Hawthorne's
estimation, men are indeed devils, like Roger Chillingworth,
who called his heart a "chill" habitation, unwarmed by the
household fire which he had tried to borrov/ from Hester's

16 Works, II, p. 56.
•^'^ Ibid., p. 168.
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18
bosom.*"

Unsuccessful, "he chose to withdraw his name from

the roll of mankind," substituting for the domestic hearth
a laboratory fire which many believed had been brought from
the lower regions.

••fcl
tilia

His spiritual kinsman is Ethan Brandy
1' 11
y .•'

wtio found the Unpardonable Sin by abandoning the hearthside
and feeding the flames of the devil, until "He was no longer
a brother-man, opening the chambers or the dimgeons of our
common nature by the key of holy sympathy. . . ." °

The

counterpart of these two can be found equally as well in
Melville, most strikingly in the "socially inaccessible"
Ahab, who excludes mates and harpooneers from their proper
place in his cabin but who, even so, longs hopelessly for
the far away home that he can see in Starbuck's eyes.
Yet despite the fact that, for both Hawthorne and
Melville, the sign of utter depravity was such lack of
sympathy, both of them knew that It was no simple matter to
take or to remain corfortably in one's place at the fireside of hximanity.

The original thinker or the creative

artist, for example, sometimes foimd solitude a positive
necessity; and society, as represented by houses and their
appurtenances, an enc\mbrance just as Thoreau had said.

This example of the house symbol suggests the
familiar and time-honored concept of the body as the house
of the soul. It can be found, with variations, in the work
of all five writers under consideration. Cf. also the
House of Alma in Spenser's Paer.y Queen, II, ix.
•^^ Works, III, p. 495.

•••vr
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Hawthorne observed in The Marble Faun that those old houses

|l!

built Indestructibly for posterity became "unwholesome,
dreary, full of death-scents, ghosts, murder-stains. . . ."^^
Thus a house might be a place full of the loving sympathy
denied the egotist» or it might be its opposite, the abode
into which the lonely man withdraws, as into the provinces
of his own soul.

Such was the House of the Seven Gables, in

which the Pyncheons lived shut off from the outside world,
and its twin, the moss-grown family mansion of Peter
Goldthwaite.
Indeed, Hawthorne's "Peter Goldthwaite's Treasure"
may well be read, through an understanding of its dominating
house symbol, as one of Hawthorne's efforts to examine the
special problem of the artist's relations to society. The
hero of this story is searching, like Hawthorne in the Old
Manse, for a treasure concealed in the old house in which he
dwells.

Hawthorne's was a "treasure of intellectual good";

Peter's was material wealth but symbolic, surely, in the
light of his peculiar struggles to attain it, of the artist's
ideal.

So consumed by the goal that he has set for himself

that he can brush everything else aside, Peter tears out the
insides of this house that is his own heart and soul, and
b u m s them in the fireplace.

At last, although to the out-

side world the many-peaked old mansion looks the same,
Peter is living shut up in a hollow shell.

^^ .Vorks. VI, p. 547.

•'
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So dedicated Is Peter that, in view of the legend
that his ancestor had made over the house to the devil In
exchange for the treasxire, it sometimes seems as if Peter
himself might be consorting with the Old Scratch.

But there

is an ambiguity about the house, as about most of Hawthorne's
symbols.

It is, after all, Peter's own inheritance, and if

he chooses to cling to it as the source of his heart's desire, can one blame him for not selling out to a former
partner who wishes to replace the old house with a brick
building for dry goods stores, banking rooms, and lawyers'
offices?

It may be necessary and good for anyone who seeks

a treasure—one of "intellectual good," let us say—to hold
out against encroaching commercial interests. Perhaps,
after all, it is the partner, John Brown, who is Old Scratch,
tempting Peter to swerve from his rightful task.

Por once,

after an interview with Brown, Peter is sorely tempted to
give up his search.

He has been looking out the window,

talking with Brown, who is standing in the street, and now
his chamber seems dark to his snow-dazzled eyes.

"His

brief glimpse into the street had given him a forcible impression of the manner in which the world kept itself cheerful and prosperous, by social pleasures and an intercourse
of business, while he, in seclusion, was pursuing an object
that might possibly be a phantasm, by a method which most
people woiild call madness."^

21 .Vorks, I, p. 447.

When, after many false hopes.

^ffi
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the object of Peter's pursuit does indeed prove a phantasm,
the story can hardly seem other than an unmitigated tragedy.
In spite of the cheerful ending, in which John Brown gains
the house and plans to look after Peter Goldthwaite's money
himself.
fhls story of the eccentric who scorns society as an
Interference with the goal he pursues coiild easily, in the

LI

light of other stories by Hawthorne and perhaps his own experiences, be interpreted as the story of an artist's fail22
lire and eventual succumbing to materialism.

A more suc-

cessful artist was Owen Warland, the "Artist of the
Beautiful," who was able to make manifest his ideal of the
beautiful only after losing the girl he loved to a downto-earth blacksmith.

Excluded from the fireside, he was

able to complete his task; he achieved the beautiful, but
the outward symbol of it—that exquisite butterfly that
"beat all nature"^—could not survive in the atmosphere of
the blacksmith's fireside circle.
Such are some of the stories in which Hawthorne treated
a problem to which he never offered a final solution:

If an

artist must have seclusion, must he therefore give up human
society completely?

No—or he loses the key to the human

Hawthorne himself, as he explained in his "Customs
House" essay, could not write when he vras gainfully employed; the woodcarver in "Drowne's Wooden Imace" produced
a work of genius only when he ceased to be a shrev/d, profitseeking Yankee.

,w z
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heart and can no longer perceive its truths.

Yes—for see

what Owen Warland could accomplish, deprived of a hearthstone of his own.

It was all very well to call a house a

stately edifice from which we may go forth at will into
simplicity.

^\s.

The qixestion of whether this is true or not,

Hawthorne might have answered in later years when, shut up
in his tower above the Wayside house, he tried to write
again with the power he had shown in The Scarlet Letter.
Melville?

Symbols of IntcRrity

-n^

Melville was well aware of the same problem—he who
clung so fast to the grotesque chimney that was his integrity, defending it against all attempts to destroy or remodel it.

Several times, in the stories written at the old

farmhouse near Pittsfield, Melville pictured himsslf as
something of an eccentric, defending himself from the world
in his crotchety house in the hills.^

"I and My Chimney"

is one of these; in it the monstrous unsightly old chimney
dominates the house and distresses the old man's wife, whom
he successfully thwarts in her attempt to have it torn down.
One of her stratagems is to convince her husband that there

2^
-^ Most critics and biographers ar^ree that the stories
of this period, all presenting in one way or another a sensitive soul at variance with society, represent Melville's
own struggle after he gave up writing commercially successful
books. See especially Newton Arvin's chapter "The Lee -^.lore,"
Herman Melville (New York, 1950), pp. 195-215-
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Is a treasure concealed inside the great brick wall, but he
Is able to withstand this attack as well as others by the
forces of materialism.

True, the old man seems to be saying,

hs may possess unused means of acquiring wealth; but there
if!
will be no compromise with society, no tearing down of his
house or his integrity, in order to get at it.
Such seems to have been Melville's attitude diiring

V ,^

h r.

those years following his x>opular travel books, when he persisted in writing what apparently could not sell.

Certainly

it was the attitude of the madd«:iing Bartleby of "Bartleby
the Scrivener," who always says that he "prefers not to" do
anything which does not suit him.

It is the rather strange

manipulation of walls in this story that links it with examples of house symbolism.

Bartleby's employer assigns him

a spot almost entirely enclosed by walls.

Although one wall

has a small window, there is a wall just outside it which
prevents any light from entering, save from far above. A
high folding screen further adds to the privacy of Bartleby,
who thus spends his days—and, as it turns out, his nights,
for he takes up residence there—in complete seclusion.

Al-

though the walls which enclose Bartleby may signify something akin to Ahab's obsession with the inscrutability of
evil, we are concerned now with his role as the artist who
deliberately refuses to seek financial success by writing
to please a wide public.
Pierre, Melville's most extended representation of
the writer and thinker at variance with society, comes at

m^
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last to die» as Bartleby dies, behind the walls of the city
jall#

Pierre has written popiilar verse as a boy in his
• :l 5^

ancestral mansion; but once he has faced the complications

' i-l

of society, he discovers that he can no longer write according to its conventions.

He takes leave of this home of

his youth, cutting himself off from it completely, to go
out and confront the world.
offer.

But the world has little to

Pierre finds lodging in a building which has been

constructed as an annex to an abandoned church and which has
Itself failed of its original purpose—to house lawyers'
offices.

The church's congregation has removed to a more

fashionable spot and the air in those upper reaches where
Pierre dwells is too thin to attract lawyers.

Thus Pierre

might be taken as representing the writer who is forced to
withdraw from society because its institutions have deserted him.

There is no place for him in the commercial,

materialistic world of nineteenth century America.
But he must withdraw even farther.

Having taken on

the responsibility of a dubious half-sister, with her follower, the fallen Delly Ulver, he finds himself in something
of the position of a family man, but without the cozy fireside.

For his "family," Pierre has taken three connecting

chambers.

Such heat as there is is piped from the dining

room (which also serves as a "little retreat" for Delly)
throiigh Isabel's room, and then it barely penetrates into
Pierre's room before it is turned back into the wall.

Since

this substitute for the household fire thus fails to reach

^H
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Pierre, Isabel begs him to have a stove or to keep the connecting door open.

Pierre pays her no heed, "because he

must be rellgously locked up while at work; outer love and
hate must alike be excluded then."

Wrapped in quilts,

Pierre sits eigiht and a half hours a day, trying to write
the truth; but he finds complete withdrawal impossible, for
he is sometimes distracted by looking at the floor, "following the seams in it, which, as wires, led straight from
where he sat to the connecting door, and disappeared beneath
it into the chamber of Isabel.t.25
Still, Pierre succeeds all too well in renouncing the
world.

Shut up in this "fatal closet," the door bolted with

a dagger, he has "foretasted all that this world hath either
of praise or dispraise| and thus foretasting both goblets,
anticlpatingly hurled them both in its teeth* . . . "

But

through this violent renunciation he destroys himself; for
"man does never give himself up thus, a doorless and
shutterless house for the four loosened winds of heaven to
howl through^ without still additional dilapidations."
Pierre's eyesight suffers, his mental state becomes abnoimal;
and at last, having reached, like Bartleby, that walled-in

^^ Herman Melville, Pierre (New York, 1949), p . 550.
^^ Ibid., p . 562.
26 Ibid., p . 599.
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house where society isolates those who will not abide by its

||jf

conventions, he finds that the only release for his tortured
soul is death.
:^ily Dickinson's Seclusion
The relationship between the New Englander's natural
desire for seclusion and the development of the New England
writer has been suggested in a letter of Samuel G. v¥ard's
Tiriiich, while it might be applied to other writers of the

.^|

region, was offered as an explanation of J^ily Dickinson's

u

aloofness and isolation.

Ward, an early Transcendentalist

and Dial contributor, thus sought to define, in a letter to
Mabel Loomis Todd, a certain quality in Emily's poetry:
She is the quintessence of that element we all
have who are of Puritan descent, pur sang;. We
came to this country to think our own thoughts
with nobody to hinder. Ascetics, of course, and
this our Thebaid. We conversed with our own
soxils till we lost the art of communicating with
other people. The typical family grew up strangers
to each other. . . .
It was awfully high but
awfully lonesome. Sucli prodigies of shyness do
not exist elsewhere. We get it from the Inglish,
but the English were not alone in a corner of the
world for a hundred and fifty years with no outside interest. • . . If the gift of articulateness was not denied, you had Channing, Emerson,
Hawthorne, a stupendous example, and so many
others. Mostly it was denied, and became a family
fate. This is where Emily Dickinson comes in.
She was the articiilate inarticulate. . . . Was
it one of your^family or mine that came up from
Salem one day and said to a mutual friend, "John
is dead. He died yesterday. He didn't want
much said about it."27

27 Letters, ed. Todd, p. xxii.
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I need not stsrt—you're STire—
That night will never b e —
When frlghteaed—home to thee I runTo find the windows dark—
And no more Bollie—markQuite none?50

I
r{-I ' •

In her poems of deprivation, which are scattered
throughout her work, home is frequently the symbol of whatever relationship it was that failed her. "What comfort was

III

i:

It Wisdom—^was—/ The spoiler of Our Home?" she asks.^*^ And
in another poem—"Up Life's Hill with my little Bundle"—
she speaks of her heart as having accepted homelessness in
exchange for Home.^

t^-

Sometimes she links the words "hemi-

spheres" and "home" to suggest desirable and imattainable
objects, apparently picturing herself as having been deprived both of the love of an individual and of that larger
intercourse with the world which she seems to reject.**
Whatever may have caused her rejection—an unsuccessful love affair or friendship, an innate inability to establish such relationships, or a half realized poet's need
for solitude—Etoily Dickinson became one of those "prodigies
of shyness" mentioned by Mr. Ward in the letter cited above.

^^ Poems, I, No. 156, pp. 112-115.
^^ Ibid., II, No. 956, p. 698.
5^ Ibid., No. 1010, p. 726.

55 Ibid., No. 710 and No. 1104, p. 545 and p. 776.
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She was not always satisfied with her withdrawal.

"Doom is

the House without the Door," she complains in one poem.^
A favorite image was a fly or gnat beating its wings vainly
against a window pane.*^

But she apparently came to be-

lieve that the most she could hope for was a door ajar—
another recurrent image in her poetry of houses.^

She

kept the door ajar by maintaining intercoin?se with a few
friends and relatives, mainly through letters and bits of
verse, but her withdrawal seems to have been more complete—
both bodily and symbolically—than that of any other New
England writer, even of Thoreau at V.alden.57
Emily Dickinson would have understood Thoreau* s need
for garrets; but tmlike him, she found times when she could
not have borne even to consort with spiders.

Pew could

have withdrawn so far as this:

54 Poems, I, No. 475, P- 565*
^^ Ibid., No. 187, pr>. 155-156 and No. 527, P^^. 260261; Vol. TTT'No. 612, p. 471.
^ For examples, see Poems, II; No. 559, pp. 426-427,
No. 578, pp. 442-445, Ho. 1055, P. 745.
^' An account of Efaiily Dickinson's deliberate withdrawal and of the mannerisms which emphasized it—refusing
to address her own letters, conversing with guests who sat
in the parlor while she stayed in the hall—can be had in
almost any biography. Chase (see especially linily jJickinson,
pp. 6-7 and 264-269) has a thorough treatment of her seclusion and its significance.

^
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Alone and in a Clrciimstsnce
Reluctant to be told
A spider on my reticence
Assiduously crawled
And so much more at Home than I
Immediately grew
I felt myself a visitor and hurriedly withdrew.^
Whatever the circumstance, whatever the spider may actually
have been, the withdrawal was \mdenlably complete.

And of

course the final evidence that J^nily cut herself off more
completely than any other writer of the time was her refusal
to publish.

Thoreau at least came out of his garret to

confront a public; but the wraith-like young woman at Amherst
wrote, in "Publication is the auction," that "we would rather/
Prom our gai^et go/ White unto the White Creator."^"
Boderson;

Society or Solitude?

Possibly only in New England, ?dth its long tradition
of geographical, intellectual, and spiritual isolation, could
such a "prodigious shyness" as Emily Dickinson's have subsisted.

But the problem that it represents is a universal

one, which the artist experiences perhaps most poignantly
of all, since a certain degree of isolation is essential for
his labors«

Emerson, who named a volume of essays Society

and Solitude, recognized the larger implications of the

^

Poems* ^I» No. 1167, P . 815.

.^^ Ibid., No. 709, p. 544

m
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problem I It represented, he believed, a polarity that had
existed from the beginning of civilization.
rJ

Like Thoreau, £merson seemed not always to see houses
in the same light.

I r,

"A man's house is for the use of hun-

dreds, perhaps thousands, and is the property of the
traveller," he wrote in "Past and Present^ but elsewhere he
echoed the old maxim that every man's house is his castle.
He gloried in the Idea of the home as a civilizing influence,
remarking in "Civilization":
A man in a cave or in a camp, a nomad, will die
with no more estate than the wolf or the horse
leave. But so simple a labor as a house being
achieved, his chief enemies are kept at bay. He
is safe from the teeth of wild animals, from
frost, simstroke and weather; and fine faculties
begin to yield fine harvest. Invention and art
are b o m , manners and social beauty and delight.
'Tis wonderful how soon a piano gets into a log
hut on the frontier. You would think they found
it under a pine stump. With it comes a Latin
grammar, and one of those tow-headed boys has
written a hymn on Sxinday.41
But, antithetical to this homekeeping tendency, he
felt, there has been throughout history an equally strong
nomadic tendency, both in society and in the individual.
And he wrote in his journal:

"We are all nomads and all
«42 It
chimney ojmaments by turns, and pretty rapid turns

40 Works. XII» p. 582.
41 Ibid.. VII, p. 21.
42 Journals, V, p. 51.
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all goes back, he thoug^t^ to the early history of Asia and
Africa, when "Nomadism and Agriculture are the two antagonist facts*"

Since then, he wrote in the essay on "History,"

these propensities still fight out the old battle,
in the nation and in the individual* . . * The
pastoral nations were needy and himgry to desperation, and this intellectual nomadism, in its excess, bankrupts the mind through the dissipation
of power on a miscellany of objects. The homekeeping wit, on the other hand, is that of continence or content which finds all the elements of
life in its own soil; and which has its own perils
of monotony and deterioration, if not stimideted
by foreign infusions .45
It was the same problem Peter Goldthwaite faced:

whether to

remain shut up in his decaying old house in his search for
treasure, or plimge at once into the stream of humanity in
the street.
Emerson himself was sometimes torn between the two
tendencies, especially insofar as he found himself a scholar
or a thinker.

"It would indeed give me a certain household

joy," he wrote in "Friendship," "to quit this lofty seeking . . .; but then I know well I shall mourn always the
vanishing of my mighty gods."

Mostly he seemed to feel

that the true poet would have to forego household joy and
become a Calmuck—a favorite term of bis for one who followed a nomadic way of life.

In "The Poet," his description

^^ Works, II, pp. 22-25.
^

Ibid., II, p. 215.
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of an ideal poet who In many ways resembles Thoreau, he
thus wrotes
And well he loved to quit his home
And, Calmuck, in his wagon roam
To read new landscapes and old skies;

.

45

.

Although he believed the household was at its best an essential and beautiful part of society, he doubted that it
was compatible with the life of the artist.

Everyone, he

thought, ought to examine the institutions of society and
their fitness for him individually.

As he said in "Man the

Reformer, "
I think that if a man find in himself any strong
bias to poetry, to art, to the contemplative life,
drawing him to these things with a devotion incompatible with good husbandry, that man ought to
reckon early with himself, and, respecting the
compensations of the Universe, ought to ransom
himself from the duties of economy by a certain
rigor and privation in his habits.46
Emerson did not think much of those young people who
expected to find solitude in "a dear cottage deep in the
mountains" when there v/as no depth of purpose in their own
interiors.

But separating himself from society and going

to live in the "small framed house on the shores of V/alden
Pond" was qiiite permissible for a true poet like Thoreau.

^^ Works. IX, p. 511,
46 Ibid., I, p. 242.
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"This action was q\iite native and fit for him.

No one who

knew him would tax him with affectation," Ikerson wrote in
his essay on "Thoreau," '^
But what if Thoreau In his experiment had been so

icompletely the intellectual nomad that he had come close to
bankrupting his own mind?

i

1

Emerson at least recognized the

possibility, and Thoreau never developed any new themes

r ^ ,^

a^^®i^ Walden.

The balance between society and solitude was
hard to find, a fact that Hawthorne and Melville also knew.48
How far can a man withdraw, they would ask, and not, like
Pierre, destroy himself, or like Ethan Brand, lose himself
to the devil.

Must he cling to his integrity, as the old

man to his monstrous chimney, or can he compromise?

Is the

hoTxse indeed so stately an institution that it leaves one
free, or is it the doom without the door?
Withdrawal and Return
The Transcendentalists;

An Undulatinf^: Rhythm

A second aspect of the house symbol as it is ap )lied
to man's relationship with society is the idea of withdrawal

47 Works, X, p. 453
48 Brief allusions to house symbols in Moby Dick reinforce the view that Melville was concerned withthis problem of society and solitude: Bulkington, seeking that
"mortally intolerable truth," must avoid safety, comfort,
and hearthstone; Ahab, who sometiines was temporarily lulled
by a home-like quality in the sea, knew nevertheless that his
desperate search would not allow him to go home to his wife
and child. See Moby Dick, ed. Luther S. Mansfield and Howard
P. Vincent (New York, 1952), pp. 105, 486, and 555.
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from society and a subsequent return.

Thoreau approached

this idea when, in one of his attacks upon the cheapening
effects of society, he wrote i

"You think I am impoverish-

ing myself by withdrawing from men, but in my solitude I
•• i i '

have woven for myself a silken web or chrysalis, and nymphlike shall erelong burst forth a more perfect creature,
fitted for a higher society. . . . " ^
It was seldom that he so explicitly suggested the return of the regenerated spirit to the society of which it
had "wiped its hands."

Yet he recognized the cycle of death

and rebirth In nature, nor are there lacking indications
that he thotight of his Walden cabin as having the natiire of
a cocoon.

By ending the book on a hopeful note of resurging

spring life, he may have been suggesting that when he left
his house of solitude by the pond and returned to the village, he was returning as the caterpillar transformed to
butterfly.
Ikerson, more demonstrably than Thoreau, approached
a theory of history not imlike Toynbee's.

In his discourses

upon the two poles of society which form the basis of all
civilized history—"the nomadic" and "homekeeping" tendencieshe sometimes seemed to be describing the same movements
which Toynbee considers, imder the phrase "withdrawal and
return," to be the basis of history.

49 Writings, VIII, p* 554,

If Emerson sensed
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something of this meaning, he apparently missed Its full
Impllcatioxi^ for he set It forth in a limited wayi
Solitude is naught and society is naught. Alternate them and the good of each Is seen. You can
soon leam all that society can teach you for a
while. After some interval when these delights have
been sucked dry, accept again the opportunities of
society. The same scenes revisited shall wear a
new face, shall yield a higher culture. Undulation,
alternation is the condition of progress of life.50
The "Return" Theme in Melville and Hawthorne
Emerson's Idea of the progress of life is of course

'IIH

somewhat like Thoreau*s notion of emerging from his chrysalis a more perfect creature. They suggest one of the
major themes of the time, Goethe's "Sterb und Werden." with
which Snerson must surely have been familiar. Both Hawthorne
and Melville took up the theme and made it more explicit
than did the Transcendentalists, broadening it in its implications for society until it definitely looked forward
to Toynbee. Richard Chase, who believes that the withdrawal-and-return motif throughout Melville's work is one
of his most significant modes of expression, associates
Melville's use of the theme with Toynbee's theory:
Ilelville's Promethean-American dialectics needed
only the elegant scholarship of Professor Toynbee
to make them exactly like Toynbee's account of
(IT
**"/ithdrawal-and-Retum." As Toynbee uses this idea.

50 Journals. IV, p. 4-75.
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® "rhythm"—the passage of the ego from the
objective world into the unconscious and back
into the outer world. The whole process of life,
the process of human history and of every genuinely
creative act, moves through this cyclical rhythm.
As a spiritual transit it is only the highest manifestation of the basic rhytlaas of the universe:
the alternation of day and night, of death and life,
the change of the seasons, the cycle of vegetation.
The transit is not necessarily productive in the
higher forms of life. It succeeds only when the
organism emerges on the retiiming beat of the rhythm
transfigured by the spiritual illumination of the
journey and in possession of revived potency.51
It is not necessary either to accept or to reject Chase's
contention that Melville's works are fraught with the implications of this theory for American society; but since

'

•

Melville, in common with our other four New England writers,
frequently makes a house his symbol of withdrawal. Chase's
theo3fy can serve as a point of departure for an examination
of a particular function which the symbol undoubtedly does
perform.

Chase names Melville's two sets of basic symbols

as Light, Space, Mountain, Tower, Eire, Phallus, Life as
opposed to Dark, Time, Valley, Cave, Stone, Castration,
Death, representing, respectively, return and withdrawal.52
To these one might add in-the-house and out-of-the-house,
One of the earliest of Melville's symbolic houses
appears in Mardi among the stations of Taji's journey of

5^ Richard Chase, Herman Melville (New York, 1949),
p. 56 n.
52 Ibid., p. 55'
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the soul.

' t

"Of all the bright places," Mardi's narrator

ssys, "where my soul loves to linger, the haunts of Donjalolo
are most deliciotis."'^*

m

Surely the most delicioiis of all is

the House of the Morning—a house so organic, with its
beams of living palm trees, that it reminds one of those
Maine woods houses that Thoreau admired.

It is so much a

part of nature that it imdeniably represents a natural
state in the development of the soul; yet it has been constructed by man, and chosen deliberately by Donjalolo as a
retreat.
Traveling the central arbor, and fancying it will
soon lead you to open ground, you suddenly come
\Q)on the most private retreat of the prince: a
square structure; plain as a pyramid; and without,
as inscrutable. Down to the ver^ ground, its walls
are thatched; but on the farther side a passage-way
opens, which you enter. But not yet are you within.
Scarce a yard distant, stands an inner thatched wall,
blank as the first. Passing along the intervening
corridor, lighted by narrow apertures, you reach
the opposite side, and a second opening is revealed.
This entering, another corridor; lighted as the
first, but more dim, and a third blank wall. And
thus, three times three, you worm roimd and round,
the twilir^ht lessening as you proceed; until at
last, you enter the citadel itself; the innermost
arbor of a nest; v/hereof, each has its roof, distinct from the rest^ The heart of the place is but
small, illuminated by a range of open skylights,
downward contracting.54
Here of course are suggested some of the symbols Chase
finds for withdrawal—darkness, cave, and time.

But all

^^ Herman Melville, Romances (New York, 1951)* P* 504.
^

Ibid., pp. 508-509.
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together^ they are different aspects of Donjalolo's retreat
Into the House of the Morning, which is a complete narclstic
state from which Donjalolo is able to make no return.

Yet

pleasant as it seems to Taji, he is forced to continue his
search; for he realizes that this place—the condition of
utter withdrawal—is only a pause in the joiimey to
fulfillment.
This state is one in which Melville's writers—
Bartleby and Pierre, siirrounded, like Donjalolo, by blank
walls, with the only light coming from far above—often find
themselves. Nor is there ever much hope that they will find
their way out from behind their walls.

Only once, in a wild

mood of bond-bursting familiar to all of these introspective
New England writers, does Pierre make an attempt at escape.
In a scene suggestive of the flight of Clifford and Hepzibah
from the old Pyncheon house, Pierre takes Isabel and Lucy
out on a furious walk through the city, ending at the sea—
another blank wall—and withdrawing again into his shelllike chambers.
None of Melville's heroes ever does make a satisfactory
return to society, although there are several minor instances
of the completion of the withdrawal-and-retum cycle.

Pierre

has one experience of the regenerative forces of withdrawal
when, after the discovery that Isabel is his half-sister,
stunned with grief and unable to make a decision, he stumbles
into his small private "closet" at Saddle Meadows and falls
asleep as if drugged.

When he awakes, he remains "almost

m
\- .ir
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without "^dlly consciousness, but his soul inobstrusively
alert," and thus Is able to face his grief and come to a determination about what to do:

he will renounce the conven-

tions of life as he has known it.
The small private room symbolizes not only personal
Isolation but a state described by psychologists as the
unconscious.
chapter.

As such it will be further explored in another

The effect of such isolation on the individual's

relations to society, however, requires consideration here.
Nowhere, perhaps, is the symbol more illuminating than in

\'\.

Melville's short story "Jimmy Rose," one of the stories
which Melville wrote during his own period of seclusion at
Pittsfield.

Like several other stories of this period, it

utilizes the house as a symbol of man's essential being.
The narrator, William Ford, is an old man who has inherited
a house situated in a section of the city once fashionable
but now given over to counting-rooms and warehouses; like
the abandoned church in Pierre % it is in a fallen condition,
or a state of withdrawal.

The fact that "a fine old pulpit-

like porch" has been removed sup;rests both the spiritual
"fall" and the separation from society.

The remodeling,

however, has been confined to the exterior of the house and,
although an "internal decay" has begim, the blackened oilars
remain imchanged and festoons of roses still bloom on the
drawing room wall paper.

EVen though the paper is somewhat

faded. Ford cannot be persuaded by his wife (who is somewhat

•• • II'
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toe yoimg for him) to change it to anything fresher or more
fashionable. Up to this point the narrator sotmds very
much like the old man who defended his chimney against the
attacks of his young-spirited wife, but then the story turns
abruptly to Jimmy Hose, one of the original owners of the
house .
Pord.has first known Jimmy as a man of great fortune
and popularity: his great house, expensive furnishings and
sparkling personality at one time drew great crowds to his
abode. But when Jimmy suddenly lost his fortune, all his
friends turned against him—all, indeed, except Ford, who
went straight to Jimmy's house upon hearing of his reversal.
Jimmy, however, had shut himself up in the house (in the
room with the roses) and would admit no one, aiming a pistol
through the keyhole at his would-be guest. For an unspecified length of tia^ Jimmy remained shut up in the house,
but when Ford heard of him again, he had come back into
society, feelins perhaps that it was irreligious to shim
mankind.

He had made only a partial return, however, for he

lived on a half recognized, piecemeal charity, and there was
a possibility that the roses on his cheeks were only painted
there.

Indeed, his position seems tragic to the narrator,

who, although he has some admiration for Jimmy's efforts,
keeps ejaculating, "Poor Jimmy Rose—God guard us all."
William Ford—^who apparently is the man witu the
chimney, or one may assume, Herman ilelville in another guise—
unquestionably still prefers this stubborn clinging to an

am
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unaltered and laialterable interior to any compromise he
m l ^ t make with society. He cannot imagine how anyone
could be content to "crawl through life, and peep about
among the marbles and mahoganies for contumelious tea and
toast . . . n55
Thus the house symbol enabled Melville to make a posi-

r^'
• • u1

tive statement about man's relation to society. He placed
his artists behind walls, to show them forced into isolation; he presented the possibilities of return, slight as
they seemed to him to be, in a world where a man's fortune
and his crystal chandeliers are of more importance than his
goodness of heart.
Hawthorne too perceived the difficulty of finding
one's way back into the ranks of society, once they had been
abandoned.

In the strange, slight-appearing sketch of

"Wakefield," Hawthorne elaborates on an incident which he
found in a newspaper account: a man walked out of his house
one night, took lodgings in the next street and lived there
twenty years unknown to his wife, until at the end of the
time he ivent back to his old home. Hawthorne, attempting to
explain how such an incident could occur, ends by assuming
that the reunion could not have been a very happy one and
by j)ointing a moral—"stepping aside for a moment, a man

55 Herman Melville, Selected Tales and Poei.s (New York,
1946), p. 145*
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exposes himself to a fearful risk of losing his place
forever. "5^
Wakefield apparently completes the process of withdrawal and return when he returns to his old fireside, but
Hawthorne allows no regenerative force to have been at work.
In another minor incident in The Blithedale Romance the
cycle retains its full mythic significance. Coverdale has
been 111^ confined to his room almost since his arrival at
Blithedale. Now it is the first balmy day of spring, the
day instituted by Zenobia for the commxmity May-day festival,
and the convalescent decides it is folly to keep himself a
prisoner any longer. Baerging with the May flowers,
Coverdale feels almost as though he has experienced death
and resurrection.

"My fit of illness had been an avenue

between two existences; the low-arched and darksome doorway,
through which I crept out of a life of old conventionalisms,
on my hands and knees, as it were, and gained admittance into
the freer region that lay beyond."^^

He has come out of his

sick chamber to find the world seemingly more attractive and
himself better suited to live in it.
Coverdale*s rebirth, however, is a false hope. It is
like that evanescent brushwood flame which warms the Blithedale
farmhouse but which is no such household fire as true New
England farmers kindle. That the whole Blithedale experiment

^

Works, I, p. 164.

57 Ibid.. V, p. 588.
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represents only a withdrawal from society is a theme reinforced by a variety of symbols, including two "houses"—
Coverdale*s leafy hermitage and the cottage where Hollingsworth
1 n

at last lives his secluded life.

Significant is Hawthorne*s

apparent digressing to tell the story of Fauntleroy, another
Wakefield, who characteristically lurks in archways, never
quite coming out into the open.

He has committed a crime

(growing out of his superficial, artificial way of life)
which has caused him to flee from his family and friends,
leaving no vacancy behind him, hardly a memory of his existence.

One may see that the threat which himg over Wakefield

was a very real one to him, for he has lost his viace forever.
Living in a chamber and a closet in a slum house which was
once a stately colonial mansion, he emerges only to shrink
into doorways or skulk in comers.

Fauntleroy's is the trag-

edy of death-ln-llfe, with no regenerative element, the tragedy
which pervades the book.
Hester Prynne's vigorous nature perhaps contained within
it those seeds of regeneration which the shallow Fauntleroy
lacked.

At any rate, Hester is enabled, after a long period

of isolation from the commimity, to participate in its life
more fully than she has ever done before.

Almost from the

beginning of her residence in the Puritan village she has
been an outcast.

As the novel begins, less than tv/o years

after her arrival from Amsterdam, she is standing on the town
scaffold with her fatherless infant in her arms and the
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scarlet letter on her breast.

Prom her prison she goes to

her dwelling place* a thatched cottage that has been abandoned because the soil about it is sterile.

The house is

situated so far outside the center of the community that it
is completely out of the "sphere of social activity"; it is
marked by some scrubby trees that do not "so much conceal
the cottage from view, as seem to denote that here was some
object which would fain have been, or at least ought to be,
concealed."^
Here in Hester's lonely cottage, which like most of
Hawthorne's houses suggests the mind and heart of its inmate,
"thoughts visited her, such as dared to enter no other dwelling in New England, shadowy guests, that would have been as
perilous as demons to their entertainer, could they have
been seen so much as knocking at her door."'^'^ During these
years, cut off from all hiiman companionship except that of
her somewhat demoniac child, Hester develops a natural intellectual acumen, so that it is not surprising that, as regards
institutions, she begins "criticising all with hardly more
reverence than the Indian would feel for the clerical band,
the judicial robe, the pillory, the gallows, the fireside,
or the church."^^

Of all these, the fireside is Hawthorne's

58 IVorks* V, p. 104.
59 Ibid., p. 199.
60 Ibid., p. 25V.
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most common symbol of salvation through sympathy with
humanity. When Hester has denied her faith in the household
fire, knowlng-^as Hawthorne explicitly tells tis—no repentance in her heart, she is perilously close to the depraved condition of her husband, Roger Chillingworth. It is
not the sin of adialtery that is damning her, but the sin of
deliberately choosing that desolate dwelling place beyond
the pale of society.
But Hester does achieve a full return to the society
from which she has been an outcast. That this return—^a

Tt>.;

vital element in both theme and character development—is
relegated to a single paragraph at the end of the novel may
account for the dissatisfaction some have felt with the
conclusion of the Scarlet Letter. Almost immediately after
Dimmesdale's public confession, Hester has taken Pearl and
left the town—either completing her withdrawal or perhaps,
because she is enabled to feel herself part of h\imanity
again, beginning a return. As far as the community is con*

earned, she has vanished; nothing is positively known of her,
and the cottage by the seashore seems under an awful spell.
Then one day a gray ghost-like figure is seen entering the
wood and iron door of the cottage. Perhaps the decaying
wood and iron which yield so easily to her hand symbolize
the loosening of the bonds that have held hor a prisoner of
herself; for now, although she has resumed the cottage and
the scarlet letter of her own free will, neither symbol is
a stigma. Hester now lives an unselfish life, and people

•Hi
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oome to her cottage seeking counsel; the cottage still stands
apart* by the sea; but now it represents a loving heart, regenerated and set free.^^
Xn The Marble Faun. Donatello's experience is much
like Hester's—^he sins, he withdraws from the world, and at
last he retiims* more conscious than he has ever been before
of his duty to society.

Itoreover, as in the portrayal of

Hester—though even more explicitly—Donatello's varying attitudes towsrd society are presented through his reactions
to hoxises.

He is first shown playing happily and innocently

with his artist friends in Rome.

He loves the sunlight.

"I am apt to be fearf\il in old, gloomy houses, and in the
dark," he protests.

"I love no dark or dusty corners, ex-

cept it be in a grotto, or among the thick green leaves of an
arbor, or in some nook of the woods. .

tt62

After he has

61
Hester's experience takes some of its meaning from
the myth of the fortunate fall, a theme not uncommon in the
nineteenth century. Melville may have intended to use it in
Pierage, for the hero's removal from the Eden-like country
estate of his youth to the unsympathetic, unspiritual city
suggests it; but Pierre's failure to make a satisfactory recovery makes his fall something less than a "fortimate" one.
The theme is a favorite with Hawthorne, v/ho probably took
it from Milton's presentation of the compensations awaiting
Adam and Eve outside of Paradise. The concept appears in
several of his short stories, like "The Artist of the
Beautiful" and "The Maypole at Merry Mount," but it is developed fully in The Marble Faun. The full implications of
the theme in this novel of American artists in Rome are
probably more psychological and religious than social; however, the use of house symbolism in the book often suggests
the social interpretation as the uppermost level of meaning.
62 Works. VI, p. 58.
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been led, through his love for Miriam, to commit murder,
however* he goes back to the ancestral castle at Monte Benl,
a "great wilderness of a house" with an owl tower even older
than the dwelling. When the sculptor Kenyon goes to visit
Donatello, he discovers that his Faun has lost that almost
animal-like quality of innocence that cltmg to him in Rome.
Now the young count haunts the dismal tower, or hides himself sway by day in the darkened castle, the vestibule of
^diieh is most like an Etruscan tomb. He is so far from being
the exuberant, extroverted yo\mgster of Roman days, as he
explains when Kenyon wishes to model his bust, that he now
cannot bear to have men's eyes upon him.
A change comes about in Donatello, though, after he
has been persuaded to leave home and journey with Kenyon
through the Italian coimtryside. At first Donatello is
rather passive, though Kenyon enjoys the picturesque wanderings from the beginning; for, as Hawthorne says, echoing
Emerson, "it is so natural for mankind to be nomadic, that
a very little taste of that primitive mode of existence
ti65

subverts the settled habits of many preceding years,

But

eventually the same universal force begins to affect
Donatello; he is noticeably more cheerful, less withdrawn.
"The change of scene, the breaking up of custom, the fresh
flow of incidents, the sense of being homeless, and therefore

^^ Works, VI, pp. 555-554.
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free* had done something for our poor Faun; these circumstances
had at least promoted a reaction, which might else have been
Slower in its progress."^^ The return to the world thus en-

m

ables Donatello once again to take his place in society. But
it has not restored his carefree youth; he is no longer the
innocent child of Eden. During his stay in the dark house he
has learned to control his emotions and has gained an understanding that makes it possible for him to enjoy his few days
of companionship with Miriam before going to pay what he
considers his debt to society.
In this story, of the "riddle of the soul's growth,"
Hawthorne seems to have given a concrete illustration of
"Emerson's theory that imdulation—alternation between society
and solitude—is the condition of the progress of life. Indeed, both Hawthorne and Melville have created characters who
actually do emerge from chrysalis-like houses cloaked in
more nearly perfect states. Thus the house symbol again
brings together two pairs of writers who have so often seemed
to be at odds with one another—Hawthorne and Ilelville, who
wrote fiction, and Emerson and Thoreau, who scorned it. Even
Snily Dickinson, developing her themes shut up in the evergreen-shrouded house at Amherst, occasionally explored this
theme of regeneration, though because for herself she rejected the hope completely unless it were a hope of heaven,
her house symbols usually stand apart from the theme of

64 Works. VI, p. 561.
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wlthdr«wal-and-retum.

Her most characteristic statement

in conneotlon with this theme is a little poem whose first
line has been quoted before and whose first stanza runs

r-'

thus:
Doom Is the House without the Door—
'Tis entered from the S\m—
And then the Ladder's thrown away.
Because Escape—is done—65
The House as Society
Houses of the "Waste Land"

''m

The symbol which Is often used effectively to present man's relations to society is also invoked, at times,
as an aid in pictiiring society itself. Because the writers
with whom we ere concerned here so often exhibit an attitude
which results in a desire for withdrawal, we can expect
their "houses of society" to suggest deadening, mechanistic
qualities; however, because the house symbol is felt as a
dual symbol it serves our authors, in their more optimistic
moments, as a means of portraying a changing, developing
society in ameliorative terms.
A sort of "Waste Land" picture is, however, the most
common one among those writers of our grouo who concerned
themselves with social criticism.66 Thoreau, for instance.

^^ Poems. I, No. 475» p. 565.
^^ Roy R. Alale, Jr., in "Toward The waste Land; The
Theme of The Blithedale Romance." Collepie English, XVI
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who went to Walden in an attempt to get away frcaa what he

m

considered the vitiating effects of a complex, materialistic
society, was often inclined to laimch attacks in the spirit
of this passage from his journals:
No true and brave person will be content to live
on such a footing with his fellows and'hi: self as
the laws of every household now require. The
house is the very haunt and lair of our vice. I
am impatient to withdraw myself from under its
roof as an unclean spot. There is no circulation g«
there. It is full of stagnant and mephitic vapors. '^
•i^-'l;

Both Thoreau and Sierson, as we have seen, assailed
the kind of houses being built in their time as a kind rej)resentative of a sterile or moribund society—"full of
stagnant and mephitic vapors."

Hawthorne leveled a similar

oritlclsm against certain segments of society, and Melville—
most bitter of all—almost always pictured the world around
him as deadening to the spirit.

Indeed, what they described

(February, 1955)» PP- 277-285, 295» uses the term "Waste
Land" to describe the "Brook Farm" society of Blithedale,
suggesting that Hawthorne meant to apply the desertion
to American society in general. It seems to me that
Hawthorne less than any other of these writers (except possibly Etoiily Dickinson) thought of American society in general
as sterile; but as many of his symbols, as well as those used
by the other writers of this study, suggest the kind of life
described in Eliot's The Waste Land^ I have borrowed the term
as a suitably descriptive one for certain elements of society
which they symbolized by houses.
^"^ ^^ritings. V, p. 176.
^^ Hawthorne's and Melville's attitudes tov/ard society
are considered in this section and the following one.

' ^
u^ '<i.;
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often seems to be, in Toynbee's terms, society in a state
of withdrawal.
It has already been noted that Melville's houses,
particularly when he sets his characters in the city (in
the thick of society, rather than out of it, as in the
coimtry or at sea)* are often in a fallen state. Although

t

these houses function as evidences of the character's withdrawal or isolation* a criticism of society is also often
implied.

The Church of the Apostles, which is no longer a

church but serves as commercial offices and as lodgings for
intellectual fakers like Plotinus Plinlimmon, offers no
true shelter for an Idealistic youth like Pierre. In the
room where he tries to write, Pierre is almost completely
closed la; he has one window, but except for an old gray
tower—"emblem to Pierre of an unshakable fortitude"—
"there is nothing to see but a wilderness of tiles, slate,
shingles, and tin;—the desolate hanging wildernesses of
tiles, slate, shingles and tin, wherewith

v/e modem

Babylonians replace the fair hanging-gardens of the fine old
Asiatic times. . . ."^^^ The world as Pierre sees it through
the buildings that surround him offers neither spiritual
sustenance nor material aid; it is indeed a waste land, a
sterile hanging garden of Babylon.

^^ Pierre, p. 518.
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A similar encroachment by mechanistic commercial forces
has already been noted in the row of brick biisiness buildings
with which John Brown (whose name seems to suggest that he
is the ^every man" of modem society) plans to replace the
old moss-grown mansion of Peter Goldthwaite.

Yet although*

on the one hand, what John Brown offers is not desirable,
neither* on the other, is Peter Goldthwaite's stubborn refusal to separate himself from the decadent past.
Hawthorne's Houses:

The Need for Chanp;e

<"'».,

This preoccupation with the past, as we have seen, is

A. ri-l
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always one of the main themes which Hawthorne presents
through house symbolismi but, like most other meanings of
the symbol, it has its antithesis in other works by the same
^1

writer.

It is profitable to contrast, for illustrations, two

of Hawthorne's tales which are set in Colonial America:

"My

Kinsman Major Molineaux*" whose adaptable young hero easily
accepts the dwelling of an authoritative figure of the new
order, and "Old Esther Dudley," whose central figure clings
stubbornly to a house of the past.
The first of them relates the advent\ires of a shrewd
country boy named Robin who is looking for the house of his
kinsman.

Major Molineaux, who has promised to assist Robin

in "establishing himself," has been a wealthy and influential
member of the court party, which is at this period in disfavor with the people.

Robin, however, is not aware of cer-

tain changes which are being made, as he ^oes about the town
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seeking his kinsman»s dwelling.

He considers and rejects as

inasuitsble s sej?ies of houses which represent different asl^cts of society!

^ !.

the low hoyel of poverty* the inn of oon-

Tivislltyt the house of lllf^faae where the red-pettiooated
woman pretends that her dwelling is the one that Robin seeks.
At last Robin is told that if he will wait on the church
steps he will see his kinsman pass by.

While waiting there

he has a symbolic vision of his old home in the country, seeing himself excluded from it forever as the door is locked
in his face.

Now he is indeed a young man who must make his

way in the world~he is youth in search of authority, and it
seems imperative that he find the dwelling of his kinsman.
He begins to feel certain that a Gothic-windowed house opposite him is the one he seeks, even fancying that he sees
his kinsman at the window; but suddenly he is brought faoe
to face with reality by the discovery that his relative is
no longer in a position of authority but is being ridden out
ef town on a rail by a howling mob.

He then finds that the

house which has seemed most appropriate is actually the
dwelling of an authoritative person of the new order—possibly one who has taken the Major's place and even his
dwelling.

Led to choose unconsciously the seat of new

authority, Robin even joins the laughter of the mob which is
tearing down his kinsman's position.

Like any shrewd youth,

Robin is willing to give up his quest for sometiiiuG that is
no longer meaningful; he will probably adapt himself successfully to the new ways.

:i ^
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Robin's antithesis is old Esther Dudley* stubbornly
living on la the old ProvlBoe Bouse in the hope that a new
Koyal Governor will arrive.

Luring the children of the town

,:

inside her gloomy portals, Esther tells them such vivid
stories of a deed world that they come out believing they
heve actually seen figures from the past.

When Governor •

Hancock* chosen by the people of Massachusetts* officially
enters the Province House, Esther falls dead beside one of
the pillars of the portal, letting the key of the house fall
clanJdng against the stone.

"We will follow her reverently

to the tomb. . .," says Hancock; "and then, my fellowcitizens, onward—onward I We are no longer children of the
Past!«70
The use of old houses to represent a paralyzing dependence upon the past is a characteristic symbolic device
in The Marble Fa\m.

There Hawthorne advanced a theory which

involves the "Waste Land" aspect of the house as a social
symbol:
All towns should be made capable of purification
by fire, or of decay, within each half-century.
Otherwise, they become the hereditary haunts of
vermin and noisomeness, besides standing apart from
the possibility of shch improvements as are constantly introduced into the rest of man's contrivances and accommodations. It is beautiful, no
doubt, and exceedingly satisfactory to some of our
natural instincts, to imagine our far posterity

70 Works, I, p. 541.
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a ? ? H ^ ^ ^»i<i«r the same roof-tree as ourselves,
btlll, when people insist on building indestinxctible houses, they Incur, or their children
do* a misfortune analogous to that of the Sibil*
„,
when she obtained the grievous boon of immortality.'^
In this novel he was affected by the sight of Italian
palaces and hovels, and he liked to think that in his own
L»

new land of democracy everything was kept vital and pure.
"You should go with me to my native coxmtry," he had the
American sculptor say to the sorrowing young Italian.

"In

that fortunate land, each generation has only its own sins
and sorrows to bear."'^

As other writings of Hawthorne show,

he was not always so content with life in America; but he
evidently did feel that it had not, at best, lost the
vivifying element of change.

In Italy, on the other hand,

he felt that society was not merely decadent but had already
petrified.
The Marble Fawa. has been classified by man critics as
one of Hawthorne's near failures, the passages of so-called
"guide book" descriptions being dismissed as inorganic utilizations of material from the Italian notebooks. ''^

It seems

^ Another interesting parallel between The Marble
Faun and The Waste Land—^not, so far as I Imow, heretofore
noted—is in the similar allusions to the Sibyl here and in
the superscription to The Waste Land.
72 Ibid., p . 547.
7^ Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Hovols and Tales^ Norman
Holmes Pearson ed. (New York, 1957), p» xiv.
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pcBsible, however* that such an attitude might be at least
softened through an examination of house symbolism in the
story as it contributes to a picture of a society which
could engender a tragedy like that of Miriam and Donatello.
Hswthoaaae explicitly named the theme of his story as the
development of a soul through a "fortunate" fall from innocence! but complementary to this theme is the emphasis on
society*s role in the crime.

It is thus like The Scarlet

Letter, where the effects of sin upon the human heart form
the main th^ne, yet where at the same time one is never allowed to forget that it is the iron-framed Puritan community
that has brought about the situation.
In Rome the American artists dwell somewhat apart
from the deadening Italian past—Hilda's tower apartment is
far above the corruption of the town, like a clean little
bit of New England untouched by Italy.

When she descends

into the wilderness of broken-arched palaces and fragments
of stone, however, even she rvms the risk of losing her
freedom at the hands of the Catholic church, agents of which
hold her prisoner for a time in the Convent of the Sacri
CoexuE*. But Mriam, a native Italian—^with, however, some
English blood which gives her a taste for freedom—is already, at the beginning of the story, in the clutches of a
shadowy creature whose most congenial home is in the depths
of rock-strewn catacombs.

Her connection v/ith this repre-

sentative of the devil is never made wholly clear, but it

I
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seems to have come about through her rebellion against an
unsuitable arranged marriage—which could never have taken
place except in such a rigid society-—and the resulting
crime of ineest or perhaps psrrlcide.

Although Miriam her-

self is Innocent, the shadow of crime has fallen upon h e r —
the orime of an Insanity which develops only in "old* closekept races of men."
This Ingrown character of Italian society, the state
church which has no longer a living spirit, and the despotic
Roman government are elements, as Hawthorne portrays them,
of a sterile, mechanistic way of life which puts its ugly
mark upon all who belong to it and which is outwa3?dly manifested by its cities and the dwelling places of its people.
Miriam's studio is located in one of these same symbolic
houses—a three-«hundred-year-old palace.

To reach it, one

must "pass through the grand breadth and height of a squalid
entrance-way, and perhaps see a range of dusky pillars,
forming a sort of cloister round the court, and in the intervals, from pillar to pillar, . . . fragments of antique
statues. . • •"'^

Once the home of princes and cardinals,

the palace now provides such magnificence or lack of it as
a variety of tenants from American millionaires to native
washerwomen can pay for.

"Only, in not a single nook of

the palace (built for splendor, and the accommodation of a

74 Works. VI, p. 55,
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vsst retinue, but with no vision of a happy fireside or any
mode of domestic enjoyaent) does the humblest or the hsugh-

At

tlest oooupaat find comfort.""^5 t^^ie broken ruins strewn
about the house are thus visible tokens of a lack of sympathy, or unity, among the people who live in it. The frag. i

mentary appearance of old Italian houses haunts Hawthorne
^

$he Marble Faun. It is echoed in other symbols of the

novel.

Frequently emphasized in his house descriptions,

also, are impressions of darkness, unwholesomeness, and
lifelessness, all of which characterize the ancient stone
palace of Monte Benl, where Donatello lives as the last in
a once vigorous line of nobility. Kenyon observes the same
qualities throughout the tour of northern Italy with
Donatello.
One thing that strikes the traveler about such grimy,
gray stone houses, half covered with patchy plaster, is that
nature is excluded from their environs. There is no tree
%

or shrub or spread of grass anywhere to be seen. The
organic, creative quality Is deficient in such a society as
this, tmless it is to be found among the artists, a sort of
parasitic group with no real roots in the land. An artist
may admire "the prison-like, iron-barred windows, and the
wide-arched, dismal entrance"; but such desolate houses betoken no freedom of spirit for those who dwell within. In

75 ^^orks, VI, pp. 54-55.
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fsot, a elty made up of such houses—one "dead to all the

'I 'H

purposes for which we live today"—is "a sort of stony
growth out of the hillside, or a fossilised town; so
ancient and strange it looks, without enough of life and
juiciness in it to be any longer susceptible of decsy. An
earthquake would afford it the only chance of being ruined,
beyond Its present ruln."'^^ Such pictures of stony, dismal
dwellings from which the life force has been excluded,
juxtaposed with the fragmentary quality in patchy plaster
or broken statues, inevitably suggest that Hawthorne—even
though he may not always have had complete control of his
symbols-'-was trying to portray a sort of waste land. It is
imfair to write off his "guide book" descriptions as completely unrelated to this theme, even though they may sometimes seem to obtrude.
JSven if one should still p3?otest that Hawthorne is
too much "the American abroad" in The Marble Faun, he ehoxxld
remember that a strong nationalistic spirit was often reflected in the writings of his age. Reading this passage
from the novel, one thinks of Thoreau in Canada and is reminded of how many similarities the house symbol can reveal
among authors who often seemed to disagree sharply with one
another J

76 Works. VI, p. 547.
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The Italians appear to possess none of that
emulative pride which we see in our New England
Villages, where every householder, according to
his tastes and means, endeavors to make his homestead an ornament to the grassy and elm-shadowed
wayside. In Italy there are no neat doorsteps
and thresholds; no pleasant, vine sheltered
porches; none of those grass-plots or smoothly
shoKn lawns, which hospitably invite the imagination into the sweet domestic interiors. . . .
Sveirythlng* however sxnany and luxuriant may be the
scene around, is especially disheartening in the
immediate neighborhood of an Italian home.77
But always, juxtaposed with this parochial tendency
of New England writers to "see New Englandly," in the belief that "home is best," was the \mbiased self-criticism
that often appeared when the house was used to symbolize
society.

Neither Hawthorne nor Thoreau was altogether

satisfied with what he saw aroimd him; and, although
Hawthorne found the hearthside at its best suggestive of
great good for society, he could portray even a New England
house as fiill of Thoreau's "stagnant vapors."

These houses

which suggested the worst aspects of society were representative, as Lmerson said, of moribund conditions—a sterile,
mechanized way of living which might paralyze true cultural
progress in America unless each thinking citizen lived up to
the best that was in him.

Melville could not find so

optimistic a solution; instead he saw, through the dilapidated, deserted dwellings and the encroaching commercial

77 Works. VI, p. 540.
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houses in the oltles, that a wilderness of metal and brick
served laerlea where another society had ciativated gardens.
Baerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, and Dickinson
all revealed* through their use of the house symbol, that
their ohlef problem in relation to society was how best to
confront it.

The shutting of a door against the world, one

of man's universal and archetypal symbols, provided the
answer for some of them.

Emerson and Thoreau seemed to be-

lieve that by shunning the world of houses for the world of
nature, or else by building one*s own abode stripped of all
but the essentials of life, man could come to grips with the
real facts of llfei thus self-reliance—or, in other words,
independence and isolation—would be the answer.

The sign

of withdrawal for Melville, Hawthorne, and Dickinson was
often into the house rather than out of it, although the
novelists' most depraved characters were always excluded
from the circle of the household fire.78

Yet for none of

these three did withdrawal offer any real solution.

Emily

Dickinson apparently accepted the fact that for a sensitive
artist like herself isolation was the only possibility in
this life, although she was never unaware that such isolation deprived her of relationships which miGht have brought

' As has been suggested (p. 66), it was not invariably the depraved person who lacked a household fire:
Hawthorne's Owen 'Varland, who sought to be the "artist of
the beautiful," and I'lelville's Bulkington, who hunted truth,
were both manifestly bound to a homeless state.

fr
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great happiness,

neither Melville nor Hawthorne was ever

satisfied with complete withdrawal.

For they believed more
;:1

fimly than any of the others that as a center of familial
love the house might mean salvation through sympathy—a
yielding to the Odyssean desire to return home might have
saved Captain Ahab, or Roger Chillingworth, or Ethan Brand.
The difficulty that faced these writers who tried to
come to terms with society was in finding a point of eqxiilibrium between flselng from society or finding one's place in
it.

Thus they might use the house as a symbol for either

antithetical state, or even for both.

Thoreau's ideal house,

under whose roof both isolation and communion would be possible, was no real synthesis of the two poles of the human
condition, but at least It symbolized the need for such a
synthesis.
The solution which at times appealed most was the invigorating effects of an alternation of the conditions of
society and solitude.

The notion of shutting the door against

the world, only to open it again for fuller participation,
presented itself to both Thoreau and Snerson, as we have
seen, and was more fully examined by Ilelville and Hawthorne,
who linOked it with the myths of death and rebirth and the
fortunate fall.

£^ily Dickinson sometimes sucgested that

she was aware of the possibilities in the completion of the
cycle—as when the butterfly emerged from her cocoon like

m
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a lady from her c'.oor'^^—but generally she felt that her
"doom" wac "the house without the door,'" from wliich the
ladder of return had been removed•
The differences araong the v/riters here analyzed concerning: nan's relation to society, appear c M.?fly—in the
licht of their house symbolism—as differences in degree.
For all of ther^ tlie hoase co ild represent a society either
in a "moribund" or in c ,[;:rowin:, developing conJition.

It

could also sifjnify 'an either po: ticipatin3 in or v/ithdraw±ni from society, a dichotom;/ of which all v/erc av;are and
7/: ic-'i some atto: oted to resolve by a dialectic which cc Id
be termed "withdrav/al and return."

ilieir evocation and their

variant Jevelopments of the house symbol bro'j:iit them close
to the heart oi their problem.

79 Poems. I, i-io. 35*» P» 282.
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Once established as a symbol of withdrawal, the house
beca.ie, by a natural and easy development, the symbol of
that self into which a person v/ithdrav/s. Because our waiters
were so much concerned witli the problem of withdrawal, it
should not be surprising that the houce symbol, v.'iien they
invoke it to reveal the heart of man, often reflects the
static or restrictive side of the symbol—ec when it represents suppressed eijotion,^;, introversion so extreme that it
on narcism, or any of the mental states that

L* U J- v^-. O' .1.

sult v/iion a person sets Iiinself apart from society.
duality of the symbol rcrr^lns siQinifleant:

ay reYet the

the personality

which develops through asGociation v/ith others may be presented throufji- houses; the poT/ers beyond consciousnesc —
with their )0ssiilities for intellectual and spiritual
rro\¥tL—may lie be .in ' closed doorc.
Emere^on and Thoreau, v/if ti^eir strong consciousness
oi' the Overserd, were less concerned than the other -.;riters
01 our c^o^P witii the house as a psychological cymbol; yet
even they were not unaware of the implications of this symbol when it was u.od to figure the psyche as a separate
entity.

A mucli more extensive use of the 'Ouse s^in;-ol in

exploring human nature was mnde by Emily -iic>inson, \;'iOse
poetr^ is oo personel thot it scarcely ran- oc beyond the
confines of her own "na^r b:;! ;; an
111

by Hawthorne and
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Melville, whose fiction was intended to probe the aepths of
the human heart.
The Puritan tradition of introspection, still strong;
in ilew England in tii mi -nineteenth century, contributed as
much, no doubt, as the romanticist's emphasis on subjectivity,
to our writers' use of the iiouse as a Gymbol of the human
heart or soul.

As Perry "iller has observed, there was much

soul searching aaon ; the Puritan founders:

"the ioctrine

of regeneration caused the founders of ITew England to become
experts in psychological dissection."

In Puritan thought,

the "doctrine of regeneration" meant that a sinner must
continually exa.^ine himself for si ;ns of .^race, and that
even after he ima*;ined he had seen the si.jns, he uust continue his rigorous self-exa ination, lor fear that the experience mi, ht not have beeii complete or he li ;lit have been
deluded t,, the dovil.

A second incentive to tli study of

psycholo.^^y v/as the Puritan ministry's earneet effort to
clarify the workings of dod's spirit in the knnan snirit.
Proceeding froe the assumption that since Adam's fall man's
psycnological system worked properly only by the ^Tace of God,
Puritan divines undertook an analysis of the soul of man and
an oxnlanation of its functions.

Accor i /^ to Liller,

Puritans saw the soul as a trinity—na e up of a vegetable,
an 0 limal, and a rational soul.

The vecctalde soul, which

•'• Perry ..iller, Tne I^ew England Mind (New York, 1959),

P- 55.
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contained the powers of "nourishing ani propagating," v/as
simple and relatively insignificant,

nke animal soul con-

tained the "interior senses" which had their place in the
brain, which in turn "is divided into so many Celle, or
several rooms, which are as it were so many Shops, in v/hich
the inward Senses do Virork."

Usually the imagination was

placed in the forv/ard room, the common sense in the middle,
and the memory in the rear.

The "rational" soul was supe-

rior to the animal as the force v/hich acted upon the will
2
to bring forth action.
Emily Dickinson's Rooms of the doul
Such a picture of Puritan psychology su-^r:ests certain
poems in v/hich •^mily Pickinron examines the contents of the
mind.

The following verses, for exanple, echo the Puritan

attitude:
A Deed knocks first at fnought
And then—it Imocke at Will—
That is the manufactoring spot
And Will at none ane ^.oll
It blien ^,oes out an Act
Or is entombed so still
ix:at only to tlio ear of God
It's Doom is audible—5

^ Mill' r, The Hew dnp-la.id i;ind, p. 246. (fhe quoted
m an unspecified" nuritan waiter of the early
passage is from
period.)
5 Poems, III, No. 1210, p. G43.
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Cellars of Desire
The buryinn of those "deeds" whicn failed to become
"acts" most often concerned li-iily Dickinson vdien she looked
inward and saw her ninn as the interior of a house.

OucL

repressed actions apnear in the following well-:mown noem,
v/hicii alnost echoes the description of the Puritan's tkr-.efold "interior" senses:
Hemembrance has a Pear and Front'Tis sometning like a konee—
It has a Garret also
Eor Refuse and the ionee.
Pesiies the deepest Cellar
That ever -^ason laid—
Look to io by it's Pathorns^
Ourselves be not pursued—In the autobiography of Pmily Dickinson's soul—or,
as the poet herself said, this acconnt of a "snnposcd nee-son" •
such references to buried >ne'ioiy ana desire are prevailing
themes.

Phe syraboliG

of enbterranean rooms was similarly

invoked by Pawthorne and > elville to su^j^est the uncon..cious.
The cni.:f difference be tne en the poet and the novelist e is

C'^ase attriintes to mily Dickinson a.i almost
Freudian sense of the hiiman psyche. He has declared that in
tkis poem the yarret s;>Tnbolizes "the mini.'s eyo-f.nictions"
and the cellar the "unconscious." (Emily Dickinson, -D).
128-151.)
^ Poems, III, No. H O P , p. 885^ GhaGc, iitoil.Y Dickinr

n, p p . 151-I52.
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that Hawthorne and //lelvllle (as we shall see) related the
contents of the "secret ckni^ber" to a theory of evil; the
poet offered her ien^rcssions of tne hidden or inner life
with no suggestion of sue*:, ehilosonnicai implications.

Per-

haps the absence of metaphysical implications Hiak^Pmily
Dickinson's pectr, a nore obiective and more authentic
acco^ant of a human sonl,
AltPough Emily Dickinson had writle-' that the sonl
could select "its ov/n society' en

then s/iut the door ayainst

all else, her later poenc incr asingly shov/ that thoiee suppressed desii :::•—wdiicn Pad not been allov/ed to become acts—
were not always sncli a welcome "society" in those cellars
where they lay buried.

How horrified ever.yone would be, she

so'jetiruos t .ouylit, if tney could see the secret burdens
ment-Loncd in "It's iour with itself":
The Subterranean Frei; Pt
inc Cellars of the Soul—
..na.k iod the loudest nlace he made
Is licanc-ed to be s'Pll.7
Subterranean must have seemed to t e noet so exactly the right
word to describe these hidden e:eocriences that, in the following single-stanza poem, she substituted it for imsubstantial
in her revision of the first draft:

'^ Poems, III, x.o. 1225, p. 855.
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No Passenger v/as known to flee—
That lodged a niy,ht in memory—
That wily—subterranean Inn
Contrives that none go out a::ain— 8
'owever, memory couli also becoiic a closet—a sacred closet
which must be swept silently, with a "reverential Proom,"
for if you rouse its dust you will be silenced by what you
q
find there•^
The best solution would be never tc confront the contents of tli.se inner rooms, wnich are described in "The
Loneliness One dare not sound" as
The Horror not to be surveyed—
But skirted in the Pari:—
i/ith Consciouenecs suspended—
And Beinr; under Lock—10
Still, it iG very difficult to keep r^uch horrors locked out
-^•^

of one's c neciouencss. In another poem the poet declares
that she can never be alone but is perpetually visited by
"iiecordless Con any—/ ..^.,o baffle Key."11 And in "One need
not be a iliaiif er—to be Panted—" she tells of horrors worse

8 Poems, III, Po. 1406, p. 976.
^ Ibid., no. 1275, p. "Pp.
10 Ibid., II, No. 777y p. 5-3.
11

iPi^'» ^» '^^' 2Q8, p. 217.

_
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than any "external -Post," against PdcP one riust alv/ays
bolt the door and keep a revolver handy.
Sucn was the inner life of the "supposed person" wPo
ci'ose to close tPo door of her sonl upon tno world outside.
iriily Dickinson must have been nakin;' her choice—an.d
a]opting her symbolicre of lock and key—as early as 1'0,-0
wiien she ;;rote her ostensibly whinsical poem beninnin'
Way I r an a Letter's—this—."

J —

^

Pore the poet tells now she

takes her letter into her room, making sure that her door
is locked, and then, [^oing as far away from the door as she
can yet, "tc counteract a knock," at last '•picks the lock"
1P

of her letter.

The in)lication ic that tjiis is a love

letter; it suygests other poems in which less specifically
iieeitified desires cause t-LC poet to seek concealment.

In

one such poem—"You cannot put a fire out"—she expresses
the belief that it is iionossible to suppress pov/erfvi feelinys.

Phis yoon^ written the same y er that she composed the

letter poem, insists, "You can:iot fold a Flood/ And put it
in a PraY7or."^

Pfterv:ards, she seems to have found a way

to the containment that she souyht; for in ii:Pi she nxote,
using the sane symbolic i age, "We oui ro7 love, like other
ul4
G; :in G/ And put it in tho drawer.

-^^ Poer.s., II, Po. 656, p. ^Ph
^^ Ibid., No. 550, p. 4-07.
^^ Ibid., No. 887, p. 655.

^
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:P^.J^P.^.V. --nar
This desire to keep secret and scnarate her innermost thouojhtc apparentl. brought about a so t of coible consciousness, vrith one part of herself closed un in the inner
ro.ri, and another maintaining oui'./ard anpe a nances.

One

poem which suggests that, in a sense, her life reflected
the duality of "inner and outer" often Gcen in tlic house symbol begins "Of the Jioart that -;oes in, and clo jes tne -oor/
Shall the i layfellow Heart complain. . . '?" -^ Put the
.ecision may have been reached with die.: ic ilty, as the conflictiny "drawer" symbolisr; nocns su(y"est, or even involuntarily, for the symbolism of "It was not .oath, for I
stood up" suggests a paralyziny e::otional ce:peri^nce.

In

tiii^ noen, the unnamed experience leavec the poet feeling
As if my life w^ere shaven.
And fitted to a frame,
And conld not breathe v/ith.out a

16
. . .

In truth, it was never possible for the sonl of £toily
Dickinson to flourish imder lock and key.

^'eihaps tho riost

revealiny of her house ina^es are those whic^. symbolize the
nece-sity of o:^rperiencins the outer as well as the inner
life.

A ireati: of air, a door ajar were - or minimum

"^^ P£PP§> 11» ^^o« 109i, p. . 72.
"^^' IPl ->» No. 510, pp. 5P1->SP.

11requirements.

The poem "If your Nerve dony ,on," contains

this advice to herself:
If your soul see-sav^
hift the Plesh door,—
The ./oltrcni wants o:;:y::Gn—
Nothiny more.17
At tines, driven by this need, the lonel - person "nlucked
at partitions" in an effort to join herself with soi eone else
as v;retcnod as she, and someti es nothing short of an explosive escape fron- the prison of herself would serve to keep
her sane.

A strain of music could sharpen this need for

escape, as it is described in "Dyiny at my music":
i•ol^^ me till the octave's runl
Cn.ickl i-.urst the windows! 18
Pov/ and thon the windoe^c would burst, or the doors, and the
soul v/ould enjoy a flee tiny freedom, as in "Phe Soul has
Banda ed moments":
The soul has moments of Pscape—
I.hen buieetin;: all the doors—
Phe dances like a PoLib, abroad, ^q
imd swings upon the i.onrs, . . .'"•^

•m

•^"^ Poems, I, -.0. 292, p. 211.
^^ Ibid., II, No. 1P05, p. 7:'H

19 Ibid., No. 512, p. ~j..M-.
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The "retaken moments," when the soul is welcomed back into
the honse by tne "Porror," serve to cnnhasize the necossity,
in Pinj-iy Dickinson's psycholO:^y, for some measure of freedom to counteract her chosen isolation,

i'he house symbol

in her poetry often suyr^ests tlie imnrisoned soul; the
"moments of escape" make the

risen seem more confining Put

they provide essential air.
Pawti.orne and the Human Heart
Phe Need for Air
Hawthorne, too, knew from e^qperience what it infant
to be a prisoner of one's

OY.TL

heart and to feel at times the

exhilaration of no^riontary escape from that pnieon v/hich the
ionrje s;n;ibolized.

One of the

est striking amonc his s:/Ti-

bolic acconnts of this wild sense of freedom occurs in the
chapter entitled "The Fli^-lit of Two Owls" in Pno .e.n;.; of
the Seven Gables, an episode which will be cicanined later
in this study; such fliy]itG—fron the house into freedu
are described more than once in Pis narrativea.

—

Donatello

in The Marble iaim, it will be remembered, enjoye a "sense
of bein^;^ homeless, and therefore fr e," before voluntarily
allowin;j himself to be imprisoned for his crime.

Again,

Diuimesdale, waetin^; away in his iarkened etuciy, sometimes
feels "as if a \7indon- were thrown open, admitting a freer
atnosphere," when Or. Ohillin;-north Introduces

in to new
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20 Later, in the forest, when he beand exciting ideas.'^'^
lieves for a little while that he will be a, le to escape Pis
heavy sense of guilt by fleeing vjith Hester, Dimmesdale e::ncriences an even wilder feeling—"the exhilarating effect—
upon a prisoner just escaped from the dunycon of 2iis own
heart—of bre a tiling the wild, free atmosphere of an unrePl
deened, unchristianized, lawless region."
The Inner Room
There is, nowever, no real escape short of death for
Dimmesdale, vdose heart contains discnietiny iiTiages which he
cannot keep confined in the cellar of liis soul.

Indeed,

Dimmesdale's chamber, as he begins to hold ni hily viyils
there, takes a symPclic siynificance that suggests at once
a Freudian "unconscious" and the jiuritans' bac]:-reen of
leenory.

Alone in his room at night, this Puritan minister

"typified the constant introe ;ection v/herewith he tortnred,
but could not purify himself."

At siicP times diabolic shapes

and shining angels, finures of Pis saint-like parente, even
Hester Prynne and little Pearl, -elided through nis c: anler.
Althon i he wa.^: never quite deluied by the : e visionary shapes
that so vieited him, they were in a sense "tic truest and
TAOSt substantial t in e vniicP the )Ocr minister now dealt

20 w2.P-^> ^'> P« 1 5 1 *
21 IPiv' •, n p . 2^-1-n.i d.
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with."*"""

Such was the state of M s innernost soul, haunted

by figures which he could never loci: av/ay in dungeon dentPs.
It may have been similar figures that visited the
iiarble Paun in the dark old castle of Llonte Beni, showing
him such fri^jntening depths of his ovm c- aracter that Pis
friend Kenyon found hii] completely chanfjed after the Faun
had spent several n^eeks thene.

He had foimi ce nterparts

in his own heart for those ci'io^ts of the past whicd., as
Hawthorne believed, haunt all old houses, ani pose a serious
threat for anyone whoee house of the heart in shut against
humanity.
Another ueo of this symbol of the haunted inner room
was nade in the posthumously published, incoirnlcte romance,
nr. GrimsPav/o'c .-.ecret. If the title is any indication,
•-awtnome may heve meant to make the meaning of this "secret
room" his central thenc; however, the possibilities of the
symbol are only faintly eu ; 'ested in the published fra; inmt.
Dr. Crlmshav/e has brouyht up the oroiia • Ned to believe that
he is the Iieir to a yreat Pnylisn castle and lortime.

Pe

delights in recoimting to the boy and the girl Plsie his
impressions of the Pnylish ion.e.

"PPere is," he tells

them, ". • . a chan,^er, Pnie.i. when I ttink of, it seems to
me like entering a deep recess of my own coneciousness, a

Works, V, p. 177.
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deep cave of zny nature. . . ." ^

Phen he speaks of the old

house, he sonetimes lapses into a reverie, as if he has
entered "some weird, gPo;etly, secret chamber of his rionory,
whereof the one in the old house was but the less horrible
,.24
emblem.
At the end of the book it is revealed that the
true heir iias been kept prisoner in the secret ciiaeiber for
many years, at the instir^ation of Prinshawe.^

Phe old

doctor, n^ho has lived yently and hanalessly, caring for Pis
two yomi

charges, nas successfully hidden thii3 venyefnl

stT?>. ak in his nature, dnrin ; all the years the

risoner n.as

re ained deox:" i:;;:;ide tiee castle, shut up in the secret room.
If the book had been finished, the character of ir. Grimshawe,
with its secret recesses, miyht have tate.: on a ^eneajer si •nificance than tiiat revealed in the rather slight story of
edward '':Gdcliffe'a futile search for iiis heritage.
ilot only in Hawtiiorne' s fiction, but in DO: e personal
sketches and eecaye, do these ghostly figures appear.

In

•^ Works, XIII, p. 150,
24

Ibid., p. 28.

^ Phis is another instance of the inflnence of
^.oenser's alleyorical dwelling places upon Pav/thorne's house
re^.mbolis: . Anon^^ the author's notes for this incoi^n)lete
novel is this suggestion for developing Pr. driicshawe's
secret room: "doe are it v/ici Ppenser's Gave of nespair.
Put instruments of'suicide there." (See TawtPome's Works,
XIII, p. 554; Pa or;/ (ucop, I, ix.)
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"The Haunted Mind," for eacfmple, Hawthorne examines the
border land between dream and consciousness and discovers
In the depths of hie own heart a dungeon like Dr. Crimshawe's
secret room underneath the English casta©:
In the depths of every heart there is a tomb and
a dxmgeon^ though the lighte, the music, and
revelry above may.cause us to forget their existence* and the burled ones, or prisoners, whom
they hide. But sometimes, and oftenest'at midnight, these dark receptacles are flung wide
open.26
The likelihood of confronting such frightful shapes
when one shuts himself up in the house of his own heart was^
a phenomenon which concerned all three of these writers who,
in one way or another, remained in the tradition of Puritan
thought. Another deceptively whimsical sketch by Hawthorne,
entitled "Monsieur du Mlroir," emphasizes this link among
them, in view of Melville's marking of the essay^ and Emily
Dickinson's use of lock-and-key symbolism. For several pages
of the essay Hawthorne playfully describes the shadowy mirror
figure which accompanies him everywhere he goes.

The sketch

might almost seem to be intended for the entertainment of
children, as was Robert Louis Stevenson's poem "My Shadow."

26 Works. I, p. 545.
27 I have not seen the copy of Hawthorne's Posses
which Ilelville read and learked but have examined the Texas
Technological College Library copy, into which ir. hoy P.
Male, Jr., has transcribed Pclville's markings.

•ih
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Then, suddenly, Hawthorne turns to the house synbol to depict the interior of a heart and the appeal is no longer to
children.

In hie copy of the essay Polville njiierlined the

phrase wnich is indicated he.'O, and remarked in the margin,
"IVhat a revelation 1"
Brick nualls and oaken doors and iron bolts ai^e no
impediment to Pie passage. Here in my chamber,
for instance, as the evening deepens into nigh_t,
I sit alone—the ke.y turned and withdrawn from uxie
lock, the keyhole stuffed wit. naper to keep out a
peevie' little blast of wind. Pet, lonely as I
seem, were I to lift one of the lamps anl step
five paces eastward, Ponsieur du Lliroir wonld be
eure to meet me with a Ian : in his hand. . . .23
One cannot help -wondering whether the poet who could never
be alone because oi "that recordless company vdio baffle key"
might not also have been struck by this passage.
urn
The

hey of Holy P./inpathy"
In Jiav/thome's psychology, to a much greater degree

than in Emily Pickinson's, it is never good thus to fasten
oneself un with only the ghosts of one's orni inner rooms
for conpany.

^-ucii egotism, as Hawthorne sees it, often leadi

to the unpardonable sin; psychologically, it is unhealthy
aid if unrelieved ca-. scarcely be expected to reeulL in anything other than—as in the case of Arthur Dimmeeoale—e
connlete collapse.

S'or, althou jh ninnesdale at last opened

;^r;nj, II, p. 133.
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':\±s heart to the multitude, the phy.eical and nental de

n—

dations wrought by those figures which visited Iiin in iiis
lonely roon were so great that he was unable to stand the
shock that came with release.
frequently tP^s iisastro :s egotism evidences itself
in 'Withdrawal into an antiquated, decaying oil mansion, as
nas the case nith Peter Goldthwaite.

Or, reversing the

symbolism, the author nay nakc his hopeless egotist one niio
has disdained the housenold fire, as di:. Pthan Brand and
Po, er Chillingwortn.

Or both functions of the characteris-

tically dual .aon.:e symbol ma, be invoked at once, to sn, ;gest a condition as distr ssing as that of i:odorick
Plliston, the central figure of "'Egotism; or, the Bocom
Serpent.'

nlliston, who has abandonee ixis n-ife and :iome

to isolate himself in a "large, sontrc edifice of wood"—
ae old family r sidonce—can tnink only of hlTnself; if he
looks at others, he can only see Iiinself reflected in them.
After going through a periOv' in wJiich h^ eones perilously
close to insanity, he is at last persuaded to accept again
the domestic bli.es v/hich means he m i l think of others and
0('\

thus lose his "diseased self-contemplation."^^

29
nouses in the end of dtar ixllan Poe sometimes
appear muci like seme of dav/thorne ^'s disnai old . .-^neicns.
dhe iouse of Usher is tynical of Poe's houses, renresenting
as it docs the psyclre of a nan whose introversion is carried
to narcistic and masocho-eadistic extremes scarcely knovm
even to dav/thorne's most norPid c'^.aroctcrs.
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It is but a step from exorbitant self-conPenylaticn
to a coldly analytical probing into the heart;: of others.
duch is the coin^lcte alienation fren. heart and hone which
causes itdan Prand te lose tP? "key of holy sympathy" and
di-ves him to suicide.

This is also the reason why

Chillin yjcrth is at last cut off fron all hope of ever
knowing the houeebold joy that he sought in bis marriage
to Pester.

In Pno "carlet Letter, this very probing, this

coin analysis of the mPud, is presented through still another
function of the house symbol—that of a nini or heart v/hich
becon.s tne property of another person who, by enterin ; a
house or a room, learns the secrets of the heart vdiich it
symbolizes.
•dien tiiG old -nhysician undertakes to cure the young
minister's strange illness, he nay
an adjirable notive as ne pretends.
he soon

ossibly have just such
However that may be,

ives idnaself up to )ure analysis and strives ''to

go deen into his patient's boson, delving a ong his princi des, prying into his recollections, and probing everything
with a cautious toucli, like a troaen, -.-seeker in a dark
cavern."^'^' Piniing it difficult to pierce the minieter's
reserved exteiior, the doctor sa;yyests that they lodge to:;Gther in one ho nee; a; id once they nave begun to share the

^^ Porks, V, p. 152.

^
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sane Sindoolic roof, there can be little doubt that d illingn^orth
will find what he seeks.
The apartments of the doctor and his patient are on
e:)posite sides of the house, which is sitieted beside a
51
grave;n;rd.-'

Dimmesdale's room, provided wit: heavy cur-

tains to shut out th.e light of day, is no- with tapestries
representin

the biblical story of David and Bathsh.eba and

the accusing prophet, Nathan,

""^en he has stacked his

library there, tb.o room becomes indeed a symbol of Pirn:esdale's
nin. , shut up in darloiess with the volumes tnet fled his intellect and a )ieture of the very secret that gnaws at his
heart.

It is not long before Pr. Chillin: wontb. i^ n.:ssing

easily i^-ito this room whenever he wishee, havin ? gained free
entrance thore.
Pie search into the niniGter's ^^d'.. interiun" is not

i

r

an. eas"* one, for he is ale.-ays ta]:in(y a wrong turn a:i^ finding rubbisi- i istoad of the treasure he seeks.

As Hawthorne

I

cxilaine his actions, "iie groncd alon^; as steadily, with as
cautious a tread and as wary an outiook, as r tnief entering
a cbanber nin^re a man lies only half asleep,—or, it may be,
broad awali:i^—with virpose to steal the very treasure whicb.
this man guarda as the annle of hie cjc.

In spite of -is

51
-^ Pawthorne apparently was faec' -.ted by the idea of
a ho nee situated next to a hue ..ing ..ro^.n. . dr. Polliver
(••Li^.\ i)oiliv^r Romanc_e) and Dr. Grinsnaee—n" o both hid
gnilpy seer.ts—lived in suc^ houses.

£
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premeditated carefulness, the floor v/ould now and then
creak.

. . .

"^^

Through such elaborate and recurrin : metaphors
Pawthorne makes manifest the symbolism of this house /here
the analyst lived under the same roof -./ith his natient.

If

it were ever possible to be specific about Hawthorne's symbols, one inight say that the house represents the entire
moral and intellectual being of Pinnesdale; the study, his
mind; and the chamber where he kept his nightl^^ vigils, the
secret depths of iiis heart,

dithout attempting any such al-

legorical interpretation, no ever, \:e can perceive the larger
symbolic meanin • as we see how d: illingworth ccmcs to know
the whole mind and heart of the yo: n^'-er man by moving into
his abode.

And not only does he come to know it; he be-

comes at last almost as much a prisoner there as Dimmesdale
hiLiself*

Pscape is as impossible for him as for Dimmesdale

himself after Pis forest interview vrith Iiester.

In the end,

neither can withstand liberation from that imprisoning house,
for it has come to represent for each of them a "raling
paseion" which absorbs hie ver;y being,

x'sychologically,

Dimmesdale's guilty egotisn a:id Ohillingworth's desire for
revenge have proved equally destructive.
Consistently eniough, one of Pawthorne' s most useful
synbols for the "heart" was a house—neeally, but not

^^ Works, V, p. 15v.

^J^
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necessarily, a dwelling place.

A cursory view of The

Blithedale Romance where, compared with Hawthorne's three
other major novels, house symbolism is negligible, will show
how natural a part of Hawthorne's expression this symbol
had become.

Although the symbol is not elaborated upon in

this book, most of its functions, as Hawthorne used it to
suggest the heart, are clearly exhibited.

Reminding one of

Chillingworth in Dimmesdale's house, is Piles Coverdale as
he peers from his hotel room into Zenobia's parlor, exhibiting his tendency to "live in other lives."

iPore ominous,

and more like Chillingworth's "violation of the human heart,"
is V/estervelt's apparent mastery over Priscilla's soul, a
phenomenon which John W. Shroeder, in an article on Hawthorne's
heart imagery and symbolism, finds symbolized by the hall in
which the exhibitions of mesmerism take place.'^•^ The
faniliar exhilaration in freedom fron self is felt by
Coverdale upon leaving his sick chamber, but its impermanence
is evident when he builds himself a room in the "vine-encircled heart of a tall pine" to symbolize his individuality
and help him to "keep it inviolate."

This tendency toward

egotism v/hich threatens Coverdale is an even greater danger
for Hollingsworth.

The great philanthropist, who wishes to

55 "irjij^g^ In./ard S p h e r e ' : ITotes on Hawthorne's
Heart Imagery and Symbolism," P u b l i c a t i o n s of the o e m
Lani^uap^e A s s o c i a t i o n , LXV (niarch, 1950>)> PP« 106-11 . T f h i s
l e c t u r e h a l l i s the only house symbol Pnich Shroeder f i n d s
i n The B l i t h e d a l e Romance.)

.1
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sacrifice all objects of human sympathy for one ruling obsession, can at the last retain a measure of sanity only
by accepting a small cottage in place of his projected
"grand edifice for the reformation of criminals."

Thus the

duality of the house as it symbolizes the human heart is
suggested even by these scattered symbols of The Blithedale
Romance:

on the one hand, the contents of the heart, re-

vealed by the author or some character with similar "Paul
Pry" inclinations in order to show the dangers of cutting
oneself off from humanity; on the other, acceptance of the
sympathies represented, by cottage or hearthside,
Melville's Houses of Life
The Quest of Youth
A different kind of psychological treatment characterizes at least one of Hawthorne's tales, and suggests the
broader, more varied uses that Melville made of the house
symbol in his studies of human experience and behavior—that
is, the houses which suggest different ways of life considered by the youth in quest of self-realization.

Robin in

Hawthorne's "My Kinsman ..ajor Polinea\ix" we have already observed knockin

on the doors of Boston in a search for his

nlace in society. Ho attempt is made, as it is in so much
of Hawthorne's fiction, to present the interior of the boy's
heart; yet a psychological interpretation of his contacts
with the different houses as he seeks the dv/elling of his

I
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kinsman seems inevitable.

-be search in general secns to

represent youth's need for a seat of authority. The difierent houses which reject the youth, or are rejected by
hiE>, signify different stages in ids development; the vision
of the locked door of home suggests the eternal theme of
"you can't go home again."
In Melville's two major novels occur episodes reminiscent of this early tale by Pawthorne.

Eacii involves a

young man, Ishmael-like and homeless, who is seeking selfrealization.

In each the hero faces the problem of choosing

the proper house as he sets out to nak , his wa;, in the v/orld.
The inns of Pew Bedford confront Ishmael of ioby Dick at the
begimiin

of his journey, and the dark houses of a strange

city lie before the untried young J ierre.
As ishmael starts out to find suitable lodgings on
the night before his crossing to Pantucket, he discovers
that the first t\jo inns—the Grossed iiarpoons anJ the Swordlish—are both too "expensive and jolly."
wdiich is described in

The dv/ord-Pish,

rooter detail than the other, ecnds

forth such bright rays iron its scarlet wPndov/s that the
asphalt-like ice paving is melted from the street aroien'. it.
nike the house which the scarlet-petticoated "irl declares
falsely to be that of Pajor Polineaux, ti is inn ropreeents
a way of life vPiich apoeals to the sensual side of Jr nan
nature.

Ishmael, however, lib_L. Robin a shrewd Yankee,

kno\7S that this is not a suitable dwelling.

The next house

•PP

that he tries, almost hidden on a pitoP-i.ark street, proves
to be a Hegro c^ nrci:., where tic preacher's tent concerns
the "blackness of darkness" and v;hcre Ishmael stumbles over
a bucket of ashes which suggest to him the ashes of Gomorrah.
Dubbing this place "The Tray;," Ishmael quickly retires,
shunning despair as he has shunned gaiety.

The lodging to

which Ishmael is at last led is characterized, as life always is for i'elville's young men, by ambiguity.

Like so

many other symbols in the work of both Melville and ilawthorne,
an interpretation of the Pew Bedford inns can easil, involve
religious or nhilosophical problems—a tn.eory of evil, a
view of predestination; but psychologically it represents
confusion and uncertainty.

The Spouter's sign ie neither

black nor scarlet, but a din, misty wliite; the details of its
interior are hardly dietin uishable.

And, althougi it may

seerj to be one of those house symbols diicb represent growth
and change because it is one of the stoos on the road of the
quest, it is instead frustratingly paralyzing.
The anbi nities of life concerned r^Ielville more and
nore as he c nitinued writing, so th-it the novel follo-jing
doby Pick was actually sub-titled "The Ambiguities."

The

ambiguities are those which confront nierre as he sets o u t —
in Melville's nords, a "little toddler," cut off from h o m e —
blinLly seening the way to self-fnlf 11: ent, and frustrated
at every turn.
havin

A look at hin as he e iters the city after

been hurled fron his ancestral mansion shows hin, like

I
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Robin and Ishmael, in search of a nonsc, but, unlike the
two "shrewd" youths, hopelessly incompetent in finding it.
vdisn he co;-Gs to town, Pierre expects to take up residence
in a house belonging to hie cousin, who had offered its use
when Pierre was enga ed to Lucy.

But now, acconnanied by

his Can ;oeed wdfe Isabel and the fallen Delly Ulver, nierre
finds the house dark, unoccnpied, and uniwolooming.

Leaving

his charges at a police station, which proves no better
haven, Pierre sets out to find the dwelling of his cousin.
Passing, like Pobin in search of his kinsman, a door where
a scarlet-cheeked girl of the street stands beckoning, he
cones at last to the door of his cousin's house; bit he has
no better luck than Robin in his search.

Cousin Glen re-

fnses to recognize Pierre and has him thrown out of the
house.

P'ow cast off completely by his family and deprived

of the only v/ay of life he has ever knorm, ..ierre is psychologically unprepared to confront the society that awaits
him.. Like Pobin and Ishmael, he can avoid the -itfalls
marked in obvious scarlet, but, more helpless than they, he
can find no suitable shelter.

After a brief stay in a i.otel,

he goes to a house that was once a church but is now neither
ono thing nor anothe:-., bmbabited by a breed of rnen, intellectual but of doubtful character, who are cut off from the
mai3i ctrcan of society.

15'^
•'

The houses in "Pierre"
The tragedy that befalls Pierre at this house of the
Apostles is foreshadowed from the beginning of the book by
the fact that the houses which most concern him belong with
the insulating, restrictive functions of the symbol. The
great house at Saddle Meadows, which is nierre's origin,
represents a state apparently idyllic but actually disastrously confining.

Although heir to a vast estate, Pierre

is so iimocent that he is almost wholly ijnorant of the
world outside his ancestral home. The house, which in every
way reflects the character of his haughty, aristocratic
mother, is a veritable prison for him, as he soon comes to
realize.

But in the beginning, he is a part of this world

in which the only other house that concerns hi:, is the light,
white cottage of his affianced lover, Lucy, v/ho has been
chosen by his mother.
But this stage can only he a tenporar_, one. A]noet
immediately after the beginning of the novel, Pierre's infantile v/orld is shattered by the discovery of iis dark half
sister, Isabel. After reading the letter in which she declares herself to be the illegitimate

aughter of iierre's

father, -'ierre is stricken with the hard knon'ledge that the
v/orld is not, after all, made up of innocence and li:'it.
The letter produces, first, a long, ravin

soliloquy, and

then the first significant act of in., hero of this novel:

if
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He could not stay in his chaniber: the house contracted to a nut-shell around him; the walls smote
his forehead; bare-headed he rushed from the place,
and only in the infinite air, found scope for that
boundless expansion of his life.54
with a sense of exhilaration like that expressed by nawthcme
and Dickinson, Pierre for the first time senses the possibility of escape, as he realizes for the first time how a
house can be a prison.

Ar/are nov; of the groat v/orld of

mixed good and evil that lies beyond the sheltered innocence
he has knovm, he has begun to pip the shell that has surrounded him.
i'he acts which follov/ this first mad rusii out of his
mother's mansion, all made significant by their relation to
the house, are those of an awakening coneciousness.

Indeed,

what hap ens could almost be termed tho birth of a psyche.
The first act that x-'ierre performs after returning, somenhet
calmer, to the house, is to seek th: utmost solitude by retiring into the "round-windowed closet" adjoining his chanber.
ihe closet has already been deecribed as the place Pierre
would always go "in those sweetly awfil 'ours, when the
s ;irit crieth to the spirit, Oome into solitude with me,
twin-brother" ; and v/here there hung a portrait of his father
as "a fine-looking, gay-hearted, youthful gentleman. -55 Nonr

54 Pi_erre, p. 7'

55 Ibid., 0. 6'P.

I
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-iiierre seeks to remove the image of his father from tleie
wall of his inner consciousness, declaring ''I will no longer
have a father"; but thene still remains a "shadowy, but
vacant and desolate trace" of the portrait on the v/all.^^
Although this has struck certain commentators as the expression of an Oedipus theme, it is not obviously so for
at the same time that Pierre is symbolically destroying his
father he is coining to the realization that tis mother feels
no real love for bin and will let him go out ''an infant
Ishmael into the desert, with no maternal Pagar to comfort
him."^*^
^his parentiess state into which Pierre has been
thrust boti illuminates, and is illuminated by, his retreat
into the inner closet.

"A sense of horrible forlornness,

feebleness, inpotence, and infinite, eternal desolation
possessed him.

f

It was not merely mental, but comoreal also.

He could not stand; and v/hen he tried to sit, his arms fell
floorv/ards as tied to leaden weights."38 Utterly helpless,
both physically and mentally, shut up here in his slall
inner room, denyin;'- or denied by his parents, Pierre has
retreated into his unconscious.

^

Pierre, p. 102.

^^ Ibid., p. lOy.
pd

Ibid., p. 109.

>
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Later, after his interview- with a;ecbel, Pierre finds
the books and papers which he had left before the tragic
events began to transpire,

lie picks up one of the books

which lie open, then drops "the fatal volume from his hand."
His eye has fallen upon those lines, "allegorically overscribed v/ithin the outgoings of the womb oi human life,"
which end:

Abandon hope, all ye who enter here.^^

The "re-

birth" v/hich follow^s Pierre's sojourn in the mconscious is
rendered less joyous by the implication of these lines.
Although he experiences a feeliv^g of regeneration which enables him to reach a decision as to what must be done about
-sabel, the decision causes him much pain alnost from the
first.
indeed.

The book thai' he has been r ading has proved fatal
Naked fron the no b and nnnne)ared for life, Pierre

finds little Pope in the norId of ambiguities that he must
now enter; the proniee of regeneration proves a false one,
for Pierre breaks out of one ;)rison only to set himself on
bill.

road to another.

If

Uhat he has c>osen to confront, uepon breakiiig o :.t of
tbie protective se.ell of the Saddle Poadowc naneion, ie also
sug osted by houses,

i/hon Isabel reveals herself to -iierre,

a e is livin;; in a lon^, red far:n hoiise, vine-covered and

:noss-encrusted.

40

I

The Ponsc of Isabel, then, almost literally

59 Pierre, pp. 117-198.
40 Isabel's bictory is largely a reviev; of the bouses
she has lived in. Chase v-v-elviUe, pp. 113-119) has the only

I
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a nart of earth, and painted the color of sin (as i-lerre
wall see it in the scarlet cheeks of the city street girl),
represents the lon^, earthy, sensual part of man, the pait
to which Pierre nov/ unconsciously is to devote himself.
Lucy's house, on the other hand, has been pictured as open
and light, like bucy herseli so pure that to enter her white
chamber is alnost sacrilege.

Pierre believes that he must

choose either Luc;/ or God, not realizing that to choose i^ucy
wonld be to choose dod; die nintako is due perhaxjS to the
fact that, so recently cast from the protective coating of
infancy, he does not understand his omi actions, is Melville
says, he does not "consciously" entertain thou hts of anything but a fraternal love for Isabel.
Although socn after his visit to Isabel, ..ierre is
-"1

ready to set out on liis tragic journey througli life, he n:vor
willfully brea]cs tLrough the imnrisoning shell,

^e has made

a gesture toY.-ard esca^oe but seems pon^erless to complete the
act and nnict at last be oast out by his mother,

'ihe violence

that accompanies the act suggests its deep significance:
upon tin very thresholvi of his biouee, "his foot tripped upon

complete interpretation of these houses that I have seen.
In his view, the first house—or "house of earth"—is the
womb or prenatal c:nverience; tie second—the shop which
brought Isabel to iimerica—is the "voyage over waters" or
birth; the third—an insane asyluir.—m ans that "Night is
b o m to dwell in Pell with Chaos and :\!adness, as .^ay is
born to dwell in Heaven v/ith Order :nd Reason."

If
f

WH I
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its r: ised ledge; he pitched forward upon tho stone portico,
and fell.

He seemed as jeeringl; hurled from beneath his

own ancestral roof."^-^

Paking leave of the great chimney,

saddened by the thought thot his feet will never again touch
the hearthstone from v/hich it rises, nierre knows that he
is in all truth now the motherless Ishmael.

He is the "little

toddler," cut off from both mother and father, that is, from
humanity and God.
A fledgling hurled from the nest, Pierre ie not psycholo^jically or morally equipped to live v/ith humanity or to
know dod.

After being buffeted about the city, h: secludes

himself in his dingy-walled chamber, wranped in quilts like
a helpless infant in swaddling clothes.

Tnable to come to

any terns with life, in. has unconsciously taken the only
course that seems open for him—a return to his previous
sheltered, mother-dominated state,
no return.

Pierre can onl

dhoro can be, of course,

withdraw farther and farther into

f

himself iintil at last tne only acts possible to him are de-

r

structive ones.

3

Pinally, under the ciombersoic stone ceilings

of the city jail, he deliberately destroys himself.
I?

iho Depths of thv

art

..ierre, brooding toward the end about those relationships w h i c h iiave failed hi:^:, indulges in a r:^ther elaborate

^•^ P i e r r e , p p . 217-213.
^id

Ibid., p p . 543-5-':0.
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figure of speech:

"Peep, deep, and still deep and deeper

must we go, if v;c would find out the heart of a man; descenJing into which is as descending a spiral stair in a
shaft, without any end, and n'here that endlessness is only
concealed by the s;dralness of the stair, and the blackness
of the shaft." -^ Melville's choice of house imagery to
represent the human heart emphasizes the significance of the
substantial houses of the novel in illuminating the hopeless
quest of Pierre and the meaning for him of nucy's light,
white cottage and Isabel's earthy, red farm house.
A similar metaphor in Pobj Dick suggests blelville's
concention of the .mconscious as developed—although more
elaborately—in Pierre:
. . . Ahab's larger, darker, deeper part remains
unhinted. Put vain to popularize profundities, and
all tr.-:th is orofound.
ijn.i;;; far down from within
tne very heart of this spiked otel de Cluny where
we here stand—hov/ever ;rand and wonderfnl, nov;
quit it;—and take your way, ye nobler, sadder so::iG,
to those vast Roman halls of Thermos; ni ere far beneath the fantastic towers of nan's upper earth his
root of grandeur, his whole av/ful easence sits in^
bearded state; an antique b:^ried beneath antiguities,
and throned on torsos.^4
uch images resenble eone of Pawthorne's attempts to look
into tho human heart, just as Anab's egotisn, emphasized by

^^ Pigrre, p. 540.
4^- Moby Dick, p. 185.

«••«!
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his inability to accept hearth and bone, suggests ba-.^thome's
villains.
Melville's descents into the house of the heart reveal, to be sure, a greater concern with abnormal psychology
than Hawthorne manifested.

Pierre's relations wit

his

mother, v:ith Isabel, and v/ith his cousin GlendPnning dtanly—
all nortrayed at least partially through houees—are tinged
with abnormality; his ultimate turning in upon hinself, as
-he sits helpless in his dagger-locked room, is a purely
narcistic state.

It is the same state which is encountered

on the journey of a soul in Mardi—that of Donjalolo, condemned forever to dwell in bis bouses of Porning and .Afternoon.
Phis "universe-rounded, zodiac-belted, horizon-zoned, seagirt, reef-sashed, mountain-locked, arbor-nested, royaltygirdled, arm-clasped, self-hugged, indivisible" :.'onarch v/as
imprisoned in the same kind of house that kept Pierre from
realizing his ambitions—paralyzing, self-destroyin^: narcism.45
The dull blank walls vdiich cut off these tv/o victims
of excessive self-contc:n:)lation recur in the eiort story
"Bartleby."

It is a question, however, whether Bartleby is

to be considered as an individual secluding hi-jself behind
walls—and thus a narcist—or as an enbodiment of one part
of his e:-ployer's schizonhrenic personality,

bartleby's ap-

parent dependence upon his enployer for .is ver;. existence.

^3 RomanoOS, p. 509.

I
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together with the lawyer's vain attempts to control his employee, provide such a strong link betwoo: them that they
may easily be interpreted as tv/o aspects of the same per46
sonality.
If this interpretation is accepted, the story
may be taken as an acconnt of the lawyer's attempt to subdue the side of his personality which refuses to conform to
society.

The personality cannot be confined behind walls

(of the unconecious) and must be destroyed before its alter
ego can function normally; that is. the lav/yer is forced to
move out of the building where the scrivener has established
himself and at last to disown him altogether, ner itting tin
to die behind the insurmountable walls of the cit:; jail.
Walls constitute one of Melville's recurrent house
symbols.

They confine the narcist; they prevent understand••-4

ing betv/een one soul and another; they veil the ineoluble
mysteries oiiat drive nen insane.

The house in its entirety

may suggest concepts of life, stages of )eyc.iLological developnent, or relationships between persons.

At times (ae in

Ahab's brief period of homesickness), the house becones for
ilelville a symbol of that all-inclusive brotn.rhood and love

^ Chase interprets "bartleby" as a study of schiaophrenia. The schizophrenia is nelville's, apparently, since
Chase does not actually suggest that the ecrivener is the
lav/yer's alter e:;e but does shov/ convincingly thot each man
represents a di ffe rent side of the autiior's personality—
the successful, upper-middle-clasG business man and the
sniritual artis t i c type vnio has no place in a n a t e r i a l i s t i c
society. (Pel\-i l P e , pp. 145-149.)

1
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wl:ich in Pawthorne »s psychology afford the chief hope of
sanity and salvation. '

Post often, however, in the nind

of the creator of Pierre, Ahab, and the maddeningly incomprehensible Partleby, houses mean confinement and frustration.
Transcendental Psychology
Beyond Closed Doors
By the very nature of their philosophy, the
Transcendentalists could have no such concern with the inZ'.'^

dividual as tiolville, Hawthorne, and Dickinson exliibited.
urn
There

is one mind," nmenson nerote, "and every man is a

porch leading into it. H 4 9

A tendcnc;y to think thus in

generalizations ma;/ have kept him from looking deep into the
human heart; even his own heart was probably s one thin;;; of a
stranger to hi}-, for, introspective as both he and Thoreau

' In his passage on the squeezing of the sper:; as
a synbol of brotherly love, Pelville wrote, "I have perceived
that in all cases man must eventually lov/er, or at least
shift, his conceit of attainable felicity; not placing it
anywhere in the intellect or the fancy; but in tbo v.dfe, the
heart, the bed, the table, the saddle, nhe fire-side" (-^oby
Dick, p. 415).
^113

It might be nnotested that Thoreau was too much
an individualist to be coneibered as in every sense a
dranscendentalist, but in in.a viev/ of man and nature he adheres to the transcendentalist nhilosopiiy, dee Pit. gar
X. .
blotcry of the dnited States, ed. Robert P. 0 dll,r
er,
U G W York, 195PT, ppT 546-2! 5. Hereafter cited as
Literary History.
4'' Journals, IV, p. 171

f
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v/ere, they did not probe their ovm depths in search of a
solution to the myntery of h-oiian be-.nvior.

Instead, they

usually discovered the answers they sought by looking at
nature or reading ancient bookJ; yet their liking for mystic
symbols

could bring then at times to the verge of something

very like modern depth nsycholojy.
There are, indeed, times v/hen tho house symbol brings
.bmerson close to a concept suggestive of Jung's "collective
unconscious."

In his essay "The x'oet," Pmerson thus de-

scribed a mysterious source of energy:
It is a secret that every intellectual man quickly
learns, that beyond the energy cf l.As nosseseod
and conscious intellect he is capable of a new
energy (as of an intellect doubled on itself), by
abandonment to the nature of tiings; that besides
his nrivacy of poner as an individual man, the. e is
a great public power on v/hich he can drav:, by unlocking, at all risks, his human doors. . . .50

-•<

V

(These risks, one is reminded, may be the ones v/hich Pierre

t

took v/hen, attempting to become a great v/riter of truti', he
gave himself up, "a doorless and sbeatterless house for the
four loosened v/inos of heaven to .nov/l through,")il

1

Jimg also conceived of a great universal force upon
which nan can rely when his o\7n poners fail him.

To de-

scribe sncli an experience and such a resource, Jung turned

50 forks. III, p. 26.
Pierre, p. 5nP.

^
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to a kinc- of folk symoolisii akin to Prae-rson's figure of :.he
"hujian doors" :
This comiiay to a standstill is a psychic occurrence so often repeated in the evolution of : .ankind, that it has beco: e the thene of nany a
fairy-tale ani myth. \;e are told of tiie Open
Gesane to the locked door, or of sone helpful
animal who finds the hidden v/ay.52
neither Ikerson nor Thoreau developed such connents
on psychological issues into anything like a definite system.
Yet both of them at tines expressed through their house symbolism views of the human psyche which even they probably
could not have explained more directly.

oo:::ething of the

nystic quality of Pboreau's famous riddle of the hound, the
bay horse, and the turtle dove also belongs to his reflections on building his house at Walden:
It v;eold be v/orth the while to build still more
deliberately than I did, considering, for instance, what foundation a door, a win^'on:, a
cellar, a garret, have in the nature of a., and
percj,:ance never raising any superstructure imtil
we found a better reason for it than our tenporal
necessities oven.55
Thoreau boes not exxd.ain for us the symbolisn of the ho^jnd,
the horse, and the dove;

nor does he tell us just what

^^ C, G. Jung, . oiern Man in de;^an:-ci _of 3__ ^>o^l (ibev/
York, 195^-), p. 71.

55

ritin;-:e, II, p. 7^«

f
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foundation the parts of a house :oi,-ht hove in th; design
of man's nature,

nerhaps he did not quite know Jiimself v/hat

the answers to those riddles were,

dertainly, ono may ob-

serve, such passages adumbrate modern depth psychology, as
do also the words of Emerson.
Another foreshadowing of modern p:n: chology appears
in a transcendental use of the house symbol to suggeet man's
still strong link with the primitive.

Thoreau wrote in

balden concerning the place of houses in the life of earliest
man:
I.an v/anted a ho: e, a place of v/armth, or comfort,
firot of g.byaical v/armth, then the wanT:ith of the
affections.
We may imagPnc a time v/hen, in the infancy of
the human race, s o:;e entei"'prising mortal crept
into a hollov.- in a rock fo.r shelter.
.'ver;'/ child
begins tho v/orld again, to scor>e extent, ani loves
to sta outdoors, even in wet and cold. It plays
house, as \/oll as Jiorse, having an ijistinct for
it.
ho does not remember the interest with
v;hlch, vd'icn yozm, , he looked at shelvi.ng rocks,
or any an roach t o a cave? It was tiie natural
yearning of that y^ortion of o ir o.t primitive
ancestor which st ill survived in us.54

jr.
r

lor in01 au it follows'

Lat ii the desire for a h.ouse is

instinctive it is good; hence his interpretation of this universal symbol takee on somet i:. of the quality of in.wt' erne's
syinn a thy synbo 1 s •

54 r i bi:a

^ ,

-L J- ,

0.
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Pxap:r:oratQd Pgotism"
Yet it was all too easy for a house to lose its

primitive quality and to take on a meaning vdiolly antithetical.

As Thoreau observed, "if one designs to construct a

dwelling-house, it behooves him to exercise a little Yankee
shrev/dness, lest after all he find himself in a workhouse,
a labyrinth v/ithout a clue, a museum, an almshonsc, a
prison, or a splendid mausolc'im instead."-^^

In other words,

this natural symbol of warmth and affection may become perverted, representing the material encumbrances which man
mistakenly piles around him rather than the means of developing his natural greatness and goodness.
Emerson, as we have seen, exhibited much the sane dual
attitude toward houees that appears in such, passages from
Thoreau.

Phen Emerson writes, in Enp:lish Traits, tbat in

An'-'lo-Panon countries "rho house is a castle vdiic- the king
cannot enter," he seems to be praising the house as an embodin :nt of the inte^:ral self of man.

He goes on, hov/ever,

in a vein custonary v/ith him, and yet suggestive also of
Hav/tnorne, to say that a foolishly fine house is the
u56
ma teriajization of "every whim of exaggerated egotism.

3

tineas, II, p. 47.

^^ '•-orks, V, p. 164.

Our two ir:nscendentalists, then, although not so
much inclined to the Puritan habit of sonl-soa:.c :in-' as
were Dickinson, Melville, and havrPio^ne, could at times see
the heart of man as a house.

For them, too, tliis symbol

was a double-faced one which could suggest either the unencumbered, fully reliant self or the self possessed by the
demons of egotism and naterialisin.

A peculiarly transcen-

dental tv;ist to their uee of the symbol generally neans that
v/henever the house fulfills only the essential needs of n.an
it is natural (they inight have said "organic") and therefore
good, but that as soon as it becon; s in any v/ay artificial
(mechanistic) it is undesirable.
.P-ov/t iOrne, Piclville, and Dickinson, all of whom conld
see in the heart of iaa;o something akin to innate depravity,
—4

did not make the sane distinction between tbie two sides of
the house symbol; for to then the v/ords natural and goob v:ere
not necessarily synonymous,

bhey did, hov/ever, develop a

psycholo y thro igh a sin.ilar dual use of house s;}Tnbolism:
tiic injuse in their work might suggest abnormally onaggerated
ideas of eelf, in which case it became a :noson fron which
one must at all costs burst fortii if he is to preserve his
saniti^; or taie house might en ovess a sense of sympathy vnlth
mankind, in v/hich case it v/as a place of cor-.ujiion like
Pawthorne's firelit cottage.
Put for both grouns of •/ritern, the ideal v/as the
house v/hich represented a synthesis of these two tendencies.

tm
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Thie need for e;ynthesis, inevitably implied—among the
writers considered in this study—i;, the d;:Lality ii:. their
use of the house symbol, is aptly described by Pavid Po .ers
in liis essay '= Democratic Vistas" in the Literar:/ InLstory/ of
the dnited states; Bo.;ors in commenting upon the emphasis
upon self-reali:jation in the \/orks of iiiaerson, Thoreau,
Polville, Hawtho. ne, and vTliitman, observes that
self-realization . . . depends upon the hamonious
reconciliation of tv/o universal psychological
tendencies; first, the expansive oi self-transcending inpa.lse of the self, its desire to embrace the
whole vjorld in the experience of a eingle no:aent
and to knov/ and becorie one v/it.i.i that norld; and
second, the contracting or self-asserting bi ;nise
of the individual, his desire to withdraw, to remain unique and ceparate, and to be reeponsible
only to himself.l^?
Of the writers when Bowers mentionc, at l:ast the fi st four—
Hawthorne, Pelville, Thoreau and Pmerson—repeatedly e.Tnploy

iT
houses to synbolize these tv/o universal teneencies. LYnily
Dickinson's house synbolism suggests also, as v;e have seen,
M<4

that she too sourdat to reconcile the same conflicting

^' Spiller, Pi'^erary .-iatory, p. 555.

osires.
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CHAP
i.jlir A.iP GOD
P e r s o n , Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, and Dickinson
were a l l , in v a r y i n g d e g r e e , products of a region vdiere
Puritan dogma still influenced customs and thought.

Al-

though none of them professed orthodox religious b e l i e f s ,
the religiou:; attitudes of eoch of thoa were affected b y
thic- common bsckground.

Melville, Hawthoine, a::id ^ickinson

all found that portions at least of tbc

.'uritan doctrine

renained true for them; Thoreau and Pnereon adopted a b e lief v/hich transcended for them the rigid form to v/hich
they objected in Puritanisn.

Potb grouos fonnd a suitable

means of developing t.heir conceptions of religion througi.
tbc synbolism of the h o u s e .

The duality of the symbol is

apparent as they treat the structTire of religion, concepts
of deity, death and immortality, or original sin and
salvation.

't
m he

Structure of Pv; J-EICJ

A Hypaethral house
The contrast between the House of . uritanism

'Y\'

I

the

iouse of TranscendentalisFi is symb' lized by characteristic
ir'ia":os in the v/ork of

n.
.o:ro3an

In a in: itation which agnears

bn Vis Week on the Concord and . errinac ^Ri'Ters, he declared
that a formal system of religion, libo a noneeoential house,
151
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was an obstacle:
Post people . . . have their scheme of the universe
all cut and dried,—very dry, I assure you, to
hear, dry enougli to b u m , dry-rot tod and .onuerpost, methinks,—nidcli they set up between you and
them in the shortest intercourse; an ancient and
tottering frame with all its boards blown
off. • • . I'he wisest man preaches no u.octrines;
he has no scheme; he sees no rafter, not even a
cobv/eb, against tiie h.avens. . . . do see from
earth to heaven and see there standing, still a
fixture, tnat old Jewish scheme 1 ib.at right have
you to hold up this obstacle to my understanding
you, to your understanding mell
If there had to be a stricture of religion, P.:oreau noild
doubtless have had it as open and free as he had tried to
make the book itself.

As he :/rote later in his journal.

I thought that one peculiarity of my "IVeek" was
its hypaethral cb.aracter, to use an epithet applied to those . gyptian temples which are open
to the heavens above, under the ether. I thought
that it had little atmosphere of the house about
it, but it night have been v/ritten wholly, as it
v/as to a great extent, out of doors..n

I

iiynaetbiral houses likewise a • pea led to bawthorne, who,
attracted at times by firm relb iono structures, could at
ot'ior times express ideas ainilar to those of iiioreau. Having: seen in Pome a to: le nuch like that v/hich fhoreau admined, he put it symbolically into Phe Marble Pann.

^ ""ritings, I, pp. 37-38.
Ibid., VI, p. 261.
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bhe end of the book, after Hilda has been saved fron
Catholicism, she an : Kenyon visit the Pantheon and adnire
"the bright, blue sky, roofing the edifice where the builders
Left it open."

Kenyon, still anxious after

d.lda's narrow

escape, tells her:
the only place in the Pantheon for-you and me to
kneel is on the pavement beneath the central
aperture. If we pray at a saint's slirine, we
shall give utterance to earthly vnLshes; but if
we pray face to face with the Pobty, VJC shall feel
it impious to petition for aught that is narrow
and selfish.5
An Iron Framework
Like hilda, Pav/thorne had seen somet dng to admire
in the bo;nan Cat.b.olic faith, figuring it in The Marble Paun
as a house "of many painted windows • . . tbro:g>d v/hich tho
-«<

celestial sunshine, else disregarded, may make itself
h

m

gloriously perceptible in visions of beauty and splendor."
If it were in the hand of angels i;ii;:tGad of nen, he thought,
it would be a nholly admirable system.

Put like the ancienL"

i<

t, b

dark palace where ndlda was kept a prisoner of the church^
the framework of the religion v/as in moncrn life an out:ioded.
mea.n:
s s encumnrance.

^ 'Vorks, VI, pp* 511-518
I b i d . , p . 595•

1
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Although Hawthorne seemed, in The Marble Paun. to
prefer the Puritan religion of his fellow Hew Englanders to
Catholicism, ho v/as likely to be critical of any religious
organization that became so rigid as to iryorc the flexibility of human nature.

It was in this distrust of mechanis-

tic forn that ..awthome was most like the Transcendentalists,
even while he nas concerned with the Puritan doctrine of
innate depravity.

Several figures of rpoech in The Scarlet

Letter, reflect a symbolism that is often implicit in his
pictures of sharp-peaked, solidly built old -uritan houses.
Phe "iron framev/ork" of the religion that inexorably conenns bester nrynne is embodied in tho house of its leader,
Governor Pellinghan.

The frS;/:nonts of broken glass, the

cabalistic desi nis drawn in the stucco—ani above all, the
iron hanmcr that serves as a doon ienocker suggest the hard-

.'TT

h^artedness of the -uritans and the rigidity of their belief.
in pointing to the mechanistic quality of such a religion,
however, Pawthorne does not altogether condemn it.

he says

of Diner.esdale, as he no doubt v/onld have said of other
similar naiures, tiiat "it would alnays be essentiri to his
peace to feel the pressure of a faith about hin, sup ^.orting,
vdxile it confined hin within its iron framework."'^
But dav7tho3:ne, like tne other four v;riters of our
group, rebels against iron framev/orks.

L2?^nP> "^» P- 1 5 1 •

he may recognize

8
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some need for a religious structure, but as soon as the
framework loses all flexibility, it has boconc another paralysing institution.

Generally the adaptable symbol of the

houce can represent either kind of structuie, but all five
of these Pew Pngland v/riters preferred at least some measure
of freedom, such as Thoreau's hypaethral house afforded.
Concents of Deity
Phe desire of these v/riters to pra,, , Ii :e bi:;wtiiome' s
Kenyon, "face to face v/ith the deity," suggests that another
f...motion of the house symbol in their v/ork is to embody their
concept of deity, or to clarify their relations with whatever spiritual force thoy conceived of.

Actually, Hav/thorne

and Pelville scarcely seemed aware of this possibility;
Emerson, Pioreau, and Dickinson, however, developed it ex-

•»"(

tensively enough to provide a considerable body of symbolism
wliich will be con,_idered in this cb.apter. Among the poems
of the two Concord v/riters, on'^ poem by eac . of them illuetraten especially well what the hoaoc symbol could raean
for them.

With Emily Pic: inson the house eymbol tells qnite

a diffenont story:

the religious ennGniences of alnost the

full lifetime of a reli ious bnt unorthodon person.
The Transcendentalists' "Guest Wj.tbln"
Thoreau's "-^noke" i s t o be fo:;Lnd i n the chapter i n
balden v/hore he d e s c r i b e s the c.ninney as an i n d e p e n d e n t

If
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structure reaching through the house toward heaven. The
poem is one of Thoreau's clearest expressions of the transcendent nature of the spirit of God in man. A universal
meaning of our familiar symbol—the body which houses the
soul—suggests the central idea of the poem. Addressing
"Light-winged Smoke, Icarian bird" as the spirit of man
ascending from the hearth fire, the poet closes with these
climactic lines:
Go thou my incense upward from this hearth ^
And ask the gods to pardon this clear frame.
In another poem of similar theme, Thoreau's "Music," the
same referent of the symbol appears:
Lately, I feared my life was empty, nov;
I know though a frail tenement that it still
Is v/orth repair, if yet its hollowness
r?
Doth entertain so fine a guest within . . . .
The nature of this "guest within" was for Emerson the
essence of the force of compensation which he sav/ at work
everyv/here in the universe—at once house and builder, representing nature's all-pervading synthesis:
The living Heaven thy prayers respect.
Piouse at once and architect.
Quarrying man's rejected hours.
Builds therewith eternal towers;

^ Collected Poems (Chicago, 1945), p. 24.
'^ Ibid., p. 225.

C
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of tills poem on her failure to experience salvation dramatize
the rejection in terms of house symbolism:
I fitted to the Latch
-fly Hand, witn trembling care
Lest back the awful Door should sprinAnd leave me in the Ploor—
Then moved my Fingers off
As cautiously as Glass
And held my ears, and like a Thief
Fled gasping from the h o u s e — H
Door symbolism occurs throughout IPiily Pici:ii'.son's
poetry, to suggest her sense of being deprived of v/armth and
12
companionship
or, as in the above co:', "home.''
j-.i.ornL,.
al./ays a highly desirable state, io frequently her equivalent
for "the heaven."

j-^ence the door becomes the means of en-

trance into heavenly bliss and as sucn may have its source
in John 10:9:

"I ai:: the door:

he shall be saved. . . . "
not even find the door.

by me, if any man enter in,

Yet at times Emily Dickinson could
In "Lly period had cone for P.vayer'

she tries to filnd God—"this Curious Prienb"—but no sign
of a house can she discern, not

ven chimney or door. -^

Again, desperately trying all the doors, she cries:

11 Poems, II, Po. 609, pp. 467-463.
12
vni'. of the most striking a:: "^n -ssions oi' 's thene
is "a door ::ust opened on the street, ' n n o . is discussed
a^ove, n. 7n.
1"'
"' -ocrge, II, Po. 564, p. 451.
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At least—to pray—is left—is loftOh Jesus—in the A i r —
I knov; not which thy chamber i s —
I'm knocking—everywhere—^4
Jesus someti: en seeris nore an- ;rcachable than 'oel—
ore syrinathctic but lens Godliko, v/ith hur^an limitatic-s
t^>^

in the poem "Dying! Dyiug in ^:he night!"
And "Jesus"! Where is Jesus gone"'
They said Lhat Jesus—alway;:; cans—
Perhaps b. doesn't know the ...ouee —
fhis way, Jesus, Let hin nass!l5

Another time, in "Just so—Jes:i£—raps," the poet presents
herself as more patient at seejiijjg entrance to a heart than
Jesus, ''iio she sayr v/ill weary of knocking before she does. 16
In Emily's symbolism, also, Jesus might be seen either seeking entrance at her door or inviting her to

is houce—an

invitation v/hich she must necessarily resist, as in the
dialo;- poen beginning:
If

"dnto no?" I do not imow y o u —
here nay be your house?—
and cnv^in,::

14

^Pil§» II, ITo. 502, p. pPP

15 Ibid., I, no. 158, p. 115*
16 Ibid., No. 517, ">. 241.
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I am small—"Iho Least
Is esteemed in heaven the Chiefest—
Occupy my house"—17
She seems again to be struggling against Jesus in a poen
based upon a different kind of house symbolism—'hiyself v/as
formed—a carpenter."

Here a "Builder"comes to examine her

work and, if it is good enough, to hire her "at halves."
Until his coming she has not understood what she is doing,
but upon his an^>earance she does conpr::jend:
My Pools took Human—Faces—
The Pen oh, where v/e had toiled—
Against the .ian—" ersuaded—
V/e—Pennies build—I said.13
Another noon about the building of a .:ouse—"Phe Props assist
the house"—describes how, at last, "the deaffolds drop/
Affdrain ; it a bonl."-^"^

,•'*••'

In each poen, the building process may represent the
preparing of the soul for the Divine Visitor, a nocessar,
task which alv/ays co;^^cerne • Pnily Dickinson, even though at
times she oeeoed to fear that her soul had not the canacit:
for divine ex;c)erience.

dhe felt, as

writes in "It might

17 -oems^ II, Po. 964, -DT), 697-'b'-'8«
18 Ibid.. I, Po. 43d, pp. 572-375.
' Ibid., II, No. 1142, p. 801
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be Ibnelier," that she v/as so accustoaod to deprivation that
"the Other"
Would interrupt the Dark—
And crowd the^little Room—
Poo scant—by Cubits—to contain
The dacran?nt—of Him—20
Later she must have decided differently, for she declares
that "The power to contain/ Is always as the contents" and
that, in order to "lodge a Giant," one has simply to give
21
him room.
It was not, however, a simple matter to attract
giant visitor.

Ij . _L»

Snily had acquired at bouth ^badley the

Puritan viev/ that a state of grace could not be achieved by
the mere asking, but that one must prepare in every possible
v/ay in the hope bnat

race v/ould be granted.

She was no

doubt familiar with the luritan trope of the bonee as the

liff

soul, and she v/as certaiid.. faniliar—as many allusions in
her poetry ohov;—v;itii Pew Testa: ent houses,

hither might
m

Iiave suggested t.be use of the symbol in the follovnng poem,
v;bich, however, seens especially close to the /:arable
(Luke 12:56) in whicb the servants are e:diorted to be alv-ays
ready for thebr absent lord v/ho may at any moment return and
knock at the door.

^^ PoeEi£, I, No. 405, p. 516.
21 rjnd.. Ill, Po. 1236, p. 895.
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The Soul should alnays stand a^ar
That if the Heaven inquire
He will not be obliged to v/ait
Or shy of troubling her
Depart, before the Host have slid
The Bolt unto tho Door—
To search for the accomplished Guest,
Per Visitor, no more—22
The soul in a state of grace is described as "the
Soul that hath a duost" and thus renains at home. Difficult as it is to acquire such a guest, or to keep him once
he has called, the soul must be careful and watchful all the
time.

The poet, hov/ever, has hardly Imonn what it is to en-

tertain such a visitor, although sometimes she feels that
he is about to come:
•bxcent the heaven had cone so neai—
bo reeemed to choose my Door—
The Distance would not haunt me s o —
I had not hoped—before—'-5
j^nt even when the heaven nciocks at her door and comes in,
he soon departs; one ca • never affori to be connlacent, for
whenever he comes he invariably "bithdraws—and leaves the
dazzled Sonl/ In her nnfnnnished ^^ooms.

22 Fpcnas, II, Po. 1 0 3 , p. 745.
25 Ibid., 1, lib. 472, p. 5C2.
24 Ibid., No. 5-;5, p. pOb.
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^nch symbolic descriptions of her sniritual o:rperiences
bring Emily Dickinson so close to -uritanisn that it hardly
seems accidental when they closely rese.nble passages from
Puritan writers.

There is, for instance, a striking simi-

larity betv/een her conception of the soul as a room which
can never be filled and this nacsage fror.

early Puritan

literature:
The eyes and the eares are the inlets or doores
of the soul, tl:.rough v/iiich. innumerable objects
enter, yet is not that spacious roome filled,
neither doth it euer say it is enougb., but like
the daughters of the horsleach, crys giue, giuel
and v/hich is nost Strang, the more it receiver:, the
more empt; it fbn a it self, anvi sees an impossibility,' euer to be filled, but DJ hin in ndnon all
fullness dwells.25
Exactly to what degreo, hov/ever, Piuily Pioninson's symbolism was influenced either by Puritan divines or by Scripture
is not here our problem,

dhe honee as a symbol came naourally

to her, and although hor use of it is in a fa:niliar tradition
of Christian literature, her meanings are frequently very
much her ov/n. Her s i:.-it was a religious one, a:d her symbols ore a natural resalt of her ox:3eriences.

An arently her

soul never was as filled as she hoped that it would be, for
only some sin years before her death she fo:mn that her
house of hone nas still insubstantial;

^^ M i l l e r , The New SnglandJ^ind, p . 2 5 .
an u>iGnecifiod u r i t a n v n r i t e r . )

•^buotoi fron
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symbols, as if she could not quite take them seriously.
"Papa above!

In

Pe ,ard a Mouse," she v/onders if one of the man-

sions of "my father's house" is reserved for a rat.^^

Pore

often she :as solemn, even beco: i-i/i co.nnon;olace and trite
at tines.

Por ena/inle, she could make the last line of a

poem b'v "/illiam Ellery Channing into the first tv:o lines of
a poem of her own, ending v/ith a house inage that succeeds
only in sounding bathetic:
If my Bark sink
'Tis to another s e a —
'iortality's Ground Floor
Is Innortallty.29
Yet it is possible to see an orthodox faith in poene like
tiiis and in the ono beginning:
I cannot see my soul but know 'tic there
Nor ever sav/ his bionoe nor furniture,
-ZQ
iho had invited ne wit-' him to dv/ell • * .
The firm belief sugy;eGted in
COJ:IC

SUC-J.

poems must have

to iJniily Dickinson—if indeed it ever came—only after

the struggles of the soul suggested by her dra atic use of
Biblical symbolic:.

An early noem begin- ing

28 Poems, I, No. 61, p. 46.
29 Ibid., Ill, Po. 1254, pp. 353-b5b. (Johmson's
note points out that "If my bark sinks, 'tis to another sea"
is the last line of "A ..oet's i'opc'" by Channiiig.)
50 Ibid.. No. 1262, p. 879.

rr'
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You're rip-ht—"the v/a is narrow" —
And "difficult the Gate'^-51
indicates another source for her usual symbol of heaven and
the difficulty of •ttaining it.

The long, weary oourney

which leads "hone" is described in "Of Tribulation—these
are They," which is a paraphrase of Revelations 7-

At last,

their "panting Ancle" having passed the last long nile, the
"saved" stand whispering in the "House."^^ Aaother poem pictures the long road, beset by all sorts of tenntations, down
which "These children fluttered home. 55
idnon

Emily nickinson's most compelling representa-

tions of the "home" beyond the grave are those noons which
she addressed to bereaved frien^s OUJ relatives.

To a cousin

whose child had died she sent the poem beginning with a
quotation from 1 Corinthians:
".vnb nith n^hat l)Ody do they cone?''
Then they do come—Reooicel
^;hat Door—.hat .-;OJ.J?--ym—rnj^--in; Soul!
Illuminate the douse I-'''^•
PerhsDS it v/as easier
believe.

^•

comfort others

uor heiself to

Her nost confident expressions of faith in heavenly

Poems, I, no. 254, p. 169•

^^ Ibid., Po. 525, :o. 256.
n: Ibid., Po. 9, P« 12.
54 Ibid., Ill, No. 14:2, p. 1051

1^
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bliss often ap car in such occasional verse.

In more per-

sonal poens, bxeaven might be a house of many mansions, but
at times it seemed more like a "House of dun ,0sition" beyonb the "Acres of Perhaps."^^ Phe ;.ise Len r.ight tell of
"•Many Mansions," by 'his Father,'" but—"I don't know him"
is the meet's reaction to that ass^urance.^

The surest

heaven was t .e one she knew on earth, after all, even though
it be

its Ii'itations.

"Paradise is that old mansion/ fitany

owned before," she v.rrites in one noem,'^''^ and in anoinier,
"Eden is that old-fashioned House/ We dwell in every day";^^
but in both tbie paradise is easily lost, leaving the former
tenant outsiie the closed door, never aopreciating what bliss
he bmew until it ic too late.
The i.ouse of heaven is thus moot often merely another
version of that house of v/armth and plenty from niiich Emily
Dickinson so often felt herself barred.

One of the most

frequently reprinted of her "deatlj. and innortality" poems
effectively develops this very personal tixOice.

-he poem was

sent to her Norcross cousins on the death of their father,
according to Johnson's editorial notes; bnt it had been

55 Poems, II, - o. 6p6, p. 537•
56 Ibid... I, No. 127, p. 90.
bb
^

-:.,r
Ibib.,
II, .0. 1119, p. 737

^^ Ibid., Ill, Po. 1657» Pb. 1151-1152.
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composed earlier, in a different version, so that it avoids
the triteness that often characterizes the occasional pieces.
here "dying" means "having," and "living" means "not having,"
the usual contrast betv/een salvation and deprivation, betv/een the interior of the house and the outer oide of the
closed door.

The poem begins—
'Pis not that Dying hurts us s o —
'Tis Living—hur-ts us wore—
But dying—is a different w a y —
A -. i:nd behind the Door—

and continues by describin

the living as birds v/ho must re-

main outside in the cold, begging for crumbs, until at last
death ("pitying sncv/s") enables them to fly "Home."-^'^
Another familiar referent of tbe house s /mbol v/hich
Emily Dickinson adopted in developing the theme of inmiortality
v/as that of the house as the body,

bierson employed the

same idea in "Threnody," composed upon the death of his son,
when he closed the T>oen v/ith the couplet:

?

bouse and tenant go to ground.
Loot in God, in Godhead found.40
Emily Dickinson made much more nrofoundly symbolic use of
ouch an image, as in the follov/ing poem:

^-^ Poems, I, do. 555, P* 268.
^^ Porkc, lb, n. 15b.

i
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j-he inundation of the Spring
Enlarges every soul—
It sweeps the tenement av/ay
But leaves the Water vPicle—
In which the soul at first estranyedSeeks faintly for it's shore
Put acclimated—dnes no nore
For that Penincnla—41
In these verses she approached a mythic concept of death
and rebirth, in contrast to her more usual dcture of a
rather conventional houce of Heaven.

Alv/ays c:ispecting

that the mansions of paradise are really nothing nore than
"houses of sup osition," she concludes that the coul can
leam to do v/ithout its accustonod nmse, as we can no doubt
learn to do \;ithout our earthly ^-lansions.
Three other "water ooems" utilize a house symbolisn
in direct contrast to the usual grave-house oicture of cold
still rooms.

Intrigued by the ever-changin ; anu unknown

depths of ocean, Emily thought in "lortitude incarnate" that
the "tniTiultuous booms" of the "Pdifice of Ocean" v/ere preferable to the paralysis of the .grave.bP

But in "'.Vater makes

many bods" she felt that "Abhorrent is the Res:./ in undi lating
x.oons," "^ and in still another ooen it seened "revoiting

il Poems, III, No. 1425, n. 988
42 Ibid., Po. 1212, p. 343.
45 Ibid., No. 1423, p. 990.
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bliss" to be taken hone with the sea to "parlors of shriven
f-lass.H 4 4
"Alabaster Chambers"
Often the poet felt that, since houses beyond death
were so uncertain and the undulating waters wherein the unhoused soil might drift so frighto::in , the surest and easiest
concept of death, v/as t.iat of "Sweet—safe—"'"'ouses," the houses
so free from the aadness and terror that : ontals know:
No Bald Death—affront their Parlor—
•do bold Sickness coeie
To deface their Ptately Treasures—
An:uioi:i—anc the Tomb—
...xm by—in Muffled GoacPos-«^5
"Safe in their Alabaster Chambers," she wrote, " . . .

^-^leep

the meek members of the Resurrection"; and she must have been
well satisfied v/ith the Picture that she painted of the cold.
still, beautii ni

-LLO-IO

of death, for she made several at-

tempte to evolve a second stanza that would please her as v/ell
as the first.^^

A lo tg line of house inages throughout her

vei;:e employs this house-of-death symbolism:

tables whereon

44 Poems, III, No. 1749, p. 1175.
45 Ibid., I, No. 457, po. 552-555.
46 Ibid., n ). 151-155. (Jo ^-on -ives seven variants
of this poem, dated 1859-1861.)
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marble tea is served, a stop -ed clock, houses opening onto
streets of siL^ace, and (in tho "alabaster chanhors") rafters
of sat^n, and roofs made of stone.47
'
The imminence of death was always part of Iknily
nicki:nson's consciousness.
expected visitor.

At her house deat]i v/as an alv/ays

At times, she could v/elcome him as a lover

and drive away v/ith him to another house v/here she must av.ait
eternity; but at other times she felt more Ii :e a child afraid.
Pathetically child-like is the poem vd.ich opens v/ith this
stanza:
We dont cry—dim ani I,
'e are far too grand—
But v/e bolt the door tight
To n_^.^vont a friend—48
idle friend, however, could never be prevent ed; he would always be calling at the hon;,.e of life ani taking his n::saengenr:
to the -,-onse of deat:i. fhis journey ie one thai; no man can
avoid because, unlike the fortmcte b:ir" vd}dch has "no
Residence, no Neighbor," nan's consciousness -ust leave its
home when air finally fails it.^^

Phs n::cessity for such a

47 See especially „,finnj I, Po. d37, p. 206; II,
ho. 1159, p. 810; III, NoVTp'5, p. 1172.
^•3

Ibid., No. 196, p. 141.

''•'^ Ibid., Id, Po. 1060, pp. 7-'7-7'!8.
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removal is expressed in sinilar fashion in another poem about
the inevitability of death.:
Too little xiB.:j the House must lie
From every Human Heart
That holds in undisputed Lease
A white inhabitant—
Poo narrov/ is the Pight betv/een—
Too imminent the chance—
bach Consciousness i::ust enigrate
And lose it's neighbor once—pO
The house of the grave was the end of this Journey, and the
prevailin- s;/nhol in all of Eriily Dickinson's noetry on
deatn.

One ni.giit hope for houses beyond, a:nb one rii.dit keep

the house of one's soul in order and its door ajar, in case
the Divine Visitor should cone bringing fulfillment.

But in

Emily biciiinson^s view, at least as reflected through the
symbolisn of houses, ono co .ild do no more.
Si i and Salvation
"We high for Houses"
Deo ite her concern v/itb iinmortality, the concept of
rev/ard a id pimio'inont seldom appears in the poetry of bbdly
Dickinson.

The nroblen of evil did not concern her as it

coucerned ' olville and bn\;tborne, who—as v/e shall presently
see—often enployed house s::/mbolism in ?n loring t'ne -roblem.

50

z^bllP, 11, No. 911, p. 669.

^
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P'lat became evil for these mo:i remained for -.nily memory
and d e s i e , to be kept in the collars of the soul.

..e might

know Paradise only briefly, occupying the house a mere instant because Bliss, taught thrift by Ada::, had becon.e so
frugal of her leases.-^

But thio is as close as I^ily

Dickinson came to centenplating the doctrine of original sin.
If our souls had haunted inner chanbers, she b .ought, we
must learn to live ./ith them, keeping a wall between.
has the sane co: t of duality as nnnan natnne.

Nature

«Ve never know

v/hat lies within her "hainted house" but there are two views
which v/e may take of it.

Birds and bees and flo,;ens make

pretty pictures, often with the aid of inagery drawn from
houses, but tie really symbolic houses, v/>iere :iature is concerned, are those we t^igh for when :70 meet a snake in the
swamp.^
-nily

dhe house acquirea, thus, another function in
ickinson's poetry—it provides walls to keep out na-

ture's ghosts, as v/hen, in "There came a v/ind like a tiugle,"
the winoov;s and doors are barred a veins t tbe "Pnerald Qhost"
n5
that corses with the v/ind.-"^
Certai ily there v/ere things to fear in this world,
evils to be dreaded,

priiiy dichinsoo unlike Pelville and

31 Poons,
3_,. II, no. 1119, p. 737.

52 Ibid., Ill, no. 17^0, p. 1170.
55

-L L.'

o;_.. No. 1595» p. 1098.
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Pawthorne, preferred, however, to keep her gnosts at a distance, to leave the doors to the haunted chambers closed.
The one ^ear that refused to stay outside nas the one that
meant death, and her attitude to ard that mystery brings
h:r close, as few things d., to Hei^iAir- .^xlville.
Melville's V/alls of ..vil
The spirit of Emily Dickinson's humor is approached
in nelville's tongue-in-cheek description of the Gpouter
Inn as a protection against "that tempestuoue v/ind .•H>aroclydon.''
Euroclydon n.ay even have been Emily's 'S;ind like a Bngle"
that brought a "dreen Chill" and poses sucn an ominous
threat that the householders hurried to bar the doors and
windows against its ghost.
the

But it seems likely that neither

oet's dv/elling nor the ol i gabled inn, "one side palsied

as it were, and leaning over sadly," offered KUCi protection
against this wind, of which ielville (in the gvise of an
unnaned "old writer") said:

"it maketh a marvelous dif-

ference, whether thou lookest out at it from a nlass v/indow
v/here the frost is all on the outside, or whether tbou observest it from that sashless v/indon, v/here the frost is on
both sides, and of v/hich the vdght Death is the onn- -laaier."
The hnnoroun tone of both Pickinson and Pelville is due to
the conscious irony of both:

lock the doors and v/indows

v/e may, but tb.e:c nc no protection against this v/ind, this
ghost of n: ture, wiiicj. robs us all.

Melville continued:
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these eyes are windows, an^ this body of mine
is the house. Vhat a pity they didn't stop
up the chinks and tim era :nies thoug^i, and
thrust in a little lint here and there. But
it's too late to m.:n.; any in7)rove ents now.
The universe is finished; the copestone is
on, and the chips were carted off a million
years ago.54
Melville and Dickinson bot^ knew ho-: futile it is to try
to protect the soul, v;hich is as vulnerable as though it
had no house because that remote, awesome Thing called God
has made it that nay.
The chief difference between then was that Melville
kept wondering v/hy the universe had been constructed as it
was, while Ekily Dickinrjon worried little if at all about
the nanjno of the ncld.

Like Ahab, Pelville hated in-

scrutability; and, while any walls he might try to put up
around his soul were useless to iDrotect him, the accostor
of his soul rG:nained hidden behind impenetrable nails.
iniily knew t3:.at the house of Av/e was :natovohable by nan;
but Pelville refused to accept that sab. trut _, and sought
ever to ncnetrato tine v/alls. The key to the meaning of this
particv;ia: use of Kclville's house ey::ibol—to en-:'lore the
meanin:: of evil—appears when Ahab explains his hatred for
the v/ ite whale:
All visible objects, man, are but as pasteboard
masks. Put in eac-: event—in the living act, the

54

*.'oby Dick,

• 1
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undoubted deed—there, some unknown but still
reasoning thing puts forth the moldin ;5: of its
features fro^ behind the unreasoning mask. If
man v/ill strike, strike through the mask! how
can the prisoner reach outside except by thrustin-- through the wall? To ne, the white whale
Is that wall, shoved near to me. . . . That
inscrutable thing is chiefly v.hot I hate. . . .^ 5
In view of Ahab's hatred, one may relate Donjalolo's
bou:::e of looming, v/ith its :inscrutable, pyramid-like nails,
to Pelville's concept of evil.

Donjalolo, arm-clasped,

self-hnggod, is restrained from creative action because he
is inescapably placed behind high, bla-ib v;alls. In the same
v/ay, Ahab, "nominally of Christendom" but actnally oepai-ated
from it a;: he hibernates i:i his cabin lii^e a bear sucking it:
pav/s, is deprived of t .e power to act creatively, -nierre,
too, lacks such pov;er—enclosed by four "leprously dingy
white v/alls," driven at last to self-b.strnotion behi:h the
walls of the city jail,

"nov/ can the nrisoner roach outside

except by thrusting through the wall?"

Ahab asked.

And

none of Melville's heroes v,n:re able to a:'iswer because none
of them broke tiirough.
die nost bafflin

of all ilelville's walled-in char-

acters is Partleby, the "inscrutable scrivener."

If one can

sa,, that he is the alter ego of the man v/ho enploys lin, he
mir-ht i:e thou:dit of as renrosenting that part of each man,
v/alled in even frozj himself, v/biid:. acts i:} mysterious v/ays

55 Moby Dick, p-^. IG1-162.
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not in accord with the outward man's conventionality.

He

syiPoolizes the inocrotability in man, as Poby Pick symbolizes
the inscrutability in the universe—that eternal ynizzle v/hich
tortured bielville and nas the neaning of evil for him, conpel ling him to adopt the setting un of walls and the attenpts to pierce through the ' as one of his najor symbolic
themes,

in the light of this analysis of the house symbol,

tho character of Aiiab's Fedallah also tar.os un a special
meaning.

ICept :.idde;n during tho first part of the voyag:e

in t-ro after hold of the sidn (corresponding, obviously, to
the cellar of a house), this mysterious crco:nare coioos forth
oniy v/hen tho time arrives for Ahab to release all his concealed passion for t .e killing of the v/hite v/hale. Pany alluoions suggest that Melville intended Pedablah to bo taken
as the devil, and yet as a part of Ahab:
Ahab saw

"in the J'arsee

io foretbirov/n shadow, in Ahab the Pa: see saw his

abandoned substance."^^

bdsled, to his death, by this devil

v/hoLi ho failed to keep locked in the lower room, Aho^b is in
fact destroy,d by a

ark portion of his own being.

dhe inno of Pew donford, which have already been
noticed as psychologically meaningf '1, becone even more significant in the light of Pelville's ambiguous cnoception of
evil.

In a so ise, they are houses of life, one of which

Ishmael must choose before

5^

.Oi

..u.

icb, p. 528

otting forth o:- his journey.
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dhe meaning of the first two—the scarlet Sword-lish and
the "Trap," where the Negro is preaching about "t .0 blackness of uarkness"—nay be related to -eufelsdrockh's
dilemma in the cliapter "Getting Under bay" in darter Resartus:
"In rod streaks of imspeakable grandeur, yet als.: in the
blackness of darkness, v/as Life, to my too-unfumisbed
Thought, unfolding itself."^'^ Ishmael chooses—if, in oed,
he can he said to choose, led as he is by Pixed Fate—a
compromise or an ambiguity.

The din-li ;nted Pnouter Inn,

with ito vague, vdiite, ::iGty sign-board and its alnost inscrutable painting of a whale—not to speak of its nroprietor
named Peter Coffin—is an omen of the strange journey of
life tnat lies ahead of Isiimael, and its n. aning is the

rc-

destinated inevitability of evil.
Melville's Calvinistic belief in predestination sometimes seemed to cause hi- to ignore that other meaning of
the house symbol—the one v^icbi -xav/thorne frequc/itly emloyed as a sign of salvation; but there wore times, too,
when Melville also seened to acccot sympathy as on antidote
to innate bepravity.

Indeed, when ne preseon^ed Ahab's devil

released fron the lower room, and v/hon he suggested that

^^ Thomas Carlyle, artor Resartus (London, no date),
D. 102. A note dn the edbtion of Mob-' bick by Luther d.
".ansfiel.i and Howard P. Vincent, p. bOd, calls attention to
the fact that :felville probably borro..o. tbie phrase "blackness of dain^ss" from Carlyle.

?
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salvation could have been reached tlirongh bhat hone v/hich
the olt man saw in Starbuck's eyes, lielville nas co i'<g
very close to Hawthorne's dual symbolisn of the problen of
evil and its sol »tion.
One of :.elville's "Piazza

ales," "The Lightning Pod

Pan," written during his Pittsfield period, when hie admiration for b:av/thome was at his highest, has a thene vn ich
Hawthorne hinoelf night have used:

the defending of the

hearth against the forc-s of evil.

Suggestive, too, of

Pelville's "I and P// Cinney," this tale reccmts the story
of a nan who, while s!;a::ibi;ng on his ovm h':arth, enjoying the
thunder and the soimd of rain on his low, sningled roof,
is interrupted by a visitor.
th

P'le visitor, who 'oes not use

Iniocker, nan-fashion, is a strange, fiery-eyed creature,

carrying a three-tined copper rod.
to be a inan at all.

Indeed, he han:lly seems

Although hio purpose is to sell light-

ning rods, so as to put his touch upon the little :noiintain
cottage, ho spends much of his time during the call tr,,ing
to persuado the biouseholder that he should shun his .hearth
above all places.
attackin

In other words, here is ovil por^c:;ified,

hearth and hone.

But the no^mtaine:;r is not talxn

in by this atter/j it to play upon natural fears; he refuses to
entertain evil in his house, or in his soul, eutting his
trust in the Jmnds of God.

But even though the narrator of

the story was able to wJthstand this evil assanlt, the
lightning rod man, says Pelville, is still in the land, and
otilJ. "drives a brave trade v;it,;i the fears of man."

1

idi
Hawthorne; ^ ni.0 Heartb on the Inner RoonV
Melville's use of the hearth in "The Lightning Pod
Man" suggests one of the dual meanings characteristic of
Hawthorne, whose house symbolism involves a tension closely
associated v/ith some of his major thones.

One of the direc-

tions taken by Hawthorne's symbolism is indicated by the
Lightning Rod .'an's attack on the hearth.

The chief good,

hav/thorne indicates, and the only possible salvation for
man, is his participation in that groat bond of sympathy
v/hich is best ro presented by tho fanily circle at the hearthside.

The evil, as seen in Pthan Brand and other nawt]:-orno

villalnrj, was to cut oneself off fron this bond of synnathy—
an action frequently expressed by seclusion in the depths of
a dark old bouse,

.^aelvillc sone tines uses the symbol in

sinilar fashion, but the duality of the house s:/mbol vdiicbi
contains bot.h sin and salvation appears ::oct frequently and
most effectively in the nor':: of bav/tbiornc. Melville, seeking
eve;i; niievo for the occret of evil, was n: ver satisfied;
Pav/thonno believed that he had f c m d its source i:-' the depths
of the house of the human h a r t .
It has already been suggested that :.:av/thorne' s conception of the depths of the heart as a place of : epressed
memories and deoires adiuabrates tl^o modern psychologist's
view of the unconscious.

But Hawthorne, as ho wrote in "The

Custom-Pouoe," felt "a sort of hone-feeling for the past," on
accoint of that steenle-cro^nied ancestor of Pis v/no "had all
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the Puritanic traits—both good and evil.'^

..e -joe thus nore

likely to interpret those deep stirrings as the innate depravity with v/hich Puritans always wore c ncerned.

bbtose

"old wooden hoises," n.ich he drew upon whenever he wished
to portray the nature of Puritanism, as part of his Salem
heritage cast a spell from which he conld never escape.^^
That dungeon in tlie lower regions of the heart v/hich
Hawthorne describes in "The naimted Mind" is rightly equated
therefore with "the little yet boundless sphere v/heroin
existed the original .rong of which the crino and misery of
this ontv/ard world were merely types," as he called the
heart in "narth's holocaust. ..59
The heart as a chamber contai-ii • • that "original
g" nno
iiao already been mentioned several times in this
wr'^nr^"
study.

Dr. Grimshawe*who keeps a literal and a symbolic

prisozrr in such a cJian; cr, says that the hibden room is
like a secret portion of his own heart.

That he for so

many y ars kept a prisoner in tho old Pnglish castle is indeed hie secret sin, connittcd out of a deep desire for revengG.

Peter -oldthwaite, tearing out the insides of his

house v/hile its shell re::ains the so :e to the v/orld without,
hides a sb^olar secret.

Peter is ooid to resenble an

ancestor vdio traded liis soul, signified by the house, to the

p- Works, V, pp. 24-26.
r;o

•^" iPid., II, p. 455.

1
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devil.

Pany other images figiire forth the heart aod sonl

as a house or—what is apnroxinately tho same symbol—a
dark cavern.
But the most conpletely doveloped symbol of the human
heart as a veosel containing evil is the house v/hich
Dimmesdale and Chillingworth s

in The Scarlet Potter.

Chillin[gi7orth, a psychologically notivatcd and plausibly
developed character, as an inmate of dimmesdale's ho-.'^e is
also an agent of the devil.

He is described, as h^^ is first

introduced, as one lacking in human sympathj'-; he has been
deprived of the i;.oasehold fire that ought to wan:i man's
heart.

A man of mystery, he has come out of the foj:st,

v/hich for -awth-orne is alnays tho on .00ite of the houce of
sympathy.

Whatever his origi.lal nur:,)Ose l.u novbng into the

house nith the ninister, he soon becomes so obsessed v/ith
ittf

probin

into his housenate's innermost heart that his Y:LJ

appearance changes and there an)oai'S "something ngly anb
evil in his face."

Of this ?.an v/ho lacks a. houeebold fire,

peonle begin to whisper that tP. fire of his laboraton, has
been bronght from the loner regions:
it grew to be a widebt diffused o^i:nlon, that the
Pcveend Jirthur Dimmesdale, like nany other personages of especial sanctity, in all ages of the
Cnristian world, wao hanoited eithor by Satan himself, or rjatan'o erd-soary, in the : ;nise of old
Poger Chillinyv/orth. This diabolical agent had the
Divine neroirsion, for a season, to burrow into the
clorgynan's int:n'aoy, and lot against his sonl.-^O
•p

^^ Id;-.J|. V, p. 156.
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Chillingv/orth has indeed burrowed into the ninister's
intimacy—sharing the old house vbiich is next door to death
and v/hich symbolizes Arthur Dimmesdale's heart.

The two

have separate apartments, yet faniliarly passing from one to
another, they seem to share oac. other's heart and sooul.
Chillingworth probes Dimmesdale's heart like a thief stealing into a cha:vber, but is always brought up short against
one last locked door.

But although the ninister apparently

holds out bravely in his struggle to beep his heart free
from the devil, hawt;..ome onolains that "to judge fron the
gloom and terror in the depth of the poor niniover's eyes,
t.ie battle was a sore -ne, and th: v^ictory anything but
secure."
Ono day, vdien Piimjosdale and dhillin^'^^ortii are ctondnng at the winb.ov/ looking dovm at Pester and little Pearl in
::ho

raveyard, the chil- looks up an. sees tne/:. "'^onc
4

av/ay, L:iotherl" she calls.
Pan v/ill catch youl

"Come av/ay, or yonde:: old black

He hath got hold of the ninister al-

ready. "'^'^ About the time that the "donon child" recognises
hP:, Cb.illingT/orth learns the minister's secret and becomes
"not a spectator only, but a chief actor, in tho noor ^linister'o intexlon world."^^

..i:,:.riesdale, sensing that ho has

Gl -^1

.PPiP::) V , p , 1 5 7 .

62 Ibid., p. 164.

65 Ibid., p. 171.

^
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an inward enemy but not understanding v/ho it is, becomes so
mioerable that he often keeps lonely vi: ils in --is chamber,
where diabolical shapes from his sinf vl consciousness torment him.

The devil is now about to becone the master of

the house.
Phcn Hester finally reveals the truth to hin—"Thou
hast long had such an enemy, and dv/ellest v/ith him, under
the came roof I"—limnesdale exiioits a violent passion.
This passion, v/hich Chillin worth has alnea-d

reco:-nized as

a hopeful sign for liis purposes, is described as "that r)ortion of hi!.: ^vliich. the devil claimed and through which, he
64
sought to win tho rest."

Vn.ile passion is nnpermost in

his heart, the minister agrees to ':o away with Hester, feelin • there in tho forest an exhilaration like that of a
k>i.'^Jc : thprisoner "escaped from the dungeon of his own heart,tt 1-,.
ing the "wild, free atmos:phere of an imredeemed, imciiristianized, lawless re,;ion."

He is imder the influence of the

forest, t.tio old haunt of the d o v i l , but he is soon to l:.arn
that thene is n o esca o from th.; prison of h i s h e a r t , that
tbo forest is simply another version of i t . i-or Cl.illinworth
will continue to dv/ell under Pinjneooale'.o roof; the old
loctor iearno of tho l o v e r s ' plans al:''Ost before they arc
m a d e , -»ad bn lets it bo knov/n tn-.t ho will sail in the same
ship r.d,th them.
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Dimmesdale must at last face tho truth that there is
only one v;ay to get the devil out of his heart.

he must

come out into the open, out of that dark curtained room of
his, out of the confines of his own heart, and let his sin
bo ioaon^n freely in the world, for tho Povbl cannot survive
true open-heartednoss.

One of tlie greatest of sins is con-

cealment, ant the closed house is its symbol.

T]iuo^ dav/thome's

use of the symbol of the house serves to strengthen a major
thcLie of The Scarlet Letter.

Hester, as has been seen,

acnioves no true regeneration until her s. all cottage changes
fron a syr.bol of isolation to a dwelling where all the nenbers of th.^^ community come for synDathy and love,

dimmesdale

cannot cleanse his heart imtil he carts Catar; out of his own
houce by public confession. -^
dometinos this savi;ig grace of openness comes onlymi

after an awarenoos of evil has occurred, for—-bav/thome seems
to believe-—th.io v/orld is no paradise and a person cannot
acldove a fully developed son.l -nitil he Iniovrc hvo:tain.ty and

65
^ Altliougi' Thoreau is not uonally thought of as having been concerned v/ith a theory of evil, he has a o._ort
poem which onggests theco vnbows of Hawthorne. Substitujo
ccnsciononess of evbl for con::cfence in these lines, and
b^awknorne ni hit have written L1:OO:
Conscience is instinct bred in the houoc,
X eel ing and t--inking propagate th^- sin
Py an unnatmval breeuing in and in.
I say, Turn it out doors,
dnto L .0 nooio. (Collected xoc: o, n ). -i2-b5y

M
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becomes a part of it.

Donatello is so-iothing like a happy

animal before tho crime v/hich sends him into hiblng at his
dark mountain mansion; but after his spjourn there, his
friend Kenyon notices that "in the black depths, the Paun
had fonnd a soul, and was struggling with it ton-ards the
•66
li'^ht of heaven."
riiatthicssen objects to the conception
of The Merblo Paun as developing the theme that '''the fall
67
of man was really his rise;" ' but in view of Kenyon's e::planation of the Faun's experience, the "fortonate fall'"
interpretation seems to hold true.

Pawthorne is not saying

that Donatello becomes a hapnier rr-an through his experience
of evil but that, since the fact of evil does exist,
-onatelle must ..nderstand and accept the fact before he can
become a part of the firesiJe circle of humanity.
«<i'

Althou ;h this optinism of hawthorne is never a facile
one, it nevertheless does exist; and, even tjon b it does
not deny the Calvinistic assumption of innate depravity, it
can offer a Cliristian hope of salvation throu d: love and
sympathy.

One should not forget that once Dimmesdale has

rejected the closed-house synbol ao. opened l:±z heart i ^
sympathy, he can die with the hope cf heav.n and a calm
acceptance of bic f*te.
*-Oph>^« "V"!, p. 50b,
'-''^ natthiessen, p. 510. (For bilton's devolo n:nt of
the "fortunate fall" theme, see Paradise Lost; IV, 513-527;

IV, 555-341; XII, 575-537.5

f
»
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Indeed, the best hope to achieve both heo.\enly and
earthly hapniness, for Hawthorne's characti

is i: s.^n-

patiiy and love, as on .osed to seclusion and egotisn.

An

obocvno okotch entitled "The Village Uncle" presonto an old
finhonman who, Paving g-thened his f-n^ib.: ai^ound the
Phanksgiving fire, relates how close he once came to nissin;
snch earthly Joy:
To a^dge by my recollections, it is but a fev/
nonents since I oat in another roon. . . . Oh,
I should bo loath to lose my treasure of past
...ao;--iness, and beco :o once more what I v/as unon;
a hen: it in the depths of my ov/n nind; . . . a
man v/ho had v/andered out of tbo real world and
got into its shadov/.
'•

CJ

The old non is thankful that he left those shadowy rooms,
v/hern as a boy he secluded bd-noelf with his books, in order
to acceot the hearthside v/it.i its "nroopect of a happy life,
and the fairest bope of heaven."69
'^

m

rb

That the symbolion of house could hove a religious
significance for Pav/tjjorne is made even clearer in "Piro
Worshi )," v/here he praises Ybiat he calls the classic attitude toward the hearth:
Poli*;ion sat dovni beside it, not in the priestly
robes \vhich decorated and perhaps disgniscd her
at the altar, but arrayed in a si ~ple natron's

63

forks, I, p. 550*

69 Ibid., p. 36$.
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garb, and uttering her lessons v/itli obu tenderness of a mother's voice and heart, ihe holy
hearth I If any eartpLly and. naterial thing, or
rather a divine idea embodied in brick and
.C;
C! <a a C tho UO.C'
mortar, night be supposed to posse
iatjKti;:j
manence of moral truth, it 'vas this.70
»
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In another early tale, "The Gentle Boy," vddc

lacko

artistic finish cut seems a pov/onfnl nromise of things to
cono, tho obo:.acteristic function of the nonce symbol is already apparent.

Pawtnorne declared on repr:lj'iting it that

"the opinion of many • . . con.)els hin to the conclusion
that nature here led him dee en into the uninorsal heart
than art has been aolo to follov/."^

Indeed, it is Ids an—

parently natn.al use of rhe i^oune synbol vdiich nakes hie
presentation of tho hu-nan heart so ef fee tion:.
The loving Irindness that prevails l:a the Pearson cottage is evident fron the first gliir.se that the homeless
•0

Ilbrahim has of tho f;n:elight flickering fro.; the windows.
In more ways tn.an one t- is cottage is a refuge in the v/ilde:r-

il

neso, witii I G S doors barred a^a:Lnst all ovil; for the love
prevailin,5 v/ithin it is as rare anong the nilderness of
bars]. Puritani ' . as a civilised ho ise in the imtamed forest.
In tine the abandono.-, persecuted little tnaker child beg^ins

70

•» o j.ii-»^ *

j.j>,

p . r'''

71 — ^p- • ) ''" • p* 11*

^—f3f
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to seer, 'native in the ilew x^ngland cottage, and inseparable
iroL; tlie warmth and security of its hear.. .."'^^'^ If the boy
could have remained witb.ir: the sphere of love o-o;:ronndio.g
the cottage of hir benefactors, all night have been well .
Put bot-eon t]:.o fanaticisio of tho ..nnitans and that of his
owe peonle, he co ;ld not S':rvive.

One day in t,..o forest

(alnays the oynihoi set againot the nanpy housenold of love),
the -"uritan children tinvo upon Illra.in an! he is even betrayed by the one v/hcm he has mor:t befriended.

After this

exg.eriencc he fa-.eo steadily away, but becance of hiv- nis
fanatic mother oo:os to live in the cottage and finally,
softened V

love, to accniire a tru:: religion.

To show the full extent of the Quaker's fanaticism,
. av/tnorne makes use of another house symbol.

It occurs in a

passege in which a venerable bnakor leader tells of hie onperiences.

I"

The greatest temptation of t.is leader to sv/erve

from what he conciders his true and righteous path care when,
on a oc-rney, he began to see lights gli/:inoring in cottage
windows vdicie fannP'.ies v/ere gathered in coinfort an ' security.
V.'hon, in a clearing in the forest, he came to a strawthatched honoo tJtot bore tie ao oct of his home in lUn^^land,
he remo beroJ. hov/ he had left his daughter alone as she lay
dying, and he had boo ^ te:nited to return.

But, as ho says,

he prayed and v/as able to continue on into the wilderness.

"^^ PorJne, I, p. IO7.

f
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Utterly misguided, bo had chosen tlie ver^ sycdool of evil and
turned his back upon the only symbols of salvation which
this woi'ld :-ffords.
Hav/thorne »s paradoxical use of the house s^Tibol in
relation to religion affords furtnor evidence of the symbol's
persistent duality.

In this regard the house symbol seems

to endow whatever it touches v/ith qualities either growing,
open, and free, or deadening, confining, and unwholeso oe.
On one .ha.'!.-, Pbiily Dickinson's unbcn.ing dod lived in a
bouse of av;c untouchable by man; on the other, JSmerson's
I'oity was b.irjself an ever-changing house insepo.vable from
its builder.

Death for the Amherst poet ncant

still, colb,

alabaster cba^bers, iEu:.ortality a house fn.il of food, nan-ath,
cnC. love, or the tumultuous rooms of ocean.

For our

Transcendentalists the house was aljioct non-existent, but
for thxose steeped in Puritanisn the house had an iron franework.

For Melville and hav/thorne, evil was concealed behind

v/alls, in secret rooms or dnjigeon-deep cellars; for Pawt .or:ne
at least, good v/as onen and free.
But good was never too open and free for any of these
writers; the ideal often became limitation merged with froedon.

Thus Hawthorne's cottage, though in some :.-:oo.to he

ni ;ht feel it a nidson, v/as the synbol of eai'tn's

neatest

tpod because it curbed too inuch wildnoss of spirit, but gave
tbe soul room for endleon expansion b

'M:'^^:'

it e n t ained love

By the sav: token, h-is oystera of religio-i ^-.'i t be confined by

9
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a structure, but a otrncture v. at let in tho light of heaven
and allov/ed one the freedom of finding God in his o\'m way.
one of the most memorable of all the houses v/hich
seek to resolve this panadox of freedom and Irritation, hov/.vor, appears in thoreau's balden.

Picniy symbolic, this

dream house lints at mea:.ing for several areas of man's life;
bnt cniefly, in a book wJiich is itself a promise of inEortality, t!io liouoe suggests a heav..b.y siate wherein cocurity and freed on, privacy and loving concourse v/onld ail
Ui,

CO Pained.

"!
Yes, a l t h o u g h t h e house a t '."'friT
Val v-'-L.'..

as the best

that Pnvreai Imew, he noverthebeos wrote:
I sonoti OS dioan of a larger and more populous
house, standing in a golden age, of ondur:nn'''
materials, and without gingcrhroa- work, nldch
shall still conoist of only ono roon, a vast, r:.voe,
substantial, nrinitive hall, without ceiling or
Iasl:eri::g, voiti. bare rafters and ^..'inrlins supporting a sort of lov;er heaven oner one ho head,—
uoef 1 to l:ecp off rain and s.^'iov/, v/here the king
and queen nests stand out to receino ,/ooj: hona.'e,
wh.o:a yo:Ji have done novorence to the prostrote
Paturn of an older dynasty on stepping o/e.i tie
sill; a cavemouG bonoe, whoiein yon must reach up
a torch upon a oie to see the roof; v/here some nay
live ±y\ the fireplace, oo:Tie in the j/ecoss of a
v/indow, and so o oo settles, Svn- at one ond of a
hall, Lone at another, a
some aloft on rafters
with the s:;ioers, if obey choooe; a house v/hich you
have got into v/e;. you hav~e opened the outside
door, and the ceronony io over; v/here t-i^ v/eary
traveller may wash, and eat, and converse, anJ
sleep, v/ithont fu:. L. .r Jo.rney; :uch a shelter as
:/Cu v7o:!ld be glad to reach in a te::pestuous ni;^ht,
containing all the essentbals of a house, ::nd
no thin ; for iiousekeepi i^; vdiere you can see all the
treasures of the l.ouse at one vion^, and everything
hangs upon its peg that a man should use; at once
kitchen, pantry, parlor, chaTb::r, sto-'o' onse, and
garret; whore yon can see so neceosa:':,. a thing as a
barrel or a lc:dber, so convenient • tiling as a
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cupboard, and hear the pot bodl, and pay -our r- sspects to the fire that cooks our dinner', and the
oven that bakes your bread, and the necessary
furniture and utensils are the chief ornaments;
'/here the wasiiing is not nut out, nor th.o fire, nor
the mistress, and perhaps you are sometimes requ'.-sted to move off tho tray-door, when the cook
v/ould descend into the cellar, anb so leam whether
the ground is solid or hollcv; beneath you v/ithout
stamping.
A^ .house
whose
inside
is as .open
and i.an• « _ •
- .
.
,
.
. . .
if est as a T i:
n n:t, ar^d yon cannot go in at tho
front door and out at the back v/i out seeing sone
of its inhabitants; v/hooc to be a ?.est is to be
presented with the freedom of the lOuse, and not to
be carcf-.lly encj.uJod from seven eighths of it, shut
up in a particular cell, and told to make yourself
at hone there,-—in solitary confiner.ent.75
This was the house v/here at last the noar;^ traveller might
sleoT), without further ;journey; bit it v/as also the house in
which he wo Id awake, renewed by his "infinite exnectation
of the dawn."

«r
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CP.iPTPP VI
dip -:;OdSE OF THE SEViilN GABLPP:

A SYKP:P.CiS

The House of the Seven Gables is one of the few
/voerican literary works which come immediately to mind in
connection v/ith the house as a symbol.

Not only is the book

a widely known one; it is one so thoroughly pervaded by
house symbolism that it exhibits almost every aspect of the
symbol that we have noticed anono the v/riters under consideration in this study.

An analysis of this faniliar work

may serve to illustrate an! reinforce, in a concentrated
fashion, the conclusions already suggested as to the total
meanin

anb value of the bo se symbol in the work of all

five authors.
In fiawt'iome's Plouse of the Seven Gabl s, as in other
I--

v/orks where the house syrfbol figures significantP , Ihat
f

symbol—here the key symbol of the work as its title indicates—exhibits its characteristic anbivalence.

A concrete

manifestation of to;o organic-mechanic eatithesic of
Romanticism, the house nay be eitb...r a confinb

, naralysing

institution or a changing, growing place of freedom,

botb

mea :bngs are sometimes combined and expressed in one synbol,
thus effecting the synthesis of polar nor ts v/hicb Coleritge
(ani Emerson, echoing the bon \'tic ^-ster) de
con ition of life.

In Tbo

rlbed as the

oase of the Seven dables, itself

an example of tie organic-^nichanic s ,• thesis in art, lav/thorne
194

•

o

G;oploys ;p..c hon..,e .:ymbor to suggest the s^.ithosis wi^ich in
hrs viev/ n-.-ovides the ideal condition of soci.ty, and c-i:
the h..irio,i neart and sooi,

^' -oe wo sliall see again, ao we

look at this Gn:ten.-e^. exav:pl'. of hc.ise oynholism, the
'dYOLiancic" u;3e of the L^:..bol in tho aroao ei^aiuincd in this
study—rn's relations to art, to society, to ;.olf, and to
Gov .

dJiG.^btLPucturo of "The House"
ArChitactural r orrn
With the realization that, in attemptivn; such an
analysis, I run the risk of producing the effect decried by
hav/tborne in the preface to do novel—"depriving it of
life, and causing it to stiffen in an ungainly ani unnatural
attitude"—I turn first to ti?e house symbol as it contributes
to the structure of the book.

But even though structure is

set apart fron content for tb:, convenience of analysis, one
should not forget that complexity of moaning in the novel is
bonn. up with the hon.j • synbol at every turn—th.at, for example, in laying the fovm ation for character aid action in
the first chapter, Hawthorne is at the same tine s.^ ov/ing ho\i
the building of the « o:n

lai i the fonnbatio:' for a larger,

be: nn' symbolic meanin ;—-the foimdaLion of tre w^.^iole dark
structure of the Pyncheon farjily histor;;.
As Emerson abvised in hie pasoago on "the building of
discourse," ilawthc:-no's novel begins with this fomidational

1
r>g
— • ~-j

Chapter.

If all the events of the house's history were to

be told, -^av/tho::-no oboervos in this oooning chapter, "thoy
would foriu a narrative of no small interest and instruction,
and possessing, ..oroover, a certain re-^^arkabl.. unity, ./hich
might almost see.n th> result of artistic arrange, ent.""^
Sue.: sly irony furnishes the key that opens up the full
moaning of the romance; but if any further clue to the nathod
and moaning is needed, -av/thorne provides that too:
So ::ucb of mankind's varied experience had passed
there—oo nuori had been suffered, onj sonethin:,
too, enjoyed—tirot the very timbers were oozy, as
wibr the moisture of a heart. It was itself like
a great human heart, nith a life of its ovm, and
full of ricn ana somber reminiscences.2
In this first chapter, then, the unifying o,yrPool of
the wort: is defined and made explioit, for this is the foundatioo fron which every p: rt of the booi: is raised.

As a read-

in]; of this c.io.ter alono reveals, both structure a.u. content
of the book ar-,: deterni .cd by the houGe o nbool; anb these
elements, in turn, reinf rce the meaning of the symbol. A
part OJ^ the structure, evident thus early, is the rich texture of iiagery, in v/hicb the
in a carpet.^

o n e dominates like a figure

SooiC of theoc figures have alr:;ady been cited;

•" 2orks, ^11, pp. 17-lGPbdb ., pp. 4 -IJ*
^ This G"' lie brink's to minn henry James' short story
"The Pigure in th • barpet," in which a famous writer declare:
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others—since they are used to clarify character and action
in relation to themo—v/ill appear in other sections of this
chapter.

The nroponderance of house imagery in The House of

the Seven Gables anoears to be deliberate and significant,
in view of the fact that it contains twenty-one images or
explicitly defined symbols of the house, in co::parison with
six such allusions in Pie Scarlet Letter, one in The Blithedale
ivomance. and none in Phe Marble Parm. *'
The development of theme through a basic conflict involving the house is also begun in the opening chapter.

Phe

full neaning of this conflict becores more and more oi^cplicit
as the history of two fa :ilieo, an

of their feud over the

construction of a dwellin.cf place, io set forth.

It becomes

clear that one of the most significant events oi the feud is
r'laule'o curse, w..ich has operated upon t-io houoo and t.b.e
lyncheon heart throughout the centuries,

nfter relating past

events in both ilaule and n;yncheon fanilios, b.av7tn:ome presents the situation as it oxiots at the boeiriiiPng of his
narrative—the only exception, a deliberate one, being the

that tn-* full meaning of .ttis works can be nderstood only
b^ the reader n o discovers the unifyin ; pattern which.
"like a co.-plex figure in a Persian cornet," "ployo all over
the surface" of his books and io capable o.: illnn'n^atiag
th; "order, the foriii, the texture" of then. (Povels and
_^, hV ,. w Pork, lP07-lnl7], -9V> 251 anr! ZWT)
Tal...
^^' See Hawthorne's "orks, V: un. :7, ICb, i n , 159,
177, and 262 for Tho Scarlet better; p. 538 for Phe . lithedale
.K'UCO

,
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naulGs, who are left as so.nothing of a mystery.

By the close

of this foundational canter, Hawthorne is ready to start
buildin , his superstructure; ho himself—^within this same
chapter—explains his design in such a nay at; to leave
little doubt that he was deliberated;^ raising an architectural
structure:
V/ith a brief sketch, therefore, of the circ rstances a bd which the foundatbon of th- house
was laid, and a ra id glimpse at its cyuaint o::terior, as it nrov/ black in the prevalent east
wi- —pointing, too, here and there, at so e
spot of nore Yor..ant mossiness on ios roof and
walls—v/e shall ccmnence tne real action of our
tale at an ooiocb not very remote from the
r.
present day."
The actioj.1 of the novel begins with Chapter II, although in Chapters II through VIII the cnn:ia.:is is still
prPnarily upon chao-cter analysis.

This section forno txxo
ti

framewor]':, t. e portion of the

ook in which the characters

are portra.yed to tho fullest decree.

Tone critics have

Judged as inadequate Hav/thorne'c characterization; but although perhaps outmoded, bearinp* a clo. e resemblance to
seventeenth-century "chanactero," it has a satisfying
lei euro lirr:ss about it and, in rolatio'^ to the rest or' the
structure, it is well located.

It is ap, ::o niate that

Hawthorne at this poin.— P: fcm."'ation carefnliy laid—

_.n3r_ks, -^II> p» 1

^
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should take un v/oll--:.rought blocks of character sketches
and begin to build.
The first block is built around Hepzibah, wnose inner
conflict is sym.olically revealed by tho little cent shop
throxigh which she confronts the world,

Por thirty years,

we are toln. Old Maid Pyncheon has lived virtually a nermit
in the dark old family iransion.

"She had dwelt too much

alone—too Ion; in the Pyncheon house—until her very brain
v/as impregnated with the dry-rot of its timbers.

She needed

a walk alon • the noondav street to keep her sane."'^

-bus

hav/thorne makes manifest :.nic aspect of this decaying i^ouoe
of the Pev^en dahles:

it is the forlorn anr empty heart of

an old maid v/hose only apparent passion is the false pride
which is part of the Pyncheon neritage.
Like a breath of country air in the stale house,
bringnne: the "hone aspect" into roomn that "rosenbled nothing
so much as Oi. old naid's heart," comes t^j.c second of these
'hu^ryorting poets" for tho novel's structure.

Phoebe, the

yoimg contry cousin who has very little of the Pyncheon
about ho , beg:^ns to exert a ponorfuu influence upon the house
as she dusts and sv/eeps, lets in sunshine, and—nost helpful

^ The comments of Henry James upon his own fiction
is often ioveali::g whrre Pawthorne is c:ncerned, as i:i his
ureface to pin -s of gtlic Pove, where he sncoiio o.. his v/ork as
bein • made un'oT^'-'o ^::to'tr national blocks" centered upon various
I.:) . xxii.)
characters. (Nonolo and .Jlph^
'^ Works, III, p. 80.
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of all for Hepzibah—c: .''.:.ronts the outside world in hor role
as shonhoeper.
Two glirpses of x..olgrave i. the first fev/ chapters
begin io reveal another character who, all. on:5h the reader
does not yet know it, has already Icon suggested in bhant; r _.
i-olgrave is a daguerrotypist with an interest in mesmerism
and other dar

matters, living in one of the gables which is

con:l:tely cut oil fron. the rest of the house.

Si jjificantly

for the theme of the novel, he is also a nemPen of the Ma le
family who, the author liints, still bear a liiidon rooentment
tov or.' the PyncPoons.
The "Guest," who annearo soon after Pboube'o arrival,
is discovered to be hepzibah's brother Clifford, Just pardoned
: fter thirty years in prison.

little more than a v/eakenod

physical chell is loft of t.bis once beautiful youth, but at
times a "flickering taper-glean in his eyeballs' s]non-s that
"his spi;:=itnrl part .-ad return, d, a-'" wao doh .^., its best to
ki: die the heart's household fire, and light up intelleotual
lor s in tn.o dark and ruinous mansion where it was doomed
q

to be a forlorn inha jita.it."
The last of tin^ framev/or

to be erected io Chapter VIII,

"The Pyncheon of doday,'' in v/hich dudge Jaffroy Pynohecn's
iron hear

a-u "hoo fellness of n-urrosej" as well as his

"orin:. III, p. lor. (A ain, of. Poe's ruinous House
of Usher, witn the empty, staring v/indows suggesting eyes
that reveal a deteriorati]i iruoi.lect.)
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outward an earance, are portrayed like thooe of the ol'
colonel whose picture still do d.nates the inner parlor of
the Pyncheon house.
By the time that Judge nyncheon has been nr.:cented in
retail, the first peaks of action hrve begun tc rise, inperceptibly at first, but siinelr-.^like Pmorson's "turret
over tower," or like tne gables of the old Pyncheon mansion.
iho events of these first chapters which, as one reads, appear significant only as they reveal character, take on
dramatic and syndolic moaniig in tho light of the climactic
action tha'c begins v/ith Chanter XV ( 'fhe Scov;l and the
bmile").

^^acb of then involves ar entrance into or a de-

parture fro : the bouoe of the Seven Gobies.
Tho first is a dramatic departui^o which ^os been -:iontioned already:

hepzibah's convogeous venture out of her

siell and into t.he IJ-ttle cent sbon,

h-nving once accorn >lic.b.ed

t].i..^s rratost act of hor Ii e, feeliiif^ "as if the only bao'rier betv/ixt herself a P the n^cnld bod been thrown dov/n, a:-id
a flood of evil conscqnonces wonld come tumbliig through the
gap—oho fled into the -anier parlor, threv/ herself into the
q
ancestral elbow-chair, and wept."^ Hepoibah's venture, we
learn as the narrative proceeds, is the fiiot of her attempts
to protect .'.or brother agains' .^do arc:j rji:^-^.^

9 :,„-,,.. , III, n. 53
:.'orns

oblige Pyncheon.

If
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The second "peak of action" is the Ju'g3's unsuccessful effort to force
Pyncheon marnion.

ILIO

v/ay into tiro interior of the

Once again, .cnsibah appeoro a.e hero,

placing herself fiercely in tno doorv/ay of the inner room
like a dragon guarding an entrance in a fairy tale. -dr.
third "peak" involves Clifford more directly:

Hepzibah and

Phoebe forcibly restrain hin from plunging i:rl:c the street,
where a political parade ic paosing by.
nificance of this action is node a

The dramatic sig-

arent late: on v/hen

Ju.ge Pynchooo reveals the use l:o plans to nako of it in
provin" that Clifford is inca:"ie. Pi:- s.ymbolism of the house
as h art (which we sbiall examine i : another sectio . of this
cbanter) is especial n, meaningful in this inci ent.
Ihoebe's departure from tho .ouoo of the Seven Gables
is another act which is both dramatic and symbolic, e.nphasizing the rolo that Phoebe i-ac co le to play in tho drama
of tho house.

It makes everyc

lorc: av/aro of hon' she .bias

made the house a home for each of the other throe occupants,
and it reveals to tne percentiv^o Clifford ohot oho is in
love with Hol^;rove.

in oddioion, her action prepares for

the clinactic events to follon.

Judge Pyncheon night novrer

have been able to enter the house if Phoebe had been present;
but certai.ily, even if he inn': made rds way into tho inner
parlor and had died there, Phoebe would :iever hove allov/ed
th:: brother and sister to flee into the storm.

.::0p

But Phoebe has gom:, an:, thoo^. tnvo conpanion events—
forming the two highest gatles, so to spco.:, of the entire
structo-e—occur alnoot simultaneonoly.

Judge Pyncheon

dies, apparently of an aoo .lectio stroke; r^Ad. Clifford,
feelnng a sense of nen-fonnd freedom, a2'..^st i.n-^ ediately
sweeps Pepoibah along with him, ont in bo tho otorir!. Phis
"Flight of Two Ov/ls,'' as Chapter PTxI in entitled, records
one of the most -profoundly symbolic events of the novel; in
ad.ition, it provides suspense and delays the fast approaching hap y ending of the novel.
During the absence of Clifford and Ilepoibah, Phoebe
returns to find the house api orontly empty,

boi rovoe, who

has already diocovered this absence as v/cll as Jeffrey
Pyncheon's death, takes rhoebe into his confidonoe.

bi-

tnou h the two young oeo.Ie arc concerned about the attit'rd^.
that the nolice and the public v/ill take toward tho two
events, they f.nrb occasion to plight their troth as they
ota .d in a sunny reception room of the house of the Seven
Gables.
Their betrothal, another significant 'peak," is the
last determining action of the story,

dbe death of Judge

yncneon and the coming marriage o. P.bcebe and Holgrave lead
to the final .b": )ortriro of P^mchoons and Llaules fron the House
of the Seven Gables.
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A "Part of batux'o"
This last departure from the bouse is part of tbo
novel's theme as, indeed, are all of the najor events of the
plot.

Thus the architectural structure of the vrork, t o n h

mechanical in its deliberate crafts:nans ip, grov/s organically
from the central symbol; it is, in other words, built as
firmly on the "fo.mdation of the necessary" as any proponent
of the organic theor;; could v/ish.

The structure consequently

suggests that hav/tn.rnc, althougb ho made no for::al statement
of tho theory, agreed with Pmeroo'] at' fhoreau about the
nature of art.

Any composition ought to co

about organ-

ically—to be just as nucl a "p rt of oature," san, as the
old ..yncb.eon elm or the deca/ing wooden mansion.

But i i his

carefully-v/rought structure Pav/thorne suggests, too, thot he
knew what Emerson ano fhoreau recognized but did not make
exnlicit in their statements of organic theory:

that man

creates consciously and deliberately, by building a foundatio?-). anb grabually add:'ng stone upon stone until hie work
soars heavenr/ard.

In other ncrdo.j ^ e

.•on:.:e of the >tcven

bablrn—like Pnoreau's 17alden—is the oynthoois of organic
and mechanic that is the v/orr: of art.
Again like r.'onoau and like IkiHj

Dicbincon, bawthorne

found that his s:n:ibol was a compelling part of his own onperionce.

Tho:i eau .b.ad reacted againr't houses and built his

own small oy bolic cabin in the v/oods; he did not choose
his symbol, his synool coose ^.in. bnily Pic :inron, likov/ise,
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i::i: V isoned by all the circumstances of her JeMJ Pngland environment in her father's house at Anhorst, necessarily
adopted t...c house as the central image for nucb. o. :.3r
poe cry.

be ji^ve called bnis ,.owerfnl influence of tne house

a crootive impulse, and luno seen it at v/ork, to a looser
det,ree, for both Kelvill.- and Emerson.

But for no other

writer in our group was the idea OJ' a house so strong a
motivating force as it wao for Ilawth ..orne; and nowhere did ho
yield to this creative inin-.loo so completely as in dhe i-ouso
of the Seven Gables.

As his notebooks and other v/orks have

sben/n, he never lost the strong conociousness of those old
Salem houses v/nich CciOt their ohadov/s over his youth; so
that it v/as a natural—one might v/cll say an organic—process
when a composite of these olb houses, containing th

1nritan

past and darkening the present, flouriehod in his creative
mind like the Pyncheon elm.
-lawthome's conception of the nature of art csii be
set d.j.n, then, as close to that of the organic theorists.
The pnr ;ose of art, as hav/thorne cav; it, also had something
in common with their viewc.

He believed thot when a writer

conposed a "roirance '—ao he called .liio novel—he nuot present
"tie trnth of the human heart."

ncnoo:r had called tho poet

a truth-oayer and a liberator; Dickinson visualised a lion^e
of poetry with numerous v/indov/s anb doors; 11 orean v/antod
art to free man fro?:^ corrining institatio:is like a fanily
niOiSion.

howtliome, although his conoopt ol freedom allov/ed
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for more limitations than did that of the -ranocendentalists,
also wanted the truth in his ronance to be the rind that set s
men free.
Man anb

'ociety:

The Poral of the Book

-Lj-av/tnome's statements are b.ardly ever as sbn:ae a a
they seen; and, althou; h he expresses in his preface a purpo;3e which see:ns to ouggest that The House of the Seven
Gables \iae intended to abolish the farily mansion, he adds
a qualifying statement.

"When 2?omances do reall;, teach any-

thi:in," he wrote i.i his fa^'Ous pro.: ace, "or produce a:ay
effective operation, it is usually through a far more subtle
proceos t.an the ostensible one."

i*ocopting Pav/thorne'c

warning, we ma,:, still, hov/ever, seek at least one "ostensible"
mG:n.irg—that involving nan's relation to society—in the
proclaimed moral of the book:

namely, "the folly of tumbling

dOvOi an avalanoh , of ill-gotten gold, or real estate, on
11
the heads of an unfort note posterity."
As v/e b'.ovc seen

m

Y/onts of all five v/ritoro under

consideration in thi. study, the meani 'g of t.he honoo symbol
suggested by Pawthorne here is one v/hich frequently appears;
that is, the house :.'ay represent sone aspect of society
itself.

The eonatio:i of the house v/it-. tho human heart in

^^ Works, III, p. 70.
11 -Lbid.

^
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this n-vel suggests a other rocurreni; meaning:

the indi-

vidual's opeoial relations to thot society.
TheSymbol of V/ithdr-^-n-l
—

—

—

*

"

—

—

*

"

—

*

^

—

•

II

I

- •

•

When the hous'

the v/ork of tho v/riters under con-

sideration—is symbolic of tho inrlvidual, it In;qucntly
suggests the isolation ox a person iron the main strear, of
society,

^-or; this isolation may bo highly desirable, as

Pmerson often thought, and as -P\o^oar believed whon no went
to live at Wal...e:n; or at least, necessary—ao I'elville's
fictional wri l-crs n.:.d drily dicPiioon f o uid it to be.
General 1.;^ , Hawthorne .i.oiui:..., ouch isolation \on:atisfactory, alt-:onr^ he too recognised that ther- mi :ht be tines v/hen a
person's goal must set him apart, "xho Artist ol the
Beautiful," for exa pie, right nave bo forco the houoohold
fir^ in order to achieve nis ideal, but tb.o chonces were
r.hot t:i.. isolated person \/ould lose nis boi. on the magnetic
chain of humanity and tnen, like -^ter Goldthwaite, fail
after all."''^ boot often, in Hawt.. erne's v/orks, any obsession vr J,ch causes a.' individual to withdraw iru:: society ±B
a dangeroo.s one.

laijlc's c roe uoon the fou!.,.r of the

Pyncheon line, like Peter dot. thwaite's inheritance and t.-e

•^^ I:o several ways, "Peter Goldthwaite's Treasure" obvionsiy foreshadows 'fii_o Jf nsc of P^e_.ofpxiA .^Abl.--? • .„v,Pi;
tno convxctio L that tben::' is a rilden troaorro in the mo-scovered, gabled old Goldthv/aite mansion suggests the hidden
charter in tne Pyncn-: en hous^:. iho bargaining of a.'eter s
ancestor with tho devil is also echoed in tho novel.
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bosom serpent which Poderick Plliston inherited along with
the family mansion, involves such an obsession.

In

J^]}.C

House of the Seven Gablo_s- it is the Pyncheon pride which
proves that "the v/rong-boing of one generation lives into
the successive ones.«15
Thus it was that Hepzibah, naking herself ridiculous
as tho fi;::ure of a great lady, shut herself up for so man;^
years, pd/mi'^ her hopes vinon the great fort nr:; which, would
one day give her the riglitful -lace of a Pyncheon in society.
Th:is it was that she resisted Ju-ge Pyncheon, ^ju t as Peter
Goldthwaite hold out againf^t Joboi b^rowA, although both representatives of the outside v/orld cane offering more material
benefits than any to be gained through holding on snblornly
to an antiquated mansion,

h-ith nav/tho no's love fo:- ironi-

cally mixing ap;)earanoe and reality, ho makes these recluses
seen at times fo lio'oly stubboro; yet it is clear that in
resisting the i/orld of brick business builrin ;s on •. mirrored
bazaars thuoy are as admirable as .elville's ol^. o ; defondin«^ tho chdnnoy of his into rit. against oncrcaching material'
isr . But when they turn in completely upon themselve --n'-t
is, -..^hon they hrve lost the ability to judge when to locl:
t'ic door and vd'on to throw it open—their positio'i becoT'cs
a tra:,iG one.

Phoy hove aba:idonod society, and society has

abandoned tb.em.

15 ^ orks, III, p. 14.
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Hepeibah discovered what fate she had brought upon
herself when at last she needed help that did not come.
After the Judge has made her aware of the power he has over
Clifford, Hepzibah, feeling certain that Clifford knows of
no hidden wealth and will thus be at the mercy of the merciless Judge, realizes desperately whose side the world will
be on*

Anxiously seeking help, she unbolts a door, "cob-

webbed and long disused," between her part of the house and
Holgrave's gable, but the daguerro typist is not in his
chambers.

The novel reveals how she came to realize, at

H

last, that she was alone:
In all her years of seclusion, she had never
felt, as now, what it was to be alone. It seemed
as if the house stood in a desert, or, by some
spell, was made invisible to those who dwelt
around, or passed beside it; so that any mode of
misfortime, miserable accident, or crime, might
happen in it, without the possibility of aid.l^
But Clifford omderstands the seriousness of their
situation long before crisis brings it to Hepzibah's attention.

By nature tending toward isolation himself, he is,

as Hawthorne describes him, one of those more easily reached
through a sense of the beautiful than through the heart; had
it not been for his great sorrow, his affections might have
disappeared entirely.

Now, however, Clifford understands

the curse of the Pyncheon family, or at least senses the

•"•^ Works, III, p. 290.

1!
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nature of it; on his first day at hone he causes tne picture of Colonel Pyncheon to be veiled ^-.-ith a crirpson curtain, and he mutters about tarP.g Hepzibah and leaving the
dismal house.

Still, when it io impressed ^K.n him that

tb.cy are virtually prioonuno there, he see\.o for a while to
be r&conciled.
Actually, the biouse beco.> cs sozr.ev/hat less the prison
as Phoebe, v;ith that aura of home about her, sb.owo Clifford
the way "back into the hroatning world."

Per irrluence is

acoo :nted for i.i t'i.is way:
nc'sono who have v/anrcTod, or been ^npelled, ent
of the common track of things, even v/ere it for
a better oyster, desire nothirg so much as to be
led back. They s.dno:* ir. their loneliness^ be it
on a mormt.-in top or in a d^ni on. Nov/, Phoebe's
presence made a home about her—that ve^,; sphere
whicl; tlie ont cast J the prisoner, t] o ;otentate—
the v/retch beneatb mankind, the v;rotch aside fro.n
it, or the vrotch above it, instinctively pines
after—-a ho o 115
Slov/ly, by aimost inperoopti,'le degrees, tiirough
Phoebe's influence, .lifforb is being led back to the point
v/here he night fine oo, o measrro of happbr. ss and a place in
'-cioty.

In a nodified way, his exoerience is that which

has already been described as

"v/ithdraral and return."

(doe especially dhanter H I , pp. 30-101 a:ove.) nhorrau
0 1 '' onorson both reco ;nized the nossibility of withdrar/ing

• y'

hoiks, III, pp. 170-171
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from rnaden the "unclean roof" of society and returning, rejuvenated by a session with self and nature, bettor able to
cope with that society.

I.ielville's charactero—no.o remembers

especially the tragic figure of dimny Rose—sonetizros made
partial returns after withdrawing from society.

And

Hav/thorne, toying with: the idea of the fortunate fall, had
his barbie Faun emerge fron a dark ancestral castle, not a
boy restored to his aninal-ldnr youth but a man wbio, through
experiencing sorrov/, had acquired a send.
Clifford, like Jim y rose or Donatello, v/as never to
be restored to his earlier state; but, as hav/thorne suggested, his partial return may have produced a better nan
than he v/ould have ooen if he ]:iad not experienced v.dthdrav/al.
Instinctivol;; feelin^'- the need for no.rging with the strea::^
of humanity, dbifford tv/ico mode dra otic efforts to get free
of the fa ily mansion v/hich inorisoned b.ir. That those incidents are the most rrononable of tb_c vbiole nov^ol—with the
nosrible exception of Jeffrey Pyncheon's death scene—o^i:hasizes the irroorto' ce of this theme in the total meaning
of tho book.
Both of those events have co nterparts in other selections that v/e have alread: considered.

The first of them,

which occurs one day as Cliffor:= is v/atciy/- the people on
the street fro : ai arched wlrdow on h e second floor, reminds one of Peter Goldthwaite's sobering look fro • his win(.0 . into th.. street full of cheerful, prosperous peonle. It
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suggests, as v/oll, another, more personal sketch b:. Hawthorne,
entitled "Sunday at Home," in vr.ich he describes a favorite
pastime of his own.

Indeed the descriptico of Clifford,

vd.o often sat concealed behind his v/indon curtain on
.-•'.Ul'i•• i

,'"1 •

/, watching church- oers pace by, is so much lik,. m a t

of Hawthorne v/atc- P*g a sinilar scene fron a oi-^ilar position, that one is forcibly reminlo
hinself ennorienced this two-no

of bow dee_,l;,- tho author

tug of the house symbol.

Clifford feels tho attraction of society with especial
strength ono day when a political parade in paooing, like
"a nighty river of life."

It is a scene v/hich, as Inwfchcrne

said, might well _:rove co fascinating to one "that he v/ould
hardly be r 'St.rab:oed fro
of Inrnan sympathiec." "

nlimgin^" into the surging stream
Thus it

roves v/ith Clifford; he

manages to set one foot upon the windov/ sill before Hepsibah
and Phoebe can ^;;rab his clothes and null hi i bao

inside.

•/dien the incident is over, Clifford bcliovos that if h.o
could ^ vo taken the plnnn;o and survived it, he might have
bee:

-•^i-.he

ner

The second attempt to escano io nore successful.
xosoosoed by an ove.::v/holm- Jg :bJ.laration npo" tho death of
his cousin Jaf::ro.*, Cliffo- d seizes hopr;ibah and drags hor
out of the house—along the storn-be-ten streets of Calem,
and finally to the denot vdnre they begin a v/ild train

le

or.b.s. III, r,^:). l-d-200.
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Oourney during which Clifford talks inoessortly an''' alnost
insanely.

This is porhaps the ::oot complete and dronatic

acco:mt of t.^:e "moments of escane" which Emily Dickinson
knew, and whicn xMelville described in Pierre.

An exhilara-

tion like thot of dlifford affected ^ierre whon he first
left his mother's ho <oe after reaching his decision about
Isabel and again, ::Lore intensely, v/heii he burst out his
dingy-walled chamber to v/alk through the streets of Pew
York with Isabel and Lucy.

But such a sense of freedom,

v/ith its wild abandn-, is nearly always a foLSe one, as
Hawthorne's ovm Arthur Dimmecoale i-amed after his meeting
with np.^ster in the ferect—wrience ho must retnn to his
houoe by the bur^^ing ground, and face the fact that he could
not violently escape his ov/n soul.

'ierre, likewise, v:ent

back to his chamber and locked the door with its dagger once
I'ore, a:ni Emily Dickinson's soul res unod its "banda :od"
state.
Clifford and Hepzibah must also :rtum, brightened
and v/oary, to their prison in the --ouse of the Seven Gables.
If one is to ao i^n. a satisfactory social state after naving once been se;^.anated fron society, they have learnod, it
is not by such violent and sudden meano.

Yet in oime, freed

fro: the stifling spirit whic • is represented by both the
Judge and the old Puritan-, oninated Ho>ice o

the Seven

dables, Cliffo;?d do^s find happiness and a degree of the
Intel tactual developnent that might have been ris in greater

«i
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measure if tragedy had not cut short his youth.

Thus he

exemplifies, whon he finally emerges fron the dark house,
the theme of withdrawal and return which appears in the
works of all five writers under consideration.
The House as Society
Up to this point, in the examination of the social
meaning of the novel, the House of the deven Gables has been
viev/ed as a sign of the individual attempting to come to
terms v/ith society.

But the house is representative of

society itself in several v/ays. It is the Pyncheon family,
for one thing; it is an outworn aristocracy, and a remnant
of Puritan theocracy; and, at least part of the time and
for some characters, it is the institution of property.
In this last role the Pyncheon house suggests much
of what Thoreau and Emerson also expressed through house
symbols—the notion that because the house represents such
things as an over-accumulation of material possessions, a
wide spread of labor, an excessive dependence upon others
for one's existence, it is an undesirable object.

Put when

one looks carefully at the characteristically dual meaning
of the symbol in this novel, one becomes aware that it is
this symbolisn of nroperty which has caused frequent misinterpretation of Hawthorne's theme in The .ouse of the
Seven Gables.
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Hawthorne's ostenoible piirpose—to show the folly of
leaving ill-gotten wealth to posterir — i o most eviront
when the house is oon:.idered as a synbol of the Pyncheon
f airily.

Critics n o have wished to see hawt o m e objecting

to the capitalistic syste : developing arc m

him hove sone-

times ignored the term '^ill-gotten" whicn is a necesoary

p a r t of

the

ono •

I t i o n o t t h e house ai

;:-ibol of

pronerty to which Hawtrorne objected, but the cnrse upon
the house—that is, tho family's tendency to subordinate
everythin:; else to tho desire for gain, in thio case symbolized by the old ..uritan's me-nc of obtaining .ids house
site.
Ttf.

' i t h h i s c h a . n a c t e r i o t i c open-mindedness., ho.vover,

•.b.ho:j,no p r e s e n t o f a i r l y t h e view of pa.operty c o n t a i n e d i n
TT_ T

•:ol;ravc's sermon to n.hoobe an

talist ha: on ue 'O bhe troi:o.

in Clifford's transcenden..lolgrave is quite convincing

when he declares that as a ro rosentative of the ..oss-gronn
past blic old Pyncheon honoe ought to be t m ; down cr nririficd i;y fire, that all the reforms needed by societ

world

come about if houses v/ere built to last only ono generation.
Echoin': b is, Clifford declarer, to the old gentleman on the
train, that all th:. guilt of the wonld rests upon real
erotate, that brick and strno houses are the greatest stunblingblocks to happiness in the path of nankind; and .he advances
the ^mersonian theor^ thot, as all human nrogross is in the
lorn of a spn:--al, al.crnoting, as it v/ere, between one otate
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of society and another, new inventio r: like tho loconotivo
will soon bring the Jnoman race back to ito earlier nonrdic
state.

Again, Clifford talks like a nan who has read

fhoreau as he on n?esses a desire to return to that state in
which man builds his house as a bird builds its nost.

In

short, he conoiders the idea of home and fi^reoide to be a
"tbojrougPIy stale" one.

''In the name of common sense,"

aoks Pno old gentleman of Clifford, "what can be better for
a na.'i than his ov/n parlor and chinney cor:ierV-'^

In the

nano of tho same co:rron nonce: ilawthorne renarl:o of Holgrave';
lecture to nhoebe:
bis error lay in suppooi:;g P_irt tiiis age, nore t]ian
any past or future one, is destirod to see the
tattered gar .:ntE of Antiquity exchan 'od for a nov/
suit, instead of gradually ronev/ing themselves by
patch^7ork; in an-dying is own little lifo-opan
as the laeacirre of an inton inoble aohievencnt; and,
more than all, in fancyin;; that it mattered anyt ling to the groat end i:a view, whether he hi::sclf
should contend for it or against it.18
Pone and fireside, v/hiob, as v/e ro r 3 soon in preceding
chapters, ccnPined. for Fav:thornc the linitations of social
inotitutPono v/ith th , tra;:..scending power of sympathy, we:^>o
rar r):;:© desira be to bnPn t^ian the nnlruJided freedom a.'.vocnted h:; refer:.era, even though frecdon could oo.etimes be
a temptation.

Without such qualiti s of sjanpathy, a house

•^'^ Vorks, lib, p.
^^ Ibid., p. 216.

307.
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could adaoittedly become a synbol of po.alycing, corrupting
forces, just as Clifford and Tolgrave conceived of it; for
mucb of its history the Pyncheon ho'.oe had rona'.ned such a
synbol.

Phen it otoo

glittoringly new, on its fabcful

opening day, tho mansion ronresented tho rigidly Puritan
traits of a oocioty that could produce a Colonel Pyncheon.
bith its plaster containing bits of broken glass, ito
grotesque ornamental figures, its seven peaks topped by
iron rods, it must have resembled strongly the Boo ton home
of Governor Bellingham, head of the theocracy that inprisoned
Pester Prynno.

^.o a symbol of tho family, it aoPitted no

mono lore and sympathy than it di.. as a type cf oociety;
a ^rarontly its fireplaces had never been truly warm, for the
irony in Pol;;rave's :Jescription of the house in Gervayoe
Pyncheon's tirro io alnost heavily plain:

"tbo _roat chiriney

in the coirter sho:ild cynbolioe the old fellow's hocnitable
heart, wiiicn kept them all n a m , anu made a great whole of
tho seven smaller ones." '^
b-ut the bouse of the deven Gables has one oaving
grace:

it is not petrified, like tr.ooe Italian tov/ns de-

scribed in the Marble Paun; it has becone rather a "part of
nature," lir:b-g, and thus subject to change.

Its process

of decay may continue untib it has become a part of the
tain Led eart... where it stands, but even so it represents o

IPy rorko. III, p. 229.
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society whore there is still hope ani c family who, no*./ that
they P.8ve lit in truth the householb fire, nay finu a con.•^ortable nlace in society at last.

^ cor old Pcooibah's

cent shop affords the criof hopo for a chrn ing society;
when yoimg Ned pays his penny for a .ingojp road Jin brer,
"tno structure of ancient aristocracy had been demolished,
even as if his childish gripe had torn dc^rn tho seven-gabled
20
mansion."
The one last symbolic - osture v/.o-ch seems to
prove the regonoratio:-' of the family is the granting of the
cottage on their newly inlicritod estate to Uncle Venner.
In short, \dicre house means growt.b_ and love, this snallest
unit of society still contains !:opo for himanity.
The House as ^eart and Soul
As the symbol of the human heart, too, the Pyncheon
nansion is still alive ano suhject to change. Phoebe suggests its organic quality when, befoie leaving on a -Psit to
the country, she sentimentally ooys goodbye to everything
about the house and garden,

"book where she v/on.ld, lay her

hand on v/hat she might, the object reononded to her oon„21
rciousness, as if a moist huniar. heart were in it."^
xn its o;:nbolic function as heart, the House of the
Seven Cables plo r a dual role:

20 „V/orks, III, p. 70.
PI Ibid.., pp. bol-262.

it is the collective heart
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of the family itself, anb it is each scnarate heert of the
memboro of the farrily.

As such en all-inclurive "heart,"

the i ruse is able to contain nnch cf both good and evil,
ano thus to serve ab-irably as a device whereby the aut.uor
conld investigate the "gr at .roblcm of life."

The sane

symbclion had served hin in a nun er cf oboxl otorirs and
in l;.is first fa-:ous novel, 'Z.c ScoH.. t LotP:? ; but bn Th.e
PovLoe of the Seven Gables, r;ith all thot tho oynbol inplied
for the heart both psychologically and spiritually (and
writers like Pawthorne and Pelville, with their Puritanlike sense of good and evil, hardly separated the two),
hawthorne built an elaborate, extended v/ork of art around
this two-fold function of tho house synbol.
rhe Living Heart of Pyncheons and Maules
In order tc make the houce oynbolic of the families
who were concerned with its .tiotory, hav/thorne oniov/od d',.
witb several noticeable features.

As a forgn of the family

of Pyncheons, it had begun in all the pribe of its Puritan
founder; but decay had changed the house,

bh.. ohoro-peaked

gables tonped ,vith iron reds had softened v/ith time and now
supported plant life—not the con on nooses only, but flowering nlants strewn o.i the roof by ono Alice Pyncheon.

Still

turned inv/ard upon itself, the fa.ily heart had nevertheless
been sorrowhat torched by the ravages of tine; and yet there
was one thing n^hich had not changed:

never a snark was
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struck In the crcat central cMmney.
-i^cn with the house.

Old .•:a:.ile's ci-.no :.ad

The old wizard who knew the ;.ecret

01 the hereditary dioease in the family recognised, too, a
fardl^ trait of arrogance a:.d egotism, a trait that would
fail to £;lve tho hca:;th or the heart ito C::e.
Old Patthew :"anlo's fanily, it was drought, still
haunted the house n^iich Colonel Pyncheon hod built on Paule
lanJ; thoy were oven present a:iong the o_.irit crew that invaded tho inner parlor cf the house on tho night of Jaffroy
Pyncheon's death.

In one way, P.iono might oven bo a claim

that they owned the house ao well as the lo-id, if Pol rav^j's
story of Mice Pyncheon ia accepted; for .-ice's father ..reed
to trade bot.. the house of his ancestors and the soul of his
daughter for tb.o best key to tho ?yncheo:i fortune,

fhus it

is not onrprioing to finn a yo uig izr-^'i ^nho turns out to be a
descendant of I-att-hov/ 'bonle living in a g:blo of the .r.ouse,
though so -arated iron the Pyncho

• by barred doors, fo

thio ..xtent, at least, the _.orr'o also suggests tho heart of
t/io !.Taules:

they alnoyo possessed tho secret of invading

the dr..o:n: of the Pyncheons and, in one wav or anoahor, of
getting into their n,ouse and their hearts, as if both pieces
of Pyncheon pronerty really belonged to the T'anles.

bhe c ief

hereditary traits of both fa:iilies, then, h- ve lived to be
r prcoooted at tho tine of this story by tho current occupants of the House of the Sevo - Gables.

The v;orot thing

about then all is that they are capable of subordinating
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-hat Hawthorne called 'sy:ipot>i^'" (thot is, the heart's
capacity for syiipat'^y with hui'^aniry) to some lesser Lrait.
i:.oobe is unique amon; then, since oho rbready possesses a
great amonnt of ^ynpat^.y, and is thus capable of saving
each of tno others from the total depravity vbboh co:aes
when t-o

.ov/er to love hao gone.

Clifford, for instance, as has been mentioned, i:- at
ono tin^ in danger of lotting his adniration for the beautiful crowd out of hie heart all affection for others. As a
res rt of long im; risen: ^:rot, *ie has alnost lost t .io trait
of his youtbx—all the traits, indeed, that narh 'i ' as man
Pnstead of aninal—ond the fa ily houoo continjoo to keep
him cut off fron society, so thot he ca... not j.ovolop i:.to a
con-bete humo'' boin%

Phe :.:n'erstandin:j love of Phoebe

creates a hone atnos:ohere around him and gradually v/ins him
back from the depths of his ovra heart so that at last he
can brjatix:. free air.
'.•o.ne com:letely than on;/ of bne other characters,
Hepzibah Pyncheon is

ictured as a prisoner of her o^m heart

Pnily -.-dckinson, who wrote that in sone unjr-.lained \/ay
ncpzibah and Clifford ronindod hor of herself and her
brother Austin, ira have seen herself mirrored in Fopoibah
and simply v/irhed that her brother depended as much upon her
for bis very existence as Clifford do- rndod upon Hepzibah.
bortarnly C'ld i'.aid n;,ncheon, living t .inty years alone in
the dark mansP-n, suggests in so le v;ays t;.e isolation of
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Smily Dickinson.

Pnily, too, knew what it was to be a

prisoner io the .optbs of one's soul as well as a recluse
m

a New England house; she had fea-s of beconing insane,

Qc it seemed hepzibah must surely do ^unless she v/ent out
into the sunshine.

Indeed, "Hepzibah, though she had her

valuable and redeeming traits, had grc^vn to be a kind of
lunatic, by inpriscning herself oo long in one olace, with
no other conpany t: an a eingle series of iJeas a:ad but one
affection, and one bitter sense of wrong."^^
nopoibah's trro.enc; to rard the life of a recluse had
always been part of her character, in' rnited v/itb the honoe
and the cnrse.

As dncle Venner rorionbers, ov:;i as a small

child hepzibah liked best to sit at the t.lroshold and stare
gravely into the street instead of playing outdoors wib:.
other children.

.'ow, as an eccentric old maid, hepzibah al-

ways adnrits a ncrson by ononing a door just enough for entrance and lurking Lodn

to kr.ep he-self out of sight.

There is, bonover, one hope for .opzibah.

Phere io

roon in hor heart for one otb.or, her brother Clifford; love
has remained alive there, enough oo that for his sake she
is able to throv/ down tho bar between hero elf oid tic worldyes, even to drvite the com on people to come into her
family mansion r o; purchase needles and r.arblco and ginger
beer.

This is the most painful and the rest coirragoous act

'-' ^"orko. Ill, p. 209.
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Of Hepzibah-s life; after lifting the bar for the first time
flees into the inner parlor, v/hich represents th. innermost heart of the Pyncheons, and gives herself up to tears.
If this letting down of the bars is a beginning, it
is nevertheless a long tim: before Hepzibah is able to merge
v/ith the flow of humanity.

Phoebe notices when she says

goodbye before leaving for the country that Hepzibah has
learned to express more love than formerly, but even then
she cannot accept human coirr.anionship.

She and Clifford

discover this disability together, on a Sunday morning when,
watching -uoebe from the arched window, Clifford decides
that he and Hepzibah should go to charcxx too.

Dressed in

their faded, moldy Sunday best, the old couple descend the
staircase, open the front door, step across the threshold,
and finn themselves unable to move one step farther.
Clifford concludes that it is now too late, that they have
no right among human beings—"no right any//here, but in this
old house, which has a curse on it, and which therefore we
2^
are doomed tc haunt."
Shrinking back into the passageway,
they experience a feeling like that often described in Emily
24
Dickinson's verse.
The interior of the house is more dismal

^^ Vborks, III, p. 204.
Oh

IVo poems in which Emily Dickinson best develops
this theme are "A Door o^st opened on a street" (cited above,
p. 75) and "Except the neaven had come so near" (P. 163) •
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an ever, after the glimpse of freedom, for now they believe that they ca: never flee.
is so dark as one's own heart!

"For, what other dungeon
Vdiat jailer so inexorable

as oneself!" hawthome cnclaims, expressing a theme familiar
to the Amherst poet.^^
./hen the time comes that ncpzibah desperately seeks
help ai;ainGt her cousin tho ciudgo, she begins to realize
fully what she has done in cutting herself off from mankind; she has cut herself off from Gob as well, for o.^ie can
send up no prayer from the douse of the deven Gables. VThen
Clifford dra: G her out of the house and off on the wild
railroad journey, she still can not escape the honoe; it
follov/s h ,r everywhe.". e, at more than railroad speed.

Put

being ta^^en forcibly out of the house, coupled with the fact
that in the end Clifforb turns hcl )less .;.ni ..opzibah has to
act, has its effect.

As dlifford says to th'? old yentleman

on the train, and as Etaily Pickinson nas later to write, the
soul needs ai: . Hepoibah's has perhaps recovered after a
time of brcatring oonet'ing beoides the dr,-rot of her old
house; Hepzibah can pray at last,

'-hro:^^ her lev

for

Clifford and her gradually- rc^in*- ability to participate in
that synnathy which Phoebe rrresents, Hepzibah is finally
saved.
Pven 101"^rave goes through an ezn^oiience that in sono
ways resembles Lepziban's.

He is a personable an3 talented

^^ LopjiS, III, n. 204.
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young man, but there are signs that he too has inherited a
amily evil.

From what he tells Phoebe about hie interest

in the Pyncheons, one gathers that he moved into the vacant
gable with the same idea that Chillingworth had when he moved
m

with Dimmesdale—-co investigate the interior of a heart.

Feeling no affection and no ill-will for the -yncheons, he
has been interested in objectively analyzing them, thus
risking the fate that Ethan Brand and -aelville's Ahab experienced—letting the intellect eat away the heart,

-io re-

gard for Phoebe has enlarged nio capacity for affection, so
that he is able to restrain his natural inclination when he
accidentally hypnotizes her as he reads the story of Alice
Pyncheon.

"Phoebe made the House of the Seven Gables a home

for him," who apparently has not knov/n a home before; and as
the power of the household fire is exerted upon hin he becomes less the objective observer of life ana less the zealous
reformer who would b u m all buildings every twenty years.
By the time of the death of Judge Pyncheon and the
flight of Clifford and Hepzibah, holgrave has been changed
so much by the influence of the "home feeling" that he feels
a real concern for the welfare of the old couple.

His first

impulse, however, is to keep the secret from the world, while
Phoebe, as soon as she arrives, cries, "Why have yon not
thrown open the doors?"

Three times she repeats the ^hrase,

urging openness upon Hol;-rave, who has himself recognized the
good that would have resulted "had Clifford flung wide the
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oor."

Put Ilolrxave has not, any moie than l.epzibah and

-J-ifford, arrived yet at the groat faith in mankind that
Phoebe naturally possesoos.
There are tnooe w-..o hav: felt tnat hol£;rave's somewhat sudden desire to build a house and set out trees is not
well notivated or that, if it is, it constitutes a tragedy.
tn P s oojection to the youn

man's new attitude tovard houses

v/ould depend somewhat upon one's politics, perhaps, but there
is little doubt that ^lav/thorne v;ao sat^-sfied nitxi the chan^ie
ao a desirable one, wrought by love. Por, as hav/thorne explained, is it at all rn-iusaol to see the radical youth,
whose radical i. oas arc based on no

eep thi.diing and very

little reading turn conservative when a you.i

girl puts

thoughts of home-building into his hea^.
Thus Holgrave becomes the t:drd resicont of the House
of the novon Gables to be saved when household Joy i:. the
form of Phoebe Pyncheon entei^ the house which symbolizes
their hearts.

The change is possible because their hearts,

though tendi " toward that yaralyising egotism from which a
character lite Et-ian Prano or .- ob could find no escape,
are still alJ-ve and, like txie old nouse, a cPan .in

part of

nature.
nc -eon
The rron bio art .pi^^n^PH:. P. .-hi^
The heart of Jud^e lyncheon is something else again,
Ofte:. deocribed, lib.- that of ^-os ancestor the colonel, as

made of iron, it io no Ion er subject to change, for its
cold-blooded rcacx;!: g arter material gain hao c. o r3od cut
ali- hope for the development of that guality which migb..t
have saved him.

The house of the Seven Gables does not

symbolize the heart of the judge, but the mansion boes sugt:est to Hav/thorne an extended iniage v/.rich has symbolic significance because it echoes the oymbolis

of the whole novel.

Men like Judge Pyncheon—"men el str.ng

in-js, great

force of character, aad a hard texture of the sensibilities" —
possess themselve0 of "the big, heavy, soliu unrealities"
of material wealth.

rch a man builds with these materials

a "tall and stately edifice, v/hich, in the viev/ of other
peoDle, and ultimately in his own view, is no other than the
man's cbaractor, or the man hinoolf."

This edifice io a

splendid palace—'• ».'ith what fairer and nobler emblon could
any man desire to shadow forth his character?"
not the v/hole picture:

But that is

"in oon^, low and obscure nook—

some narrc./ closet on the ground floor, shut, lock:d, an:..
bolted, and the key flung away, or beneath the marble pav^oment, in a stagnant water-yndlo, with the richest pattern
of mooaic-work above,— :
still decaying."

lie a corpse, half decayed, and

It io ir this nock, this "bolted closet,

v/ith cobwebo festooned over ito forgotten door, or the deadly
hole under the pavement," that t r man's true character is
to be sought, not in the "snlrndid rubbish" wbich is enough
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"to cover up and paralyze a irore active and subtle conscience
than the Judge wao ever troubled with."^^
The portrayal of man's psyche by neans of b.on. e symbols
was a device e^ loyed by all five of these New Pngland
authors.

Emerson recognised sorething in man that wao be-

yond co:iBciousness, beyoni tho close^ door; Thoreau felt
that a house might nore profoundly re-resent man than oimnly
by fulfilling his practical needs.

Melville

rov-ided Pierre

with a small locked c l o e t where his unconscious mind

ight

prevail, and also conjured up figures of speech in vdiich the
black do rths below a house or palace v/ere t : depths of the
hioman heart.

Psnccially to bmily bickinoon v/ere details of

this "emblem" of man's character most fariliar.

The key sym-

bolism was meaningful for her; like ^owthome in "The Haunted
Hind," she n:nally found the lock ineffective in keeping the
submerged moTnories ont of hor c:nocio:."-snoss—the hosts that
visited her "baffled key."

Such mcnorios belonged in su; -

terranean regions, "the cellars of the ooul," or perhano in
a closet whose dust nuot not be diet rbeo.

Besiies the

frightening deep cellar ir the House of Remembrance, there
was also a ^arrot—"lor Refuse and the Jouse."

( i s in-

teresting line, sonetimec—:3obably by editors who fail to
understand it -rinted as "For Eefu o and the nonie," seems
to tc':o on added meaning in the li'ht of th. "splendid

26

i^on

, I I I , pp. 27:-P7^.

p; C;

rubbish" of Judge Pyncheon's 1'e—one more reason why one
cannot help thinking that

r.ily . iokinson muot have been

deeply impressed o. t. is passage in ihe House c: the Seven

Cables.:?'^
Becauoe Ju...go Pyncheon v/as able to loco hio snbtorranean room, or his cobwebbed closet, ani to continue on his
eotablished wa, v/ith a "rij^id consistency," he belongs with
t:..ose otnor c]io:.actors whose co;as wore "paielyzed"—./ith
Po .'er Chillingworth of the unwarmed heart, ^:ith Pierre niotakenly caotin,.^ aside all that meant love and trut...

die

Judge has the same hard, cold oeai that his x^urita : ancestor
had, and, to a greater extent than any of the other Pyncheons
of -is generation, the same inflexibility.

The hearts of

tlo others are symbolized by tho coo,, timbered, half-living
oln douse of tho Seven Gables, and are subject to being
soitonod by love; hio heart is closed and hard, .ith the
real truth bolted out of it, and witr. love forever excluded,
as he has shown by causing tbio death of his nife and casting
off his only son.
Judge Pyncheon looks so mno ^ like tne iron-hearted
old Puritan whose picture hangs in the inner parlor that he
seems an embodinont of tb.o evil spirit vPich haunts the

ny
^' 'Pii::^ 00" 0 v/ord is used to describe ir.r:esdale's
mor . apparent cr.aractoiistics—bis interest ir "the welfare
of the race, war^- love of oonls," etc.—all of which were
"no bettor t an rubbish" to th nrobing Chillingworth
(F:-7tnome, Pg:d;:o, V, p. 169).
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Pyncheons' innermost hearts.

Hepzibah has been able to

make one successful stand on the threshold of this sanctuary;
but a second time the Judge is not to be turned aside, and,
taking upon him the very sin of Poger Chillingworth, who
"violates the sanctity of the human heart," h. forces his
way into the inner room.

vhat he plans to do would indeed

violate poor Clifford's heart, for the Judge means to have
him declared insane if he will not part v/ith the secret
knov/ledge of hidden treasure which the Judge mistakenly believes him to possess.
But Jaffrey Pyncheon is fated to die there in the inner
parlor into which he has forced his way.

At his death the

mansion seems to become symbolic of his own soul and body;
Hepzibah and Clifford depart, anb the Judge is left there
"keeping house."

Only death could have been more inexorable

than Judge Pyncheon.

Death, as Emily Dickinson came to

realize, is the ultinate panalyzer.

No house can keep him

out; this mysterious v/ind v/hich gets into the old Pyncheon
house and treads the stairs must be that same green blast
against which Emily tried to bolt the doors, or the breeze
Euroclydon, which nothing symbolized by Melville's Spouter
Inn could keep outside.

But if a mysterious wind or even

spirits from another world have invaded the gables mansion,
this house of death is to all appearances a very still one.
The climactic image j.n Hav/thorne's famous chapter "Governor
Pyncheon" completes the picture of innobility.

It is the
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same irage that I^iiy Dickinson twice used in poems on
death—her "How many tines th.se Icr feet .to gered" and "I
heard a Fly buzz-vhen I died."

Tl.o last horror in Hawt-.oi^o's

deocription is or tb:, fiy v/hic_., usually buzzing on the window pane, is now about to crawl across the Ju-^e's open
eye—that no longer f:niotionin,, window of his consciousne.o.
For a tilno, then, tliis "silent ond :.n. onotrable nansion" becomes the house of deao.x. Pot only does it mean
tliat Judge Jaffroy Pyncheon has ceased to breathe; it suggests also thmt ho::o is v/hat the heart of a Pyncheon must
alv/ays be if it is not redecned by love from the deadening
corse upon it.

Por o last stroke to nictu.e this verson of

tbf* house, Hawthorne seto bh'^ organ jrindei ono nonkey outsi:.e the door..ay end declares:

"Ph., gloomy and desolate old

house, deserted of life, an. with amrul Death sitting stonly
in its solitude, was the emblem of nany a human heart, which,
nevertb.oloss, is oonpellod to hoar the trill and echo of the
23
v/orld's ga ety are nid it."
l0-/0^-..

0.1 the Hoof

The old house, oitting thoie oo still anddark, with
the world passing by, is an cobles of what the Pyncheons
dv/elling the" oin once seemed to be.

forks, III, p. 3''13.

The fisbmon_er ooes not
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doubt that craay old Hepzibah is somewhere within, daliberately cutting herself off from the world| he goes away in
a huff.

But the Pyncheons have been saved from the fate

symbollEod here, as the old house itself gives evidence.
Alice»s posies, nourished by the rotten wood of the ancient
««•"•

roof, have bloomed in the night, like a promise of life out
of death.

And, like a fulfillment of the promise, the liv-

ing begin to ret\im and find happiness there.
Pirst there are Holgrave and Phoebe, causing the
"flower of Eden" to bloom within the dark old mansion.

^'j

Then

Clifford and Hepzibah return, to be greeted by love and comforting assurances from the young couple, instead of by the
awful thing they have been dreading.

Later, as they all

or*;'
1

-i^\

gather in the little parlor for the last time before going
to their newly inherited estate, the last sign of the curse
that has so long hai^dened Pyncheon hearts is vanquished.

At

a touch from Holgrave, descendant of Maules, the portrait of

m

the foimder of the Pyncheon family in America falls face
rt

down upon the floor.

The dream of the great Pyncheon king-

dom in Maine is ended, delusions of grandeur are gone, sympathy has replaced pride in the hearts of the Pyncheons, and
the evil portrait no longer hangs upon the v/alls of the symbolic inner parlor.
The final departure of Pyncheons and habile fron the
dismal House of the Seven dables means that never a^:ain v/ill
the bleak old house be the emblen of their hearts, x'erhaps
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It will at last complete its process of decay, and the last
symbol Of the old Puritan's ill-gotten gains "shall ba
scattered abroad in its original atoms."

Soon there will

be no Pyncheon family at all, and Holgrave, having for a
time relinquished his family name and having given up ths
last of the family secrets, is hardly any more a Maule.

The

last remnants of the Pyncheon family will find some measure
of happiness in their latter days because, by the agent of
love, they have escaped the evil prison of their hearts.
The yoimger couple, inheriting a fortune through no wicked
deeds or thoughts of theirs, and symbolically giving away
a cottage as they accept it, represent the hope that the
new life holds forth, if only it can always be characterized
by glowing hearths and open doors.
The essential meaning of The House of the Seven Gables
la implicit in the symbolism of the house itself, which contains, as has already been suggested, both parts of an
antithesis.

The general meaning—and the synthesis of these

two parts—is salvation through love—a love containing both
freedom (from that worst of all prisons, self) and limitations (through discipline and responsibility). Supplementary
to theraaijortheme, as this analysis of the novel has shown,
the house symbolisr; presents many of tho same dual meanings
that have apneared throughout this study,

in the first

place, the novel itself is a result of the artistic merging
of material growing organically out of the writer's experience

i
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and an architectural form which is symbolically appropriate
but Inherently mechanical.

In the second plaoe, the symbol

In this novel performs all three of the functions which we
have examined in the chapter on man's relations to societyx
as the sign of the individual, it STiggests both isolation
and the cycle of withdrawal and return; as society Itself,
It represents decaying—but not yet petrified—institutions.
It suggests to the student of the inner life the different
aspects of the psyche examined earlier in this study:

^g

on

the one hand, extreme introversion, often involving the

M:

hidden depths of the unconscious; on the other, the need for
"air" through association with others. Although the novel

>b»!a

is not so specifically concerned with religion as to provide
such emblems of deity and immortality as we have seen in the
works of other writers, the House of the Seven Gables is a
dual symbol of religioni

it foims an obstacle between man

and God, even while it contains that "highest of all truths,"
the saving force of love.
The House of the oeven dables thus brings together the
major functions of the house symbol as this study has revealed it.

It illustrates, too, the most sig^nifleant quality

of the symbol as we have viewed it—ito basic duality and
the synthesis which ideally grows out of the two opposing
poles.

Lssentially, however, the neaning is Hawthorne's;

although the general direction taken by the synbolicn oi
houses in hio romance is that v/hich the house stmbol has

1^
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consistently displayed in this study, the specific application of the s:>-iiibol to the theme of the novel is an individual matter.

The synthesis v/hicb

jwthorne presents to

us as the truth of the h\jman heart is t-e tr ith as he saw
it—that the best hope for heaven and earth is in that love
v/hich frees the selfish heart even as it linits the undisciplined one.

MHHHWMM

OCilCLUSlCSS
^ e houses of New England, as we have seen them
portrayed in some of the most notable literature to come
from that region, play a significant role in the works of
Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, and Dioklnson.

In

a very real sense, to these writers the house was a symbolan inevitable symbol. Without it Emerson would have lacked
a principal means of lending form to his "spiritual truths."
Thoreau would not have written ?/alden without the house symbol, or Hawthorne—to mention only his most obviously titled
work—The House of the Seven Gables. Llelville's Pierre and
some of his best short storii^s would have been radically
different, as would many of Emily Dickinson's poems—if it
had been possible for them to come into being—^without the
shaping spiritus of their most telling symbolism.
In Chapter I of this study certain criteria have been
established for judging the nature and quality of symbolic
usage.

"Indefiniteness" has been accepted as the chief mark

of tho symbol.

We hove frequently encountered this dis-

tinguishing trait as we have tried to determine in just v/hat
sense one symbolic house can be said to reprecont society,
or another the basic integrity of man.

Judging by otiier

criteria, the house has also proveb to to symbolic, iirst,
the .house is obviously a "concrete object," v/b.other it is
presented in its ovra actual shape and being, or, as wo hove
236
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at times seen if
-^^1 revealed through analogical structure and
metaphor. Second 4 4- u
• ^^ ^ s almost invariably suggested "something besides itself" ^-K^ ^
-.ufaexr —objects or abstractions involving
various ideas and attitudes. Third, these ideas and attltudes have proved so subtle and complex-so "indefinite"that the writer Gnniri -K *.
^ could best express them, if he could express
them at all, only through the use of symbolism.

Finally,

the association cf ideas evoked by the house has been implicit, we have found, in the archetypal-that is. the
universal—quality of the symbol.
As one woulo expect of such a symbol, we observe in
its use a general sioilarity among the five writers under
consideration.

Yet, at the same time, we observe certain

variations in emphasis, resulting fron their different interests and philosophies. Emerson, who adopted—if he did
not always practise—an organic theory of composition, often
pointed to the processes of architecture as symbolic of any
creative process.

Another recurrent thene in Emerson's

works—tho need for a balance between society and solitude—
found expression in his work in the symbol of the house,
which at times suggests both states, fdioreau, v/ho invoked
many of the sane symbolic meanings as d-ierson, v/rote more
often of the house as an institution representing the least
desirable aspects of society, but bo also described an ideal
house v/hich could contain imder its roof both society and
solitude.

Both ilelville and Hawtlozno, in their concern

M^
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with the problem of evil, could find its source in the
Innermost rooms of the house of the heart.

They could also

see in,the house the sign of both extreme introversion and
transcending sympathy; but Hawthorne was more inclined than
Melville to accept the idea of sympathy as the solution to
> ;„

the problem as he viewed it.

Emily Dickinson, like Melville

and Hawthorne, conceived of suppressed desires in the rooms
beyond and below consciousness; she, too, often confined the
Isolated individual behind locked doors.

Por her, more than

for the others, the house served also as a religious symbol,
suggesting concepts of deity, of death and immortality.
The closest similarity in the use that the writers under consideration made of the house symbol appears when we
review briefly their presentation of four human relationships:
1.

i!an and /irt. The house symbolizes the organic
-.•'?•

natxire of art (mainly in relation to content) as well as its
mechanical nature (as in architectural structure); at best
it reflects the synthesis of the two.
2.

Man and Society.

As a symbol of the indiviaual

the house suggests both isolation from society and participation in its relationships, as well as an attempted balanoo
of the two.

As a symbol of society itself, it suggests

either decadent, paralyzing forces or tho qualities of
growth and change.
3.

Man and Self.

The hcise as psyche suggests var-

ious ego functions, particularly as related to what mi,lit
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be termed the oonXlict between traits of the introvert and
traits of the extrovert*
4*

Man and God#

The house symbol is invoked to

clarify views on religious structiire, the problem of evil,
concepts of deity, and death and immortality.

Again, the

meaning of the symbol tends toward either freedom or
limitation*
The similarities which emerge into sharper outline
in such a review constitute almost the chief significance
for the historian of literature and of ideas of the house
symbol:

which is, the common frameworiK of thought among the

writers under consideration in this study.

Most generally

and obviously, our study of the symbol has revealed that the
center of their thought is man; more significantly, it has
indicated a prevailing duality in the meaning of the symbol.
The dual meaning, as we have examined it.in the particular
house symbols of the works examined in this study, tends to
resolve Itself, to become reconciled into the single meaning
expressed in fJmerson's theory of compensation:

each thing is

half and requires another half to make it whole.

The first

of these two characteristics of the house symbol is connected
in a general way with the Romantic novo- ont; the second—the
concept of antithesis and thesis as the condition of life—
is specifically related to the concept of "dynamic or :anicism,"
which distinguishes Romanticism from other opecific literary
movements.

If is this neaning of the symbol nhich ultimately

'M
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Identifies Person, Thoreau, Melville, Hawtnome, and
Dioklnson as Romanticists*
The chief value of this study, I think, is that—by
revealing a common point of view toward thought and art in
the works of five smnewhat disparate writers—it has established the house as what Howard Mumford Jones called a
"unitary symbol."

If so, it is a step in the direction of

that goal (mentioned in the Foreword of this study) which
Jones marked out for the scholar in the field of American
literature:

"to establish more accurately a series of sig-

nificant imitary ideas and symbols appearing in literature
and to study the history of these concepts and symbols*"
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